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CHARLES TAYLORIS THEORY OF ACTION

ABSTRACT

In recent years the suprisíngly ínfluential phílosophical tradition

of. logical empiricism has fallen íncreasíngly out of favour. rts

influence over the social sciences has given vüay to the development of

neI¡r phílosophical reflections on Ëhe nature of the intellectual

inquiries uraking up whaË Ís described as social science. Charles Taylor

has come to play an important role ín Ëhe developmenË of these ne\¡/

phílosophícal approaches. Hence his Ëheory of what human action

consists ín, and what íts role is in explaining human behaviour, is an

apt topíc of study.

In this thesis I argue that his concept of human acËion dísplays

sËructual simílaritíes so closely aligned with our ordínary notion of

conscious human thought that his concept of action should be taken as a

metaphor for thought.

I attempË to demonstrate my ËhesÍ-s by first, setting out the basic

features of raylorts theory. second, by showing how he applies his

Ëheory to the questÍon of rshether or not natural scíence is contínuous

with social science and to the question of whether standards of ratíonal

conduct can be applied cross culturally. Finally, r conclude by

demonstrating how closely Taylorrs concept of action resembles our

ordínary notíons of the structure of human thought. I therefore draw

the conclusion Ëhat Taytorrs concept of action should be undersÈood as a

metaphor for thought.
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INTRODUCTION

The questfon of how human behaviour should be understood is a

quesÈlon of long standfng importance. Since the revolution 1n the

natural sclences which took place throughout the sixteenth and

seventeenth centurles the human sciences have atEempted to emulate the

pracElces and methods whfch have been supposed to characterlze the

natural science enterprise. Thfs attempt to be 'scientific' 1n the way

Èhat the study of natural phenomena was supposed to be rscientlfic, Ì{as

undertaken 1n hopes of achievtng the spectacular progress which hact

marked the developrnent of natural science theory. Theoret i ca1

developments in the social sciences, often self-consclously modelllng

themselves on the presumed practices of the natural sclences, tended

towards what are ofËen called ratomisticr , r reductlonistfc, , or

'mechanistic' formulatlons purporting to explain human behaviour.

Dissatisfaction with these sorts of theories, ancl with the entire
empirlcist phitosophlcal Èradition upon whtch they have reposed, has 1ed

to new theoretical developments.

The empiriclst tradition, and in partlcular, lts most recent

lncarnation in the form of the logical posltfvlst school, has been

commltted to the constructlon of a permanent, neutral framework for
enqufry. This notlon that the human search for knowledge can and does

take place wfthin a framework whlch can be lsolated prior to the

conclusion of Èhe lnqufry - a set of presuppositions whtch are

discoverable a prlorf - has shaped the varlous forms of investlgation

lnto the nature of polftical phenornena. This tradÍtion has seen

lncreaslngly fewer proponents as alternative phflosophícal perspectfves
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have ernerged. Taylor's theory of human actlon ls such a theory. As

such 1t stands 1n oppositfon to what has been the predominant tradltion
1n polltlcal science and in the soclal sclences as a whole.

Taylor's theory makes a good cholce for study for several reasons.

Flrst, 1t 1s a responsible and well developed theory whlch underlies

most 1f not all of his work. secondly, Taylor is a widely noted

contemporary pt itosoprrer who represents a fairly lnfluential

phllosophical pofnt of view. Thirdly, Taylor's close acquaintance with

the Oxford school of LinguisElc Analysfs, the philosophy of Hegel, with

Ehe phenomenological approach and with hermeneutfc phllosophy has given

him an orfginal perspective on contemporary philosophfcal problerns which

has been addressed by phllosophers working within both the Anglo-Saxon

phllosophlcal Èradition and the European contlnental tradítion.

My thesis 1s that Taylorrs analysis of human action is so closely

aligned wfth our ordinary notlon of what ft is to thfnk that hfs use of

the former concept may be consldered a metaphor for Ehe latter. I r,¡il1

attempt to substantíate thls thesis fn the following way. First, r will

set out what r take to be the basic feaEures of raylor, s theory of

actlon. I hope to show that behaviour considered to be actlon consists

of two essential elements. It 1s first of all behaviour whlch is goal

orlented. That is to say lt is teleologlcal fn nature. seconclly, the

concept of human action refers Èo behaviour whlch ls being descrlbed,

not slmply accordlng to form or fts overt characteristfcs or even by

¡¡hat it actually brings about, buÈ also by the form or end result whfch

Ít \¡ras the author's intenElon or purpose to brlng about. so that

actions are classiffed not only by the result which 1n fact comes about,

buÈ also by the end whtch they are lnÈended to reach.
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Taylorr s theory is elaborated prtncipally in his book The

Explanatton of Behavfour. l Thls book and the vfews espoused withln ít
have attracted a lot of attentlon and attendant crfticism. I will
examfne and evaluate a representatlve sampllng of these critiques. For

the mosÈ Part, I will argue that the crlticisms advancecl ofren confuse

or conflate some key distinctlons whlch Taylor himself has often not

made completely c1ear.

In the second and third chapters I wf1l look at Ehe position Tay1or

adopts fn two of Ehe contemporary debates ln the social scfences. r

wf1l suggest that his philosophfcal approach to these debates is wholly

conslstent with what Roy Howard has 1abe1led the phllosophlcal

hermeneutic approach. In Chapter Two I wl1l be examlning the position

Taylor has taken in the debate over the question of whether or not the

natural and social sciences should be seen as fundamentally differerrt
kinds of study. Taylor, in a manner consistent wlth the herrneneutic

traditÍon, malntains that there 1s an lmportanË difference even Èhough

the old model of natural scientific practice has given lray to a

conceptlon of thls enterprise, which 1s simflar to the practices long

held to be characterlstic of the socfal sciences. His posfÈion will be

conÈrasted wfth the arguments advanced by a representative sample of

proponents on the other side of thfs lssue.

rn the thlrd chapter, r wfll examlne the stance Taylor adopts in
the debate over the quesElon of rchether or not standards of ratlonal

conduct can be applled across cultures. Taylor's position ls that they

can, although accusatlons of irrationallty must be levelled on the basis

of self conËradíctory behaviour ln the subject' s or.¡n scheme of
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reference. Taylor's posrtion, and the argurnentation upon whlch hls
stand 1s founded, fs slmilar in many respects to other arguments

advanced ln thfs debate. I ¡¡111 draw out some of these sfmtlarltles as

well as pofntlng out the fmportant respects fn which Taylor's vier¡s

dlffer from those who advance slmilar arguments and from those who take

a fundamentally opposed positlon in respect to thls problem. The

chapter concludes with an evaluatlon of the opposed vlewpofnts adopte¿

in thfs debaEe.

Throughout these chapters I hope 1t will become clear that Taylorrs

theory of human actlon is predicated upon a conception of lntentlonality

and purposlve behavlour that 1s 'irreduclble' to other terms an<ì

concepts which purport to be able to provide a betÈer understanding or

explanation of human behavfour by descrlbing ft in terms whlch clalm to
make no reference to any mental state. I also inten<i these chapters to
develop a clear expostEion of Taylor's theory of ranguage. Hís theory

of naÈural languages plays a vitally important role in his general

phílosophÍcal approach and it ls essential to my thesfs. rndeed, it is
primarlly on the basis of Èhese two features of Taylor's phllosophy that

I lntend to argue my thesls.

Havlng expounded these prfnciples of Taylor's phllosophy, the ftnal

chapter 1s given over to an attempt to substantiate my central clafm

regarding Taylor's theory of acÈfon. It 1s thls chapter in which I will
urge an acceptance of hfs concept of actlon as a metaphor for thlnklng.
There are essentlatly two principal sets of arguments whlch I r¿ttI bring
forward in order to demonstrate that Taylor's concept of action shoulcl

be regarded fn thfs llay. FlrsÈ, I wl11 argue that Taylor's
concepÈuallzatlon of actlon requfres that one understand behavlour as
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dlrected by a conscfous thought process. Thfs ls what the idea of an

lntentlonaI1y directed performance of some behavlour necessarily

requfres. Second, I attempt Eo demonstrate the strong structural

resemblance between the concept of actlon as Taylor has used it wfthin

the Èheoretfcal framework he brlngs to bear fn his approach to the

contemporary problems díscussed ln the preceding chapters and our

ordinary concept of thfnklng. This leads me to draw the conclusion thaL

Taylorts theory of action can be understood as a metaphor for thought.

A metaphor r¡hich makes observable, understandable and meanlngful the

human faculty for consclous thought.



FOOTNOTES

I-Char1es ttl19L' The Explanatíon of Behaviour (London: RouEledge
and Kegan Paul, 1964)

2-Roy Howard, The Three Faces of Hermeneutlcs: An Introduction toCurrent f fr"otf 
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CHAPTER ONE

THE THEORY OF ACTION

In Ëhis chapter I wanÈ Ëo adumbrate some of the basic elements of

charles Taylorfs theory of human action. For the most part r will rely

upon Taylorrs book The Explanation of Behaviour. I will supplement the

viervs presented in this book with several essays Taylor has wrítten on

topics closely related to the main thesis of this book. r hope that

thÍs method of exposition t¡í11 preserve the cohesion of Taylorrs thought

and allow for the systematic presentatíon of the basic elements in his

theory.

rn his book, The Explanation of Behaviour, Tayror sets out to

define ¡.¡hat is at stake over the issue of whether or not human an<i

anÍmate behavíour is dist,inct from natural processes because ít is

purposive' or intrinsically meaningful or because it can be said to

exhibit an order. The notion that an explanation of animate behavíour

must involve the concept of purpose runs counter to another rnajor and

quite distinct point of view concerning the proper explanation of

behaviour. This latter viewpoinË holds that to explain human and animal

behaviour is to do so by offering laws linkíng physícal events and

states in a manner similar to the biological and the physical sciences.

Proponents of this vier¿ see explanations in teleologÍcal terms as

fundamentally unscientific. Any such account, according to this way of

thínking, must be capable of a reformulatlon in non-purposive, and hence

sclentific, terms.

Taylorts view is that to say behaviour ís purposive is to say that

1t ís to be explalned teleologieally. This means that the resulting
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order of the behaviour must be explained as the occurrence of an event

for the sake of what results . rn Taylor r s word s , to offer an

explanation Ín teleological terms is to explain some behaviour ,'by the

goal or result aimed ât, rfor the sake ofr which the event is said to
Ioccur."' To say that the resulËing ord.er of the behaviour wirl- not be

linked to antecedent conditions ís to say that the behaviour is seen as

possessing a disposition which is an lnextricable part of an intentíon
or goal attributed to the agent of the behaviour and wÍthout which one

could not characterize the behaviour in an informative way. Thus TayJ-or

argues in another place thatttso !,re are explaining someoners doing x by

hÍs having pupose y, and our explanation, to be cornprete, requires a

mediatÍng proposÍtion to the effect that in these circumstances x

amounts to Y, or is part of y, or is a tueans to y. ...the purpose to dcl

Y can only be offered in explanation of Èhe agentrs doing X when the

latter amounts to or is a means to the former, at least in the mind of
?

the agent. tt-

A persistent crÍticÍsm of tereorogÍcaI explanations, often
propounded by behaviourístic psychologists, is that tereological
explanations rely upon an unobservable entiÈy, the purpose of the

behavÍour, the only evÍdence for which is the actual occurrence of the

behaviour it is invoked to explain. considered in this way the purpose

is an entity separate from the behaviour and only contingently linked to
it as an effícient cause. This, however, fs an unacceptable form of
explanation because as an unobservable entÍty for whÍch no evidence

independent of the explanandum can be offered, the purpose of some

behavíour could never be used for predíctive purposes.
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Taylor refutes thls argument by showing that it is based on an

optional and not a necessary interpretatíon of teleological explanation.

He asserts that such explanations Day be of the form whereby "the
condítion of an event B occurring is, then, not a certaín state of p,

but that the state of the system S and the environment E be such that B

is requíred for the end G, by which the systemts purpose is defi_ned."3

Construed in this I{ay an event which fs require<l in order for a certain
goal to be attaíned, given a certain state of the system and

environment, is quite observable. rn this interpretation it also

becomes clear that the antecedent conditi-ons (E and s) can be

establ-ished independently of the behaviour. Hence the purpose Ís not a

separable feature but a property of the system which tends tnaturally'

towards a certain end. In Taylorts words ít I'cannot be identified. as a

special entÍty which directs the behaviour from within, but consists

rather in the fact that in beings wÍth a purpose an eventrs being

requÍ-red for a given end is sufficient condition of Íts occurr.rr"".',4

One kev feature of teleological explanation is its characterization

of the antecedent conditions as terms related to the lawlike rel-ation

between some behaviour and its goa1. Hence the anÈecedents are

identifiable only in relation to this relationship between the behaviour

and the goa1. This is a key feature to such explanaËions because Ít
runs contrary to what Taylor describes as the assumptions of atomism and

because it is one of the reasons r¡hy Taylor belíeves there is a

philosophically imPortant difference between the natural and the social
scíences (which r will discuss in chapter two). For the momenË,

horvever, the imPortant consideration is that teleologíca1 explanations
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cannot meet the requíremenË of atomism because the first term of the

explanation tridentifies Ëhe antecedent condition of the event to be

accounËed for, B, as a staËe of affairs ín r,¡hích B will lead. to G".5

Atomism, which Taylor defines as a philosophical approach requiring

every term ín a scientific explanaËion to be identifíable separately

from all laws in which iË may fígure,6 characteristically assumes that

this form of explanation can be, on logical grounds, translate¿ ínto

terms which are intrinsícally ídentifiable. This view, according to

Taylor is unwarrented. Rather, ít ís an ernpírical quesÈion because all

íntrinsically characterízed states of some organísm may not lead to the

same behaviour as the teleologícally ídentified stater or for that

matter to any behaviour at all, if the goal of this behaviour ís

unattainable. For example, a certain stimulus may necessarily

characterize the state of my dogrs physiological system before he digs

up a bone. Thus the teleological identífied state: digging behavíour

whích Í-s requíred for getting the bone, mây be alternatively d.escribed

in terms of some stímulus (say hunger pangs). Thís stimulus, however,

ûtay riot in all ínstances result ín digging behaviour because Ëhere may

be no bones buried in the yard. 0n1y if the stimulus r¿as ahrrays found

Ëo precede the digging behavíour could the teleologícally characterized

behaviour be reduced to these intrinsically ídentífiable Ëerms. Hence,

reduction of this sort is an open, empirical quesËion.

Thís argument also partially defines Taylorfs positíon on the

rmínd-body problemr. On the question of whetheï or not our concept of

the mind can be reduced Ëo our concept of the braín, where reductíon is

taken to mean the translation of psychological terms inËo contingently

ídentical physiological terms, Taylor holds Ëhat Ëhis, like the above
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question' must be empirical. Thus he argues that "if human behaviour

exhibits law-1ike regularity, on the physiological leve1, of the sort

which enables predlction and control, and a rougher regularity of a less

all-eurbracing kind on the psychologícal 1evel, it does not folLow that

v¡e can dj-scover one-one or even one-many correspondences between the

terms which figure in the flrst regularities and those which figure Ín

the second."7 In other words we will just have to wait and see whether

neurophysiologísts will be able to establish such correlations or not as

r'7e must símilar1y rvait to see whether psychologists will be able to

establish correlatÍons between intrinsícally identifÍable states of some

organism and behaviour events.

Taylor further develops his conception of teleological explanation

by characterizing teleological laws as the most basic l-evel of

explanation of ani-maÈe behavíour. A basic explanatíon is an explanation

¡^¡hich sets out the regularities on which less basic explanations depend.

Thus, Taylor asserts that rlif the behavíour of a system can be explained

by the laws y = F,(Z) and the laws ¿ = F, ("), r¡here tx' and ,2, range

over different domains' r.Ie can call the second explanaËion more basic if
the fact that laws ¿ = F, (Ð hold of rhe system can be explained Ín
ternts of y= F, (x¡t'8 Teleological laws are the most basic because they

are incompatible r¿ith the víew that they can be accounted for by other

explanatory laws. They could not, for example, be subsumed under

non-te1eological lal¡s. This ís the result of Taylor's claim that

behaviour can be explaÍned in terms of an inherent tendency to achieve

some end. This is so because to see the tendency to behave in such a

way as to achieve certaÍn ends as inherent means that further questions

as to why some behaviour occurred ¡sould not be sensible.
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Taylor draws an analogy r+ith Arj-stotelian physics. Aristotlefs

teleological physícal laws were both irreducible to more basic l-aws and

asymmetrlcal in theÍr explanatory force. By asymuretrical Taylor means

that rrthe normal operation of the system; i.e., the occurrence of events

t'vhich result in the normal condition ls accounted for by teleological

1aws, while any abnormal functioning musË bring in a set of laws linkÍng
interfering factors and non-nonnal condiÈions nrhich are not

o
teleological. "' Taylor t s tereorogÍca1 laws are asymmetrical in a

sÍmilar sense because they place a certaín result of a given set of

events in a special positíon i.e. the behaviour of animals is the goal

of its occurrence. so, for exarnpre, if it is the natural tendency of

dogs to bury bones then a teleological explanation of a dogrs diggíng

could be gÍven simply by redescribíng the dogrs behaviour as bone

burying. Thís explanation exhibÍts the feature of asymmetry because it
explains the behaviour as a result of the natural tendenc¡z of dogs and

thus no further explanation of the behaviour is needed in order to

understand why thís dog is dígging in Ëhe garden. rf the behaviour

could not be redescrÍbed as bone buryíng and no other natural tendency

of dogs could be invoked then one would have to offer a number of

possíble causes for this behaviour. such âs, the dog is rabid and

therefore behaving wiIdly, and so on. Thus an asymmetrical rer-ation

between these explanatíons exists because in the first explanation a

simple redescription of the behaviour which demonstrates the normal-

oPeration of the system in teleological terms suffices; while the second

explanaÈion must seek causes for the dogrs abnormal behaviour. Moreover

Taylor's teleological laws similarly distinguish between dífferent

states of a system buË are not neutral betlieen dÍfferent results. They
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differ, however, because Taylorts teleological laws are the result of a

tendency produced by the situatíon towards a specific end and are not,
as ArisÈotlets physical laws were, a matter of fact result of natural
events. Even though Galilean physics replaced Aristotlers with a set of

non-teLeogical laws more useful for predícting and controlling events,

the demonstrated inadequacy of Aristotle's asymmetricar principle of

teleological explanatíon for natural phenomena doesntt necessarÍly mean

it is unacceptable for explanations of animate behaviour. Again, Taylor

avers thaÈ this is an ernpirlcal question to be decided by future
research.

rn an interesting footnote Taylor comments on R.s. peterrs attempt

to develop a non-teleologi-ca1 explanatÍon of failures in teleological
systems in physiological t.t*".10 He makes an argument simí1ar to

Míchael Polanyi's argument that r¿e should understand different levels of

explanations in terms of what he carrs boundary conditions i.e.
conditions such that the laws regulatÍng the behaviour of phenomena at

one leve1 rnay be necessary for and also account for the failure of the

laws whích account for the behaviour of phenomena at a thigherr 1eve1

but do not explain the normal behaviour of phenomena at that l.v.l.ll
Thus, Taylor's argument is that even íf some physiologÍcal conditions

may be necessary for the ordÍnary operation of teleological behaviour it
may not be that they provide a sufficient explanation of this behaviour.

Therefore, although certaín physiological condítions might be a

necessary basic for teleological behaviour such behaviour does not have

to be reduced to physiological terms or 1aws.

In order to distinguish clearly betr¿een teleological explanatíons

in general and purposive explanations in particular Taylor examines our
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everyday account of human behaviour and outlines the way in v¡hich our

ordinary language describes that behaviour. In order Ëo d.emonstrate

that our language assumes that human behaviour is purposive he examines

the concepts of acËion and desire.

First, Taylor claims that implicít in our everyday noËion of action

is the ídea of fdirectionf toward a goal or end. That ís, the agenË

direcËs the action toward a cerËaín goal or end-state. More than símply

providing a description of what the actíon result.s ín, this idea

contaíns a purposeful or íntentional commitment on the part of the agent

to achieve a particular result. Thís directedness of action is also a

part of Ëhose actions which do not íntend to achíeve a certain end or

goal external to the actÍvity itself. For example, such actions as

singíng or playing a game of some sort may not have a goaL or end. which

ís readily identífiable as a component seperate from the actions beíng

performed. rn these instances the end or goal aimed at ís simply the

performance of Ëhese act.ions themselves.

Thus, directed behaviour (action) is characterized by Ëwo criteria:

first, iË must end in or result in the goal appropriate to this kind of

action. In other words it must meet the críterion by which actions of

this kind are ordínarily characterized and second.ly, ít must have been

the agentrs intention or purpose to achieve this resulË, Hence, "the

normal notion of an action is of a piece of behaviour which not only

brings abouË a certaÍn condition but is d.irected. towards bringing abouË

that condition as an "rd."12
If the first criteríon is not meË the behaviour in question may

stil1 count as an attempted actíon. If Ëhe second. criterion is not met

and acÈion terminology is used anway thís, Taylor argues, is likely
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when the action intended and the action attríbuted are siroilar in some

essential way. ThÍs may be the case when quallfications such as

unknowingly, or accidentally are used. Most often this will be the case

when r'¡e want to attrÍbute some responsibility to the agent even though

the result v/as not intended but we feel that the result r{as foreseeabl_e

and could have been avoided if a different course of action had been

taken. This ís an important aspect of his moral philosophy and Taylor

deepens and extends this notion of responsíbility in a later article

entitled "Irrhat rs Human Ag"rr"y".l3 Here Taylor builds on hís notÍon of

responsibítity by adopting a notion he attríbutes to Harry Frankfurt.

The notion he adopts is a distinction between first-and second-order

desires which Frankfurt makes in his artÍcIe "Freedom of the Wifl- and

the concepÈ of P"r"orr".14 The concept of a second order desire Taylor

defínes as "a desire whose object is my having a certain (first-order)
tq

desire."^- Beginning wíth the assumption that the ability to have

second-order, or what one could call evaluating, desÍres is essential to

human agency Taylor attempts to distinguish between two different types

of these desires. These desires are distinguished on the grounds that,

r'¡hat Taylor labels weak evaluation is ttconcerned with outcomes" whí1e

strong evaluationfr is concerned with the qualitative worth of different

desires Iemphasis in original].rr16 rt is on the basis of this latter

characterÍstíc and not only the former that Taylor believes \4re are truly

human. Thus, Èo be responsible is not only to be responsible for r¿hat

one does in accordance ¡¡ith onets evaluatíons but also t'in some sense

for these evaluatiorr"".l7 thi" can be seen to follow from Taylor,s

insístence that we ordinarily attribuËe responsibílity to indívidual

actors, in some cases, even when their behaviour results in unintended
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consequences ' It follows because our attribution of responsibility
depends upon our iurplicit assumption that human beíngs are capable of
recognizÍng the 1ikely resulË of some behavi-our initiated on Ëhe basis

of some desire and then evaluating that desire in light of the

consequences whÍch are likely to obtain. Hence r¡re are capable, even if
we do not do so, of making an evaluation of the worth of those desíres
and acting accordingly. Thus, in our usual attributions of
responsíbílity we implicitly assume the capacity for strong evaluation
in the sense that Taylor has developed Èhis notion ín hÍs later article.
Otherwise Ít v¡ourd not make sense to hold people responsíble for the

results of unintended but foreseeable results of theír actíons.
To return to the discussion of our ordinary conception of an

action, Taylor further asserts that for behaviour to be identifíed as

action it must be intentional or purposefur behaviour in the sense of
being rdírected' by this intentÍon or purpose. rn other words the

second criterion for an action given above, i.e. that the agent of the

action must have an intention of achieving the goal appropriate to
actions of that kind, is now used to explain what Ís meant by the fÍrst
criter.ion of action, i.e. its rdirectednesst. Thus, action Ís
distinguished fro¡n what is not action on Ëhe basis of whether or noE the

behaviour resulted from the purposes or intentions of the actor. To

classify behavíour as action in this sense is to rule out causar-

accounts of behaviour. This ís so because the intention is not
connected contíngently to Èhe behaviour in the usual sense. Rather such

behaviour is partly what is meant by ascrÍbing a certaÍn intention to
someone. rt is worth quoting Tay10r at some length on this poínt:

I,iie are not explaining the behaviour by the rlaw', otherthings being equa1, intending x ls followed by doing x
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for thls is part of what t./e mean by rintending x', that,in the absence of lnterfering factors, 1t ís ioTrowea uidoing x. lt could not be said to intend x if, even witiino obstacles or other countervaÍlíng factãrs, I sti11didn't do it. Thus qr¡ intention is not a causar- anteced-ent of my behavio,rr.'"

Thus to classify behavíour as actÍon is to specify a type of law by

¡vhích the anteeedenË is the condition of the agent having an intention
or PurPose so that the regularity in the agent's behaviour is
conditional on the regularÍty of the agentrs intentions or purposes. A

behaviour 1ar¿ of. this sort is, in Taylor r s terms , a t Iar,r governing

actionr. A causal- account of behaviour which would be clearly
incompatible with this sort of account would be, again in Taylor,s
terms' a flaw governÍng movementr. A law of this latter sort would be

one such that the behaviour to be explained would be said to have

occurred on Ëhe basís of some antecedenË r.¡hich vras not an inËention to
behave Ín this way and upon which the behaviour could be said to have

occurred r+hether or not such an intention existed. To again quote

Taylor at some length on this point:

Thus, if a given piece of behaviour i-s rightly classÍfied
as an actÍon, then we can not account for it by some
causal antecedent, where the law linking antecedent (E)
to behavÍour (å) is not ítself conditional on sone taw'or rul_e governíng the intention or purpose. For if theIaw línking E to B were not depen¿ent ãn some law linking
E and the Ínîentiãn or purpose, I, to do B, then E _ B
r^¡ould hold ¡¿hether or not E - r held. BuT then Biouïd
occur on E whether the 

"orr.sponding intentÍon r¡ãs
present or not. And then, even when ít is present, it
cannot be said to bríng about the behaviour, so long asthis Ís done by E. Thus to account for B in terms of E
rvould bçOto offer a rival account, to disqualify B as ãnactíon. ^'

So behaviour explained by 1ar+s governíng actions

redescríbing the behaviour in such a r^ray as to provfde

behavÍour \¡¡as directed to. This explaÍns the behaviour

do so by

the end the

because by
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províding Ëhe goal of the behavÍour one thereby accounts for the

behaviour in the EerIns (the goal) f or which it T^7as und.ertaken. This

account thereby excludes causal accounts for which no intentíonal

anËecedent is given.

Accordíng to Taylor our ordinary accounts of behaviour as action

usually involve characËerj-zíng this behaviour as directed toward a

certai-n end. Thus they characterized it as behaviour "for the sake of a

goalt' and thereby explanations exhibít the asynmetry of teleological

explantíons " Hence ordinary explanatíons of behaviour are

teleological. Taylor claíms Ëhat this is also implícit Ín notions of

desíre or wantÍ-ng. Desíre is línked to the notíon of a motive and ís

therefore ínvolved whenever motives are attributed to an actíon.

Desires and motives are attributed to people on the basÍs of the goal

they are intended to achieve or by citing the emotíons or what Taylor

cal1s the I'psychíc energytt behind the action. rt is possíble to use

emotions to describe motives and thus desires because they are logically

connected to specific desires.20

Having argued this, Taylor no\{ rrTants to discuss r.rhether our

ordinary language is símply using these teleological concepts or whether

our use of them means that our most basic la¡¿s of behaviour have to be

of this form, if a use of such concepts reflects the Ëruth of their

implication. Thus Taylor poses the question trwhether the concepts 1,¡e

use in our everyday account can be applied rnrithout change of meaning to

beings whose behaviour could be explained by non-teleologícal laqrs.,,21

In order Ëo ansr./er íL he examines some possible cybernetic schemes of

explanation of action. These explanaËions are found to result ín

redefinitíons of the notion of inEentíon r¿hich gives rise Èo 1av¡s of
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movement rather than act10n. This however completely changes the

meaning of our ordinary concept of intentlon because if t'it can be

subsumed under the lar¿s about programming, then we are using rintention,

1n a new sense, in which lts link with the corresponding behaviour is
purely contíngent."22 Thus our most basic lar¿s of behaviour coul-d not

be teleological on this account because to explain some event by the

most basic la¡^'s is to provide the regularities on r¡hich this event

causallv and therefore contingently depends. The dependence of

behavÍour on intention, however, is not contingent on such regularities
and thus the most basic laws of behaviour must be laws which govern

a')
action." consequently, if a set of non-teleogical la¡,¡s explaining

behavÍour were found, then classifing something as an acËion woul-d be to
place it under thÍs set of laws. This is not our current practÍce. rt
differs from what hre do now in that it would mean that to identify
something as an action in this nerrT way v¡ould be to identif y the

contíngently connected antecedents from whÍch it followed and to do so

before we Ídentify the intentj.on. In fact the íntentíon could not be

described until the antecedents had been identifÍed. (After which Íf
they were antecedents of intention the intention could then be noted and

the behaviour characterized as action.) This ís radically different
from our current practice of first notíng a certain behaviour as an

action and then identifying the antecedent conditions.

This, however, does not, according to Taylor, mean that there could

not be non-telological explanations of behavíour. This is because the

distinctions we currently mark v¡íth our ordínary language could be based

on invalid criteria even though they mark valid distínctions. TayJ-or

uses the example of Arístotle I s distinction between rvíolent' and
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'natural I movement and argues by analogy that there cour-d be

non-teleological distinctions between those events r,¡e label taction, and

those that Lre label fnon-actionr. The fact that ractíonr can not be

applied in its present sense to beings r.¡hose behaviour could be

explained in non-teleologícal laws does not in itself prove that we are

not such beíngs. rt does, though, mean that such a non-ter_eological

system of laws "¡¡ould have to be coordinaËed in such a way that l{e could

connect many of the state-descriptíons in everyday language with
state-descrÍptions cast in the language of the theory: such and such a

pattern of excítation corresponds to the state of desíring peanuts, such

and such another to that of feelíng guilty over fairíng one,s exams,

"t""'24 Thís coordination must exist because all of our descriptions

and action could not be wrong. rf they were Èhen l¡e ¡¡ou1d a1l have been

talking nonsense, from the beginning, and thÍs ¡¿ould be rather
/\

tmp_Laus].bl.e.

This is consistent with Taylorts position on the mind-body problem

as already al-luded to above. The problem of reducing the nind to the

brain is, of course, realry just anoËher way of stating the probrem

discussed above once we recognise that our mÍnd-related terms are

teleological and intentional as Taylor has argued. Thus TayJ_or argues

in an article on the issue that if "the varíous things vre ordÍnarily
describe in mind-related concepts Ican be] adequately accounted for
in scientific language which uses no such concepts, ...rt goes without
saying that thÍs reduction... is not a conceptual one, but is va]id, if
it is valid, contingent1y.... The entire explanatory face of the first
language is taken over and augmented by the second.',26
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If we should, however, dlscover that the behavlour of human beings

can be characterízed in non-teleological terxos then, according to

Taylor, action and all other related concepts including, of course,

desire would be altered in substantial respects. This is so because our

ordinary notion of desire includes the idea of acting in a certaÍn way.

Thus desire would change to mean eíther a subjectÍve state or a set of

physiognomic characteristics, in which case Ít wou1d no longer have the

force of a tdíspositionr to do, or it becomes an antecedent causal

condition, hence Ít would be contingently related to its action.

SinilarJ-y, the distinction between intentíon and desire, or acting
reluctantly and acting willingly, would co'e to rest on attendent

symPtoms and woul-d, therefore, no longer be a distinction based on the

lray !¡e account for the action. currently, according to Taylor, the

distinction between desire and intention is possíble onour present scheme because the identification of both
desÍre and intentÍon is independent of the identification
of the antecedent conditions for the corresponding action.
Thus we may be said not to want to do what we nevertheress
are doing or íntend to do, and what, presumably, therefore,
the antecedent conditions are present for our doing. And
thus a distinctíon ís possible bet\,reen íntention and desire
between what we are simpry disposed to do and what we arso
relish' or at least want to do. For not all our dispositions
are desires. tDesirer contains more than the notion of
disposition, it contains that of a rspontaneous disposítionr,
one r¿hich tcomes from usr, âs against one which ís iæposed
by fate or by others, or by convention, or whatev"r.t,

Rather than making a distinction betr¡een desire and intention on the

basis of the way an action is characterized, in a non-teleorogícal

system the distincÈion r^rou1d be made on the basis of the different
antecedent conditions to the actíon.

Thus far Taylor has argued that our ordinary notions of how to

explain behaviour are teleologÍcal and incompatible r,¡ith

non-Èeleological explanations. The concept of action, however, requÍres
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more than identífying an event I s dírectíon by the laws under which iË

could be subsumed. Rather, it requires as well the identification of

Ëhe rdirectíont Índependently of its antecedent conditions or of any

lav¡s relating antecedent conditíons and behavÍour. Thus the

directedness of actions has to do with their nature. In oËher words,

when characterizing behaviour as actíon, t¡e ascribe a partícu1ar nature

to the behaviour being explained rather than covering it under certain

laws. rn this sense actions consEítute a type or caËegory of evenË, one

whích ís irreducible to movement. It is írreducible because it includes

an idea of dírectedness to¡¿ards an end, rather than the idea that Ít

sinpry happens to resulË in an end. Thus, even Íf a set of laws r¿hích

purported to characterize movements were to be stated in terms of the

results of the movements described, they would noË amount Ëo a reductíon

of the description in action a.r*".28

According to Taylor the distínction beËween action and movement

írnplies that organÍ-sms capable of acËion can be consídered agenËs to

whom responsibility can be aËt::ibuted. Agency is intertwined wíth

action because actionrs dírectedness towards a certain end depends upon

"its being true of some locus of responsbility or agent that it direcËed

the behaviour towards this go^L."29 Moreover, to be able to identify an

action or a desire independently of anËecedent conditions Ís to imply an

intention or idea of the goal to which ít ís directed and thís will be

the case even where the actor does not recogníze r+rhat ís wanted. This

is often Ëhe case in a good deal of psychoanalytic explanaËions of

behaviour or everr ín some ordínary observations when, for example, one

níght poínt out that a certain aËheletets bold performance !üas not so

much the result of his or her avorn'ed íntentíon to do everything possible
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to win the game as lt vras

spectator.

to catch the attentl-on of favoured

sfnce Íntention i-s involved with desire and action and because the
latter are related to the concept of freedom, intentionality is
fundamental to Taylorrs political philosophy. This can be seen in
Taylorrs artÍcle 'lh'hat's l./rong I,Iíth Negative Liberty,,. ïn thÍs artÍcre
Taylor argues that the negative theory of liberty (one which defines
freedom only ín terms of an individual's independence from interference
from others), if held in its extreme version where freedom is
exclusÍvely the absence of physical and. legal obstacles, gives up much

of value in liberal thought (as v¿ell as ensuríng íts refutation). This
is so, because, Taylor argues, a widely held view ín liberal society is
that of freedom as a means of self-realization and this view, Ín fact
even the more extreme negative liberty view, require some notion of r.rhat

is signifÍcant in order to determine what sort of restrictions are
relevant for preserving freedom and which are of what iurportance and so

on' Thus Taylor asserts that t'some discrimination among motÍvations
seems essential to one concept of freedom. A minute,s reflectíon shows

r¿hy thís must be so. Freedom is important to us because we are
purposive beings. But then there must be distinctions in the
significance of different kinds of freedom based on the distinction in
the signifÍcance of different purposes. Irny emphasis],,30 Thus people
could be barred from acting freely by ínternal, motivational obstacles,
such as may arise when actíng in accordance r+ith desires of less
significance than others and therefore not acting in a r¡ay that
expresses onets more significant purposes.
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tr^Ie can see' therefore, how ímportant the noËion of inËentionality

is in Taylorrs political philosophy. For if human behaviour was simply

movement in response to external stimuli then only external obstacles to

freedom would matter. rf, however, human behaviour is directed by

intentions then internal obstacles to forming Ëhe intentíons whích ¡¡í11

besË realize an individualrs most significant puïposes become essential

to any consíderation of freedom.

Action is not only unexplainable on non-teleological grounds, it is

also unexplainable on simple teleological grounds as well. Rather, íËs

explanation musË involve reference to the actorts inËentions. In

Taylorrs words, to rrspeak of tacËíont is to say not only that the laws

governíng the behaviour so described are te1eological, buË also that

this behaviour can only be accounted for as actíon, i.ê., ín terms of

inËentíonality. t'31 One sÍgníficant consequence of this díst.incËion

bet¡¿een simple teleological explanations and those also ínvolving

intentíonality is that the latter must, ín order to be sufficient,

involve reference to the actorts belief that such an action r¿Í11 be

appropriate Ëo achíeve the end or goal in question. Thus an explanation

in action terms is suffícíenË only if iË is the actorrs belíef that such

behaviour will result ín a certaín goal and not Íf this behaviour is in

fact appropriate or ínappropríaËe to achíeving this go^L.32

Taylor also suggests that the ttclaim that anímaËe organisms are

purposíve can thus be interpreted as the claim that theír behaviour, or

some range of íË, can only be account.ed. f or as action. ,,33 trrlhether

non-human animals are actors or not is an empirícal question. Since

action requíres conscíousness, in the sense necessary for íntentionality

this quesËion must be investigated by determining whether or not aninals
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are conscious. Consciousness, however, must not be defined as human

consciousness' i.e., as a\¡/areness of ends separate from and. preceding

action, because this would arbitrarÍ.ly exclude anímals without showing

that the consciousness required for action is of this kind. Rather, the

questíon of whether or not animals are conscious ín the way necessary

for action, i.e., capable of behaving on the basis of an íntention, is a

quesËíon'r to be decided, presurnably, ín this way: r{e must discover

ultimately whether anímal behaviour can only be accounted for by laws

governing action, or whether it is amenable to explanation of a more

mechanistíc type.t'34 By explanatÍon I take Taylor to mean an account of

events which identifies that element productive of the result
(explanandurn) and which rules out other possíble productive elenents, in

the case of action explanations; and an accounË of events whích

identífies Ëhe antecedent conditions upon whích such a result. has always

occured Ín non-exceptíonal circumstances, ín Ëhe case of mechanistíc

explanations. The fact that a description of anímal behaviour, unlike

human behavíour, can not be ascertained directly but rather must be

derived from its subsumption under a law or by sËating the antecederit

condítions, does not necessaríly mean that iË is not acËíon because it

may be possible to identífy the behaviour under another descríption.

Hence, these laws may be laws governíng action and. not necessarily laws

governing movement. So thaË the apparenË dífference between human and

animal consciousness, which results from an anímalts inabílity to

describe objects linguísËically and thus to recogníse alternative

descriptions of obj ects, means that aníma1 consciousness seemíngly

contaíns no analogue of verbal human thought. Thus, even though animal

consciousness does resemble the human ín that it justÍfíes our speaking
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of the anímalfs behaviour as directed, Taylor conclud.es that "ít would

seem best to proceed on the assumption that it makes sense Ëo speak of
ractiont and rdesirer in Ëhe case of at least some animals and try to

put to the test the Ëhesis that these differ from ínanimate nature in

the radical way ouËlined.t' Such a test would be the questíon of whether

animal behaviour is only amenable to la¡¿s governing action and Ëherefore

lre can only correctly identify ít as actíon or whether it can be

accounted for by mechanistic laws and can therefore only be correctly

identified as movement.

Now that I have adumbrat,ed the teleological and purposíve nature of

Taylorrs theory of action I wanË to look at some of Ëhe críticisms r¿hích

have been advanced and to evaluate these crítíques. There are three

principal philosophical arguments ínvolved in Taylorfs theory of action

as r have elaborated it above. These are: l) that teleogoícal

behavj,our, i.e., behaviour which occurs for the sake of, or which ís

required for, a goal, cannot be explained ín causal terms because the

anËecedent of this behaviour is necessaríly identified by reference to

the consequent, thus creating a logical link between the two which makes

it fundamentally incompatíble wíth a causal analysis; 2) Ëhar behaviour

classified as actíon (behavíour whích is the result of an actorrs

intentíon), can not be reduced Ëo causal explanaËÍons for essentially

Lhe same reason as Ín 1) above, that to say someone intends to do

something ís to say that soneone r,¡i11 do something ceËerus paríbus,

hence a logícal connection is esEablished between the antecedent and the

consequent and thus this form of explanation is incompatible with causal

explanaËíons; finally, 3) although teleological and intentional

explanations are fundamentally (1ogícal1y) incompatible with causal
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(mechanístie, non-teleological) explanatíons, it is conceivable that

mechanistic explanations could provide a nore basic level of explanatíon

than telelogical ones and therefore lead to substantíal alterations in

our ordinary language descriptíons of behaviour.

There is, not surprisingly, a rather rarge number of crítiques of

Taylorfs posítion avaílable, not. to mentíon d.ífferent although similar

or sometimes opposed conceptions of what constitut.es telelogical

explanation. Most criËíques r ês well as ad.dressíng the maj or

philosophical argumenËs I have identífied above, tend to address almost

innumerable side íssues and various details of Taylorrs víer¡s. To

discuss all of these minor crítisms, along with the ones d.irected at the

major phílosophical props of Tayror's theory, would involve a

presentation of exceptional length. r wíl1, therefore, confine my

discussion to only those crítícisms which touch on the Ëhree priurary

arguments I have summarized above.

Most of the criËiques of Taylorfs theory focus on the first tr¿o of

his main philosophical arguments. Consequently they are concerned

primarily wíth the question of wheËher teleological explanatíons are

compaLible r¿ith or reducíble to mechanistic explanatíons. In other

words, Ëhey are concerned with the question of r"¡hether or noË

teleorogical terms can be translated or reformulated Ínto

non-teleological terms and hence wheËher teleological explanatíons can

be so translated into mechanístíc ones.

Andrew I,Ioodf ield, f or example, argues that ,tTaylor gives an

incorrecË characterization of the form of a Ëeleologícal

explanatíon....Iand] Ëhat Taylor mischaracterises the relationship

beËween causal laws and T-laws Itelologoícal-laws] In f.act ,
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explanations whích rely on T-laws turn ouË to be a specíes of causal

explanation' on the most naËural interpretation of the term rcausal,.,,36

I^Ioodfieldts firsË argument relies prímarily on the arguments presented

by Denis Noble in hís arËicle on Taylorts book The Explanatj-on of

Behaviour. Thus , they both argue Ëhat , in Noble r s words , 'rllhenever a

teleological explanation of the kind described by Taylor can be given,

it is necessarily the case thaË a non-te1eological (SE-B) account can

also be gi.r.rr. "37 This i.s so because arry antecedent condítíon of

behaviour whÍch ís characterized in teleologícal terms i.e., iË was a

condítion which requíred thís behavíour (B) for some goal (G), could

also be gíven a characterizatíon in non-Ëeleo1ogical terms i.e., in

terms which referred to only the intrÍnsíc properties (those which make

no reference to B or G) of the envíronment and of the organism whose

behaviour ís beíng explained (Sn¡.

Taylorts response Ëo this argument is simple enough. Even if such

correlations between sE and B can be found, it may be that these

correlations can not be related in a law-like fashion, whereas the

correlations between the teleological anËecedent (T) and the resulting

behavíour may be amenable Ëo such formulaËion. Thus, Ëhe more basic

explanation would be the teleological one, because it can be used to

predict behaviour as vrell as to explain the occurrence of particular

SE-B correlatíorr".38 l,rroodfield accepts Ëhis but goes on to argue that

the force of the explanation depends upon the kind of generalization

that teleological laws are. Since the telelogícal antecedent is held to

be such that behaviour can be predicted on Ëhe basís of it, and because

teleological laws al1ow counterfactual speculations, the force of these

explanations is idenËícal to those of causal explanaÈions and hence X
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rrteleological explanation turns out

explanation."39

be kind of causalto

That l,Ioodfield finds it necessary t.o make thís point arises out of

Taylorrs unfortunate decísion to counterpose teleological explanations

to causal explanatíons in his book. Taylor does believe that

t.eleologíca1 explanations are causal ín l¡hat he calls a r¿eak sense of

causal explanatíon. In his article trRelations Betvreen Cause And AcLiontl

he defines the weak sense of cause as "a separately identifiable

antecedent, by whích we account for somethingrs coming aboutr".40 rn

this sense of cause, teleologícal explanation ís causal because its

antecedenËs can be picked out separately from the occurrence of its

consequents' although they cannot be ídentified separately from any law

ín which Èhey uray figure; and they do function in such a r¡ray as to tell

us why someËhing happened and thus to allow for prediction and.

counterfactual starements. Teleological explanations of action by

intentionr purpose, reason or motíve, howevere are not causal in the

above sense because the antecedenL is no longer identifiable separately

from the occurrence of the consequent. Although they do function in

vrays similar to causes i. e. by allowíng predictÍ-on, control and

counterfacËuals. This is the kind of teleological explanaËion that

Taylor is prírnarily concerned r¡ith and hence hís tendency to oppose

teleological to causal explanatiorr.4l

I^Ioodf ield, ho\+ever, is not satisf ied r¡iËh Tayror t s analysis of

telelogical explanation as ít stands. He argues ËhaË it provides

neither a necessary nor a sufficient conditíon for the explanatíon of

behaviour. He has trdo arguments which attempt to demonstrate that a

sufficíent condítion has not been províded. The first is that there are
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varíous sorts of phenomena r¿hích can be explained accordíng to Taylorrs

teleological formula but ruhich aïe not goal-directed. I,rloodfíeld cites

as examples a pendulum oscillating because this t.ends to resËore

equílibríum and the tendency of the waËer level in one arm of a U-shaped

Ëube to rise when Inrater is poured down the other arm because Ëhis

maintains an equal 1evel beËween the tv/o arms. He concludes Ëhat "the

facË that an event occurs because it ïesËores a balance of forces is not

enough to establish that ít occurs ín ord.er to restore the balance.rr42

This, r believe, ís correct but it does not impugn Taylorrs theory. The

objection here is arnbiguous between an insuffÍciency of ÍntenËion and an

insufficiency for explanation. If vroodfielcl means that these examples

demonstrate t.haË the occurrence of an event which resËores a balance of

forces does not adequately demonstrate that the system Íntended to do so

then his objection mísses Ëhe mark because Taylor does not claim thís of

simple teleological explanations eiËher. Hís distínction between simple

teleologÍ-ca1 explanatíons and purposive explanatíons is ínLend.ed. to

separate out two sorts of phenomena. One of which can be interpreted on

one level teleologícally but can aË a more basic level be interpreted in

non-teleological terms. The oËher soït of phenomena at its most basic

level of explanation is so only in teleological terms.

If Woodfield is arguing that these examples are explícable in

teleological terms, buË exhibit no intentional nature, then he is not at

odds wíth Taylorrs theory. rf he is arguing thaË these examples

demonstrate phenomena which can be characterized. teleologícally but

which can be explained in non-teleogical terms, from which the

teleological description itself can be derived, then he ís still not in

disagreemenË with Taylor because these examples are exactly the sort of
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phenomena Taylorr s above noted dístínctíon

behaviour explaínable as action from.

attempts to distinguish

I'Joodfieldrs second argument is that since every T-B connection must

have an sE-B counterpart, Ít Ís, therefore, the case that all causal

connectÍons have teleological counterparts so long as there is a

characterization of the antecedent which makes reference to some future
state - According to l,/oodf ield "there always is such a description.
Every event brought about in a lawful way occurs because by doÍng so it
accords with the law. That is to sây, by occurring, the event brings
about a situation which consj-sts of the lawts having been confirmed.

Therefore, on Taylorts definitÍon, 1t occurs for the sake of according

rvith the 1r*. "43 since any analysis which leads to an absurd

consequence could not be correct, Tayl0rts analysis must be wrong.

Again, by focusing his crítique on símple teleology I.ioodfield has

neglected to take into account the importance of Taylorrs dj"stinctíon
betr¿een teleological and intentional explanatíon. For the above

argument could be made with respect to simple teleological sysËems to
which no íntention can be ascribed. rt could not, however, be made r¿ith

respect to íntentional teleological systems r¡here the goal of the

behaviour is r^rhaË the actor íntends and not sirnply the result of a

series of movements which end at a certain state. rn this case the

behaviour is not contingently connecte<l v¡ith the antecedent because Ít
is described by the antecedent and therefore the antecedent is not

ldentifiable separably from the consequent. Thus the logical form of
intenti-onal expranations remain the same as sirnple teleorogical
exp1anationsbuttheybecomeirreducíb1"@tocausa1

explanations. l,Joodfield I s obj ectÍons to Taylorf s analysis of
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teleological explanation does not,

action.

therefore, iurpugn his theory of

D.I^I. Hamlyn argues that'tlt is not just an empirical Eatter of what

laws fit the facts, but a deeper, conceptuar matter involvÍng the

question of the appropriateness of a whole q¡ay of thinkÍng about

human-beings and animals."44 That Taylor should fail to realize this,
he believes, is due to the separation Taylor makes between simple

teleological and ÍnËentionar explanatÍons of behaviour. Hamlyn be1ieves

that the invocation of teleology as the appropriate mode of expranation

with respect to any phenomena can not be seperated from the invocatÍon

of Íntentíonal ity because both depend upon the concept of an end in
terms of which the behaviour is sald to be directed toward. They can

noË be separated because, accordíng to Hamlyn, trthe general notj_on of an

end is one v¡hich presupposes its application in conËexts which invoh,e

intention. That is to say that the noËion of teleology ín general is
dependent upon an understanding of human purposes, where intentÍon is
involved. "45

To demonstrate thís, Hamlyn uses the example of mechanisms which

involve tfeed-backt systems that al1ow them to reach an end-state (the

result of a series of changes in the system). This, of course, Ís
siurilar to the examples used by woodfield to demonsËrate that
teleological descriptions do not provÍde suffÍcient condiÈions for an

explanation of some behavíour. Harnlyn is naking the same point,
although he realizes that the addition of intentionality to the

description r'¡ould provide a sufficient condition for an explanatíon of
the behaviour in questíon because in this case the behaviour is dírected
to the goal in a BTay that may not be explainable in non-teleologícal
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terms. The difference betv¡een their arguments is Ëhat Hamlyn is

prepared to accept the notion that i-ntentíonal teleological explanations

may provide sufficíent conditions for an explanat.ion, but there cannot

be non-intentional teleologícal explanaËions because these are always,

in princíple, translatable ínËo mechanístíc explanations. Thus, Hamlyn

claims that'tin a goal directed system (ín which a gÍven eventrs being

necessary for the producËíon of a certaín end-state may be sufficient

for its occurrence), it is clear that an ordinary causal explanation of

an event is producíb1e in princíple. It is only if the final state or

something connected with it is thought of as an end that the

availabilíty of an alternative causal explanatíon becomes an open

quesËion .. .t'46

Thus fat Hamlyn and Taylor are not necessarily Ín disagreement.

hlhether Taylor would accept this critj-císm or not. is difficult to say

because he does not discuss non-inËentional teleological systems

anywhere in his wriËings. If he believes there are non-íntentional

purposive systems, i.e. systems whose most basic laws are teleological

but do not ínvolve Ëhe concept of inËentíon, then he and Hamlyn

disagree. If he does not believe any such systems exist then they are

not.47 Eíther way iË j-s a minor point not worth consid.eríng because

Taylorrs and my prime concern is with actj-on (behaviour explicable only

in terms of intentíonalíty). This, however, is where Taylor and Hamlyn

do, I believe, have a definite poínt of departure.

Hamlyn argues that although it is an empírical question whether or

not a sysËem r¿hich exhibits a series of changes can be described as

goal-directed it ís not an empirical questÍon whether an intentional

sysËem can be described as such. Rather, it is in Hamlynrs view a
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conceptual question. What exactly he neans by a conceptual questíon

raËher than an empirical one is never clearly spelled out ín his

article. Perhaps the most ínformative expressíon of this argument is

hís staËement that ttif purpose is to be aËtributed. Ëo something there

musË be criËeria for doing sor and the purposes whích r¿e so attribute

must be intelligÍble as purposes. rt is not 
- 

enough that putative

behavíour should come to a stop in certaj-n círcumstances, even íf r¡¡ith

regularity. Thus Ëhe scheme of concepts r¿hich wê, as human-beíngs,

apply to each other, Ëogether ruith Ëhe cond.itions for its application,

must be presupposed in speaking of purpose at a11."48 rf r understand.

hím correctly I believe his objection is similar Ëo Ë,he objectíon Norman

Malcolm advances ín hís article "ExplaÍning Behaviour,'. r wou1d,

therefore' like to set out Malcolmrs arguments on this matter and then

reply to both.

Malcolmfs argument is given as follov¡s:

[Taylor] has Ínsisted that a purposive explanation of some
given behaviour is incompatible with a nonteleological
explanatíon of the same behaviour. If this is so, then
purposive principles governíng behavíour could not be derived.
from nonteleological laws governing the sffi
i.s another reason r,ihy purposive princíples could not be
derived from nonteleological lav¡s. As previousry noted,
Taylor holds that intentíon, purpose, desire and motive are all
linked to actíon 'rnon-contingentlyr'. . . . By vírtue of thís
connection of meaning, the purposive princíples are a prÍori.
But the nonteleological laws r,¡ould be conti"gu"t. A priori
principles cannot be derived from contingent laws. Therefore
ít ís a logical ímpossibiliËy that a set of nonteleological
lar¿s should be foy6d from r,¡hi-ch the purposive principles
could be derived.--

The sÍmilarity beËween Malcolmts objecËíon to Taylorfs thesis and

Hamlynts is that both belíeve the quesËion of whether teleological lar¿s

can be reduced to non-Ëeleological laws is one which can not be settled

by appealing to empirical evidence. That Malcolm believes this is sor
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ís clear from the conclusíon he draws from the above argument" He

concludes that empirical evÍdence could not prove that teleological

explanat.íons do not hold of human behaviour because the arguments given

above demonstrate Ëhat they are true a priorí and that it ís 1ogica1ly

iurpossible to find prínciples more basic than thes..50 Thus, for

Ma1co1m, as for Hamlyn, it ís a conceptual quesEion, although for

Malcolm ít is not, as it is for Hamlyn, an open question. Rather, Ëhe

questíon has been closed in favour of teleological explanatíons.

r do not thínk that Hamlynf s assertíon that it is purely a

conceptual question and Malcolmrs claim that it is not only a concepËual

questíon but a closed conceptual question can be sustaíned. ín light of

the argumentaËion that Taylor has brought forth. First, in response to

Malcolm, Taylort s arguments for the conceívability of mechanisËic

explanations are noË that neurophysíologícal explanations of behaviour

would demonstrate Ëhe truth or falsíty of Malcolmrs a priori príncíples

of íntenËionr purpose¡ desire, and motive. Rather, they røould

demonstraËe the conditions of their application to whichever animals r,¡e

do in fact apply them to. The logíc of teleological and. mechanistic

explanaËions is quite different and this prevents the straightforward

deduction of one set. of laws from the other, hence their fundamental

incompaËibility. But thís does not preclude the reduction of one to the

other. Such a reduction could be accomplished through the establíshment

of sysËematic correlatíons between the antecedent condítÍons of an

animalrs behaviour described in teleologoical terms and the antecedents

of the same behaviour descríbed in non-te1eo1ogícal Ëerms. There would

not be non-teleological concepts like the concepËs of intentíon, desíre,

Purpose and motive buË there could be connecting propositions like the
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neurophysiological state X is the state of conscíousness which

corresponds to r¿hat ín teleologícal terms rre would describe ês, for

example, intending to do something. Hence, it would not be possible Ëo

demonstrate why íntending to do something is always accompanied by the

neurophysiological state X but this state v¿ould always accompany what we

rlow describe as íntending to do this somethíng. This law-like

regularíty is what makes this descríptíon applícable and if it allows

for greater predicËion and control and if iË applíed to a grearer range

of phenomena then it r,¡ould be a more basic 1"r.51

trrlhether teleological la¡,ss or non-teleological laws are more basic

ís, thereforer âr open quesËion. rt is also an empirical question

because v/e simply have to wait and see whether neurophysiological

research will be able to discover regularities in our, or other

animalrs, brain states before the questíon of which 1ar¿s are more basic

can be decided. Thus, ít is an open, empirical question.

In a closely related critique Joseph Margolis argues that ttTaylor -

systematically confuses logical and empirical issues in pursuíng his

thesis. tt52 He does this, Margolís craíms, by arguing both that

teleological lav¡s are, pendíng empírica1 evidence, reducíble to

non-teleological laws and that, on concepËual grounds, they are not so

reducible. Margolísrs evidence for Taylorts confusion is that by

conceding that ít is an empirícal question he can noË then claim that

the Ë!'/o forms of explanations constituËe rival accounts víth different

meanings. Moreover he can not, according to Margolís, claÍm that the

evidence for the applícability of one form of explanation e¡il1 díffer

from the evidence for the other.53
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In addition t.o this problem, Margolís avers that Taylor holds the

vie¡¿ t.hat there are in facË some logícal barriers to the reductíon of

Ëeleological laws. To Ëhis effect he cites Taylorrs discussíon of the

asynlnetry of expalantíons characteristic of pre-Galilean scíence and

argues that Taylor can not claim the question of vrhether the principle

of asymmetry holds of animate behavíour Ëo be an empirical quest.iorr.S4

Thís latter argument, whíle not identical to the argumenË D.H. Mellor

makes ín his article ttTwo Fallacíes In Charles Taylorfs Explanatíon Of

Behaviourt'can, r think, be refuted on the same grounds as Mellorrs

argument can. r wi1l, therefore, set out Mellorrs argument and then

respond to both.

Mellor asserts that Taylor uses the example of the asymmetry

characteristic of teleological explanation to show Ëhat they al.e

irreducible to non-Ëeleological explanatíons. rn this îray he has

understood Taylor to be making the same sort of argument as Margolís

does. He goes on to contend that Taylorts attempt to demonstrate the

incompatibility between the asymmetrical form of explanatíons

characteristíc of pre-Galilean science and the form of explana¡ions

characteristíc of post-Galí1ean scíence is fallacious. He concludes,

therefore, that sínce ttas¡rmmetry in Taylorfs sense is thus conmon to

both teleological and Ner¿tonian-mechanical explanaËíon, it cannot serve

as a ground of distinction beËr¿een them. This argument for the

irreducibility of the former to Ëhe latter ís Ëherefore invalid.t,55

The probleur wíth both arguments is thaË they have misunderstood

what Taylorrs discussion of asymmetry is intend.ed. to d.emonsËrate. In

fact, even L.c. Holborow, v¡ho seeks to defend Taylor from Mellorrs

criticism, misínterprets Ëhe nature of thís discussion. He suggesËs
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that the rrargumenË r¡hich Mellor quoËes Ion the asynmetry of pre-Galilean

explanations] is not used Ëo distinguish teleological from causal

explanation as Mellor rrgrru"."56 rt ís, though, intend.ed to distinguish

teleological from mechanístic explanations. It is intended to show that

there is a different logic to the different forms of explanation and

this means that one can not sirnply be deduced from or reformulated in

terms of the other. This, however, does not mean that one may not be

reducíble Ëo the other as explained above in the discussion of Malcolmts

critique. Thus, both Mellor and Margolis have conflated two questions

between which Taylor has distínguished. On the one hand Ëhere is the

question of how teleological explanations díffer from non-teleological

ones and on the other hand there is the questíon of t¡hether Ëhe

behavíour of animals can be explained teleologically on the most basíc

level of explanation or whether there is another moïe basic

(rnechanistic) explanation available. To provide an ansr¡rer to the first

question - which is what Taylorrs díscussion of asymmetry atËempts to do

- ís not to preclude the second qu."tíorr.57

It ís by conflating these Ëwo questions that Margolis arríves at

Ëhe first of hís critícisms noted above (that Taylor cannot claím that

the evidence for the applicability of one form of explanation v¡i1l be

different from Èhe evidence for Ëhe oLher). rf he had understood.

Taylorrs distinguishing between these two related but distínct questions

ít is unlikely that he r¿ould have arrived at this sort of statement.

For what else could it mean when one suggests that someËhíng is an

empirícal question other than that the sort of evidence one gathers for

one type of explanation will be better or stronger ín that it accounts

for a wider range of behaviour and is therefore different from the
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evidence gathered in.favour of the other type. unless, r,Iargolis was

thinking that the better or more basic explanation was to be decided

according to which explanation could also explain other things Ëhan

behaviour about the animal in question. rn other words, by assuming

that Taylorrs suggestion that there is an empi-rical ans!/er to the
questÍon of whích form of explanation is better, implies that there can

not be 1ogica11y incompatibre v¡ays of formulating these explanaËions,

Margolis himself confuses logicat and ernpirical issues and is led to his
assertic¡n that there can not be rival accounts wíth different meanings

of the same behaviour but only explanations with greater or lesser
explanatory scope.

Final1y, r v¡ant Ëo examine the criticisms put forward by David

Peyton in his doctoral dissertation entitled I'Expranatíon of Behaviour:

A critical Exanination of charles Tayror's philosophy of psychologv.,,

Peyton has two principal críticisms, First he asserts that there is no

real logical connection between the antecedents and the consequents of
teleogical lav¡s. second, he avers that a causal analysis of íntention
can be given.

Peytonrs fÍrst argument runs as fol1ows. If the behaviour cited in
an explanation (B) aPpears in a conditÍonal and not as an assertíon in
the antecedent and then ís used in an assertory ror_e and not

conditionally in the consequent, then there is not a logical link
between the antecedent and consequent. The antecdent and consequent

are' therefore, contingently connected. To show that thís Ís in fact
the nature of raylorfs formulation of a teleological law he argues that
Taylor's contentíon that the antecedent conditj-ons of his teleological
laws are separably identifiable from the consequent require such an
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interpretation. This is so¡ accordíng Ëo petyon, because Taylorrs

suggestion that the antecedent and consequent can and do occur

independently of each other only makes sense given this ínterpretatíon.

In Peytonrs words,

For if the antecedent occurs wíthout Ëhe consequent, then
the teleological 1aw is sirnply false ! And if, as Taylor
says, the anËecedent. condition, tB ís requíred for Gr can
occur independently of Ëhe consequent, then it showã that
antecedent and consequent refer to logÍcally índependent
states! For if the exístence of one stat.e logically entaj_ls
the existence of anotheroothen, a priori, the one cannot
exist without the other.-re

Peyton then drar¿s the following conclusíons:

rt follor¿s that the Ërue assertíon of the antecdent, t B is
required for Gf does not logically entail Ëhat behavioir
B ís occuring or will occur. Therefore, the occurrence of
the antecedenr condirion is nor logically conãããîãã-iTth the
occurrence of che consequent, and there is no reason for
ãenying the possibilíty of a causal.Selation betv¡een those
occurrences lemphasis ín originaIJ.t"

The problem v¡íth Peytonr s argument is thaË he has misund.erst,ood.

Taylorrs interpretation of, rthe more stringent atomíst requirement.r

As r understand raylor he does not suggest that the more stringent

requirement ís only that the antecedent t.erns do not logically entail

the terms of the consequent Rather, he suggests that Ëhe terms in the

antecedent should not themselves be linked in any v¡ay that precludes

their identifícatíon separately from each other. NoLr, the antecedent of

a teleological law does not meet this requÍremenË because its terms are

identífiecl by virtue of Ëhe lar¡ful connection betÌìreen the behaviour and

its goal. Thus, Taylor argues, for exaniple, that

The fírst term of a telelogical correlation violates the
stringent requírement Iof atornism] since iË identifies
the antecedent condition of the event to be accounted. for,
B, as a state of affairs in r¿hích B will lead to G. Thus
the anËecedent ís identified in teïms of its lavr-like
connectíons r¿ith two other events, B and G, i.e., as that^
state of aff.aírs ín which, when B occurs, G will follow.bu
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Now this may noË in fact be what atomism requires, but peyton has

not denied that it does. So, if my ínterpretation of Taylor is correct,

Ëhen Peyton must shor¿ that atomism does not requíre such a stringent

requirement ín order to refute Taylorts claim that teleologícal laws can

not meet this requirement without being transformed. into a

non-telelogical one.

Peytonts second argument ís that íf an agent is dísposed to a

certaÍ.n behaviour in a partícular set of circumstances because of some

condition (intrinsícal1y characterized), true of this agenË, which wil1

cause this behaviour to occur in Ëhese circunstances, then to say that

this condition obtains r¿i.l1 entail the occurrence of this behaviour in

these circumstances. Hence, an intention could. be ascribed íf certain

sorts of conditions vùere present r¿hich would cause this behavíour in

these círcumstances. Thus, a causal analysis of intentíon can be
.6rprovr-cled.

This' I belíeve, ís the same argument Ëhat Larry Wríght ad.vances in

hís book Teleological Explanations.62 Thís argument, assumes that

future neurophysío1ogica1 research will províde evídence for such

conditíons as would allow for the definition of intention in terms of

these conditions. Thís, howeverr mây not turn out to be the case. rt

could be Ëhat such conditions, which Peyton and llright seem to assume

will be found, will not be sufficient to províd.e a definition of

inËention either because r,¡hatever (if any) conditions are found. may not

predict all behavíour which intenËíonal states can or because these

conditions may only be found by relying on intentional descriptíons of

the situations in r¡hich the predicËed behaviour occurs. In other r,øord.s,

some programming state (P) (to use the same example as peyton and
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I^Iright) which can be said to result in the same behaviour (B) as an

íntentional law (T-B) may not in al1 circumsËances resulË Ín B. rt

could turn out that a situation wíth p was not followed by B in just

those instances where T-B did not apply either. In this case one r¿ould.

not say ËhaË an causal analysis of some intentional staËe had been given

but rather Ëhat an intentional analysi-s of some causal law had been

given.

hlhichever vray future neurophysiologíca1 research

determine the ansr,¡er. Hence, whether or not a causal

intention can be províded or not is, as Taylor claims,

question.

goes r¡i1l

analysis of

an empirícal

Before summarizíng v¡hat seems to be at issue between Taylor an¿

these critics let me f irst brief 1y summaríze Taylor r s tr^ro key

distinctions between the Ëerms teleological, inËentíonal and purposíve.

First, ãflY system is teleological if the behavíour it exhibits can be

described accordíng to laws v¡hich state that Ëhis behaviour occurs for

the sake of some end. Thus, any system whose behaviour happens Ëo

resulË in some end-sËate could be descríbed as teleological. A guided

missle, for example, could be described as a teleological sysËem. Now,

intentional systems (a11 of which are teleological) differ from siurple

teleological systems in that the end achieved is attained as a resulÈ of

Ëhe systemfs dírectíng the behaviour towards that end and by doing so

r¿ith the intention of achieving Ëhat end.. so, for example, someoners

dírecting their behavÍour in such a r.zay as to meet the description
rsigning the papert is an íntentional teleologícal instance (and thus an

action and not simply movement) of sígníng an insurance contract only if

it was the actorrs íntention to sígn this contracË. If it Ëurns out
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that this paper \¡/as a sales contract for Èhis personts house it would

noË be an instance of inËentional behaviour and consequenÈly it r,¡ould.

not have been a sales transaction. unless, of course, v/e have good

reason for attributing some responsiblity for this unexpected outcome to

the índivídual in quesËion in which case r^7e will consider ít an actíon

in some qual-ífíed way.

One might distinguish between simple teleologícal systems and

intentional teleological systems by reservíng the word goal for the

object of the latter system and usíng only the term end-staËe for the

former. This would indicate that the behaviour of símp1e teleological

systems results as a matter of fact in some conditíon which can be

described as art end ín the sense that the behaviour ceases. In the case

of intent.ional teleological systems Ëhe word goal nould indícate that

the behaviour was dírected Ëo an end by an intention to achíeve this

end. Although writers such as Larry l^lríght have adopted Ëhis

termínology to express Ëhís distinction Taylor has not and so I have

not.

This same distincËíon could be made by comparing the way in whích

teleologÍcal laws and íntentional laws differ from causal lar¿s. A

causal law relates the effect to its antecedent conditíons ín such a way

that the characterízation of either makes no mentíon of the other or Eo

any other law r¿hich is related to the oËher. If one takes these trnro

criteria as designating a weak and a strong sense, respectively, of

causalíty, as Taylor does, then one could say thaË síurple teleological

laws are causal in Ëhe ¡"reak sense but that ínËentional lar¡s aïe in

neíther sense causal. This is because the formulatíon of simple

teleological laws allows for an ídenËificaËion of the antecedent (in E,
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B ís sufficÍent for G) wíthout línking ít logicalty Ëo the consequenË (B

will occur). One can see given a certain state of Ëhe syst.em and

environmenË (E) that a certain behaviour (B) r¿ill be suffícent to

achieve some end (G) wíthout defíning these terms by reference to the

consequent. An inËentional law, however, can not meet this requirement

because to say that the state of some system ís such that ít íntends to

achieve some goal is to say that, ceterís paribus, a certain behaviour

r^rill occur. I{hat r¿e mean by intending someËhíng is that the behavíour

suítable to the intention ¡¿í11 occur. Suitable here means sufficient

for the attaínment of Ëhe object of the intention. consequenËly,

intentíonal lavrs are characterízed by a logical link between the

antecedent and the consequent.

Thirdly, Taylor distinguishes between simple teleologícal,

intentional and purposíve systems. This is where most of the confusion

surrounding the disputes betr¿een Taylor and his critícs arises. By

purposive Taylor means a system of which the most basic lar¿s whích hold

of íts functioning are teleological. Most basíc means that these laws

may explain the operation of oËher lar^rs but there are no other laws

which explain the operation of these. They will also cover a broad.er

range of phenomena and generally allow for a greater degree of

prediction and a fíner control of the phenomenon in question. Thus,

Ëhe first example gíven above of a guided missle would be an example of

a teleological non-purposíve sysËem because even though its behaviour

could be described at one leve1 as teleological at Ëhe most. basic level

íts behaviour would be characterized ín mechanistic terms. The second

example given above would, if we accept the assumptions of our ordinary

language descriptions of this action, be an ínËentional purposive
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systen. Since Taylor contends that our ordínary language descrípËions

of action assume them to be at their mosË basÍc level of operation

teleological the term purposive Ís used synonymously or more accurately,

in Taylorts case, ambiguously for Lhe term intentíonal purposí-ve. This,

of course, implíes that Taylor is assuming the non-existence of sirnple

teleological purposive systems. Otherv¡íse his use of purposive ¡¿ould be

ambiguous between simple teleological and intentional systems and could

not. be used as a synonym for intentíonal sysËems.

This is r¿here nost diffículties with Taylorts thesis seem to arise.

They seem to inchoate out of tv¡o sources. First, Taylorts important but

not proclaímed dístincËions. consequently, it is easy enough to slip

past one of Ëhese distinctions and end up thoroughly mísinËerpreting

Taylor. secondly, and more substantively, problems develop as a result

of Taylorfs criteria for deËermining hor¿ these systems should be

characËerized at their most basic level. Taylor holds that even though

our ordínary language descripËions of behaviour presume this behavíour

to be explicable at the most fundamental level as action and that the

nature of actíon descrÍptíons, i.e., their logÍcal connection beËween

the antecedent and consequent, precludes their reformulation ínto

mechanístic descríptions, our ordinary language terminology could be

mistaken. So that on Ëhe one hand Taylor seems to be agreeing with some

of what Hamlyn argues, or entirely wÍth vrhat. Malcolm contends. That ís,

he agrees Ëhat there is a conceptual issue here in that mechanístic

explanations are not logically equivalent to purposíve accounts. On the

other hand he seems to be in agreement with the red.uctionists in

asserting that it ís an ernpirical matter as to whether or ïIot hunan and

perhaps some anímal behavíour can be explained besE by mechanical laws.
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For Taylor there is no sharp discontinuity between the empirical and Ëhe

conceptual. If it turns out Ëhat our observatíons of all anímate

behaviour includíng the human can be correlated v¡ith our observatÍons of

certain brain states and that our knorvledge of the laws governing the

occurrence of these brain states allonrs us to explain a greater range of

phenomena and to predíct and control it more finely and these laws can

explain the operaÈion of our laws governing molar behavíour and not vice

versa then it must be conceded that the mechanistic lar^¡s of behaviour

are the most basic and crucíal revisions in our conceptions of animate,

especially human, behaviour must be made. This r,¡ould entail fairly

substantial alterations in our ordÍnary discourse because our language

would have to reformulate our current descríptions of behaviour ¡uhich

reflect the assumption that our behaviour is u1Ëimately accounËed for by

referrence to intentions in order to reflect the assumptíon thaË such

behaviour ís ultÍmately accounted for by neurophysiological conditions.

Taylor, therefore, basically accepËs the criteria of those who

believe that teleologícal explanations of animate behaviour can be

reduced to mechanistíc explanations, i.e., that if a systematíc

correlaÈion between some íntrinsic descripËíon of Ëhe staËe of the

system and the observable behavíour can be established then a reduction

of the Èeleological laws to mechanistíc laws can be effected. and whether

this r¿í11 occur or not is an empirical question for r¿hich the evid.ence

has not yet been collected. However, Taylor differs from the

reductíonists ín that he does not assume thaË a future discovery of

mechanisËíc lav¡s governi-ng brainstates which can be systematically

correlated wiËh íntenLional explanations of behaviour will mean Ëhat Ëhe

most basic laws v¡ill turn out to be mechanistic. Just the reverse may
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result. It may be Ëhat mechanistic laws governíng neurophysiologícal

conditÍons will be explainable by teleological laws governíng behavÍour

r¿hich allor¡ for broader ranges of explanation and greater predictíve and.

conÉrollíng povrer. Or, a synthesis of the terms of these two languages

níght result so that only quasí-mechanistic laws turn ouË to be mosË

basic. Such a resulË seems quite plausible gíven recent neurological

research r¿hich seems Ëo suggest Ëhat body functions are not localizable

Ëo specífíc braín areas but rather that a sort of coord.inated global

actívíty characterízes the brainrs functíoníng during even the simplest

body motions. Thus, neurophysiological variables and laws may turn out

to be ídentifiable only through the use of intentional terms. Thís

would result in the enrichment of both languages and perhaps ín the

synËhesis of

behaviour.

a ne\¡r scíenËific language for our explanations of
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CHAPTER TI^]O

NATURAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE

In this Chapter I would like Ëo examine Ëhe consequences which

Professor Taylorrs theory of action has for one of the contemporary

debates in the philosophy of the social scíences. The debate revolves

around the question of whether there ís an ímporËanË d.ifference between

the naËural and the socía1 sciences. Historically it has been a debate

between those who favour an ínterpreËive or hermeneutical science of

social reality and those ¡,¡ho would adapt the methods of the natural

sciences to the human sciences. More recently the debate has become one

of wheËher or noL Ëhe natural sciences can be understood as involving

Ëhe same sort of interpretation seen as necessary for the study of

social phenomena. Thus establishing a unity of science on these

grounds.

I will provide some historical background to this debate and the

hermeneutíc tradition before analysing Taylorts position in this debate

and then conclude the chapter by comparing his positíon vsíth the

positions taken by some other current parËieipants ín this discussion.

A. HERMENEUTICS

The heart of the debate between proponents of a social scíence

based on the positivist view of the naËural science model of explanatíon

and proponerits of a humanistic model of understanding has been to what

extent do the purposes and intentions of indivíduals affect their

experiences and thus the shape of the reality they apprehend and

therefore the knowledge that is acquired. The proponents of what was
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widely believed to be Ëhe model of scientific practíce ín the naËural

sciences have argued Ëhat teleologícal and purposive conceptions of

human behaviour musË be rejected as elements in the explanation of human

behavíour. Advocates of what I am calling the humanistíc mod.el of

understandíng have long claímed Ëhat there are some fields of human

knowledge, such as history and liËerature, which are composed of ari

understandíng of indivíduals I goals, preceptions, ímagínation and so

forth which have formed ín a fundament.al lray the shape of reality

apprehended. To deny these claims r¿ould be to deny these disciplines.

In the níneteenth century thís debate r^ras, largely due to the

influence of l,üílhelm Dílthey, a debate between what Dílthey called

explanatíon theory and understanding theory. Explanation theory was the

theory of how the natural sciences provided explanat.ions of natural

phenomena. This theory \4ras developed prírnaríly by the extremely

influencial school of empírícist Èhought often referred to as the

logical positivists. The hypothetico-deductive or deductive-nomologícal

and ínductive-probabílistic covering 1aw model are the Ëerms most often

used to describe thís model of explanation. The essential character of

the deductive-nomological model was the claim that to explain an eventts

occurrence or why a state of affairs obtains ü/as to show how iËs

occurrence could be deduced from a single general lar.¡ or from a set of

general laws and Ëhe relevant antecedent conditions. Sinilarly, in Ëhe

case of the inductive-probabilistic model an event can be explaíned by

subsuming íË under a set of antecedent conditions and a

probabilíty-hypoËhesis Èo the effect that when these antecedenË

condÍtions obtaín iË ís highly probable that a partículaï event ¡¿ill
1occur. A part of the positivist program v/as Ëo make this model of
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exPlanation the model of explanation for the social sciences as well as

the natural sciences.

I'Iílhelm Dilthey argued in opposition to this suggesËed merhod for

the explanation of human behaviour. The core of his argument \./as that

to construct a science of human behaviour ít would be necessary to begin

with what he called an understandíng of the behaviour beíng studied.

Understandíng was to be distinguíshed from explanation by vírtue of the

human abílity to transpose oneself ínto the mental life of others. This

is quíte dífferent from Ëhe knowledge of nature in r¿hich case \¡/e grasp

only phenomena whÍch is distinct from oneself.2

This debate has been revived in recent years, perhaps primarily as

a result of Hans Georg Gadamerts book Truth and Method. and the r¡ork of

Jurgen Habermas, Paul Ricoeur and some others. The current successors

of this theory of understanding are also successors to a hermeneutj-cal

approach to the study of social reality hence they may be considered to

be hermeneuticists. Since their work tends Ëo deal ï,üith the essentÍal

naËure of human being and Ëhereby fulfíls a criterion of uníversli.ty and

depth traditionally associated with philosophícar theory, they may be

called philosophical hermeneuticists.

Formerly, hermeneutics referred to the Ëheory and practice of

ínËerpretatíon ín such fields as biblícal exegisís, manuscriptology,

philology and, to an extent, history. rt was used to uncover the

meaning of texËs obscured by time, cultural differences, historical

differences and so on. Thus it r¡ras a theory of the operations of

understanding in relation to the ínterpretation of texts.

Hermeneutics has, however, become much broader and there are aË

least ËT.ro trends within hermenuetíc theory which can be readíly
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distinguished.' Orr. Ërend. has its source of inspiration in linguistics

and has been developed by Ferdinand de saussure and others up to

contemporary figures such as Noam Chornsky. This trend has tended to

eschew the role of individuals in favour of transcend.ental t'granmarstt

such as chomskyrs Ëheories of language, Leví-straussrs theories of

culture and theories of stylistics and literature by Foruler and Barthes.

The oËher trend withín the broad field of hermeneuËics finds its

inspiration in philosophy and more specifícally in the work of Hegel,

Marx, phenomenology, and linguistic anarysis. rt Ëends to be more

individualístic ín its approach and thus it focuses upon the

understanding of being and the relaËíons between beíngs.

In eíther case hermeneutics ís an attempË to make clear or to make

sense of, through inLerpretation, some object of study. The object of

study must, of course, be like a text which is in some \^ray confused,

incomplete, vague or perhaps even contradictory in one Ì¡/ay or another.

The interpretation of thís object of study will try to make i.t clearer

or more sensible by at.tempting to expose

consisËency underlying what oËherrnríse appears

diffuse.

a

to

basic coherence and

be rat,her unclear or

Taylorrs insístence upon Ëhe necessity of und.erstanding an actorrs

intentions places hirn r¿Íthin the second of the Ëvro contemporary

hermeneutic traditions identified rbolr..4 For, on Taylor,s ground.s, the

behavíour of índividuals, curtures and socieËies may appear to an

observer as beíng contradictory, confused or unclear ín any number of

ways. In order to explain thís behaviour or some instituËion it becomes

necessary to understand what are the actorts íntentions. This, of

course' requires more than simply observíng the regularities in the
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behavíour maínífested by Ëhe actors " It requires some knowled.ge of the

acËorsf self-understanding and interpretation of the situation. A sort

of transPosítion ínto the mental life of others but a Ëransposition

which is aecomplished by means of an interpretation of Ëhe actorst o!,rïL

self-understanding. Thus, Taylorrs positíon on what is requíred for the

explanation of socíal science phenomena is hermeneutic in so far as it

requires Ëhe ínterpretation of the meaning of an actorts or a societyrs

practices. such an interpretation wil1, if successful, make these

practíces more coherent and sensible. Hence, it ís a procedure quite

analogous to the study of a text whose meaning is initially quite

incoherent or confused and r¡hich only becomes clear after an

interPretatj-on of the texËts meaníng has brought to light an underlyíng

sense or meaning which makes the text clearer and more consístent.

The means by r¿hich one rnight operationa\Lze such a procedure ís

perhaps best formulated in the work of Alfred Schutz who has suggested

that the social sciences develop Ëheír conceptual scheme by constructing

ideal tyPes of actors. Such constructs bear a fairly close resemblance

to what Taylor takes to be Ëhe essential means of explainíng human

acËion, í. e. , by reference Ëo the actor I s íntentions and motives .

Schutz maintains that the constructíon of ideal types is accomplished by

socíal scientísts in the following way:

The scíentist observes certain events ¡¿ithin the social
rvorrd as caused by human actívíËy and he begins to establísh
a type of such evenËs. Afterwards he coordÍnat.es with Ëhese
typícal acts typÍcal motíves and in-order-to moËives which
he assumes as ínvariable ín the rn@ actor.
Thus he constructs a personal ideal Ëype, r¿hich means the
model of an acÈor rvþour he imagínes as gifted r¿íth a conscious-
ness [my emphasis].-
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Moreover Schutzrs operatLonalization of the interpret.ive proced.ure

claimed as essentíal for the social sciences bears strong affiníty Ëo

the sort of interpretatíon Fredrick suppe has argued to be

characteristic of procedures in the natural scíences. For Schutz goes

on in the same passage quoted above to suggest Ëhat the consciousness

presenËed to Ëhe typÍcal actor ís "a consciousness resËricted in íËs

content only to all those elemenËs necessary for Ëhe performance of the

typical acts under consideration. These elements it contaíns

compleËely, but nothing beyond them.tt6 símilarly, suppe has conËend.ed

that scientific theory ís constructed Ëhrough a process that abstracts

from the real phenomena in order to create r¿haÈ he labels a tphysical

sysËemr. In an art,icle which rejects the criticisms of the posítivist

view of scientifíc theory advanced by Peter Achinstein and HÍllary

Putnam and which seeks to demonsËrate better reasons for rejecting this

view as r¿ell as construct.ing an alternatíve vier¿ of scientífic theory

Suppe asserts that "science does not deal with phenomena in all their

complexity, but rather is concerned r¿íth certain kínds of phenomena only

insofar as their behaviour is deËermined by or characterisËic of a small

number of parameters abstracted from those phenomena.,tT These

abstractions are what suppe calls rphysical systemsr. He goes on to

argue that I physical systems t are "highly abstracË and idealized

replicas of phenomena, being characterizaËions of how the phenomena

r¿ould have behaved had the idealízed conditions been met [ernphasís in
o

original].tt' After providing a number of examples spanning several

scíentífic díscíplines he concludes that rttheories thus describe the

behaviour of physical systems, not phenomena.,,9
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There seems, then, to be an at least formal sirnilarÍty bet\4reen the

notions of suppe, schutz and Taylor. whether Ëhis similarity can be

considered more than merely a superf icial resemblance d.epends upoï.t

whether the natural and social sciences can be seen as studíes of

phenomena r¿hich only differ in minor respect,s or whether there is an

ímportant díscontinuity beËween these scientifíc studies. Like most

hermeneuticists Taylor claims that such a disconËínuity d.oes in fact

exist. Before outlining his position in this debate, however, I vrant to

note the reversal this debate has undergone in recent years.

since the wane of logical positivísm, for which the unity of the

scíences hras a sort of shibboleth, the questj,on of wheËher the practices

which make up social and natural scientific inquiry can be considered to

run along a cont.inuum or whether they should be seen as dichotomous has

been Laken up agaín albeit in a quite different r,üay. The attacks

launched upon the logical posítivist model of the natural sciences by

Thomas Kuhn, Michael Polanyi, paul Feyerabend and oËhers has led to a

reversal in the positions taken on thís quesÈion.

It is nohr no longer debated whether the sorË of interpretation,

oft,en referred to as verstehen, and argued to be essentíal to the social

sciences, carl be assimílated in the natural science model ês: for

example, an element in the context of discovery. Rather, the debate

tends to turn around the questíon of whether the ínterpretation rror,¡

taken to be an essential aspect of natural scientífic procedure (not

just essentíal for hypothesis generation and such but a part of what was

formerly referred to as the context of justification) can be identified

wiËh the inËerpretation characteristic of social science and hence
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whether there is in

scientífic procedure

fact a unity of

requires such

the scíences on the grounds that all

interpretive practice.

B. HUMAN UNDERSTANDING

Taylorrs theory of actíon as expounded. in the previous chapter

clearly involves an element of interpretation. It was suggested that,

for Taylor, human behavíour was Ëo be understood and explained best as

action. To explain behaviour as actíon \¡ras Ëo explain some behaviour

according to lar,rs of a teleological form, i.e., laws whích characterizeð,

the behaviour as occurring for Ëhe sake of some goal, whích included in

the antecedent condit,ions of that behaviour some reference to the

actorrs íntentíon. Now, to make some reference to an actorts intention

must involve a certaÍn amount of interpretation. Moreover, ít will

ínvolve an interpretation of an interpretation. Inle can see this by

examining a little more closely what is involved ín Taylorrs notion of

intentíona1 behaviour.

It \¡ras suggested in the f Írst chapËer that to explain behaviour

according to laws governing action lras to do so by offeríng a

redescription of the behavíour ín such a r,ray as to provide the goal to

which the behaviour had been directed. This provides an explanation of

the behaviour because by citing the goal of the behaviour one thereby

accounËs for the behavíour in terms which allow one to predict oï

control similar behaviour ín the future, given similar circumstances and

goals. Yet it avoids the eharge of being enpty or merely verbal because

it elininates other potential explanatíons. For instance, it rules out

explanat.ions which make reference to some compulsion or to coercion.

Now, to say that it v¡as undertaken for the sake of achievíng some goal
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is to say that the agent, intended to achieve this goal, in the sense

that Ëhe behaviour was directed to the goal by an intention appropriaËe

to actions of this kind. To be able to provide an explanatíon then, in

terms of Ëhe goal for which it was undertaken, means Ehat one must

understand not just what sort of behaviour regularly resulËs in some end

but rather that one must understand what is the condition (intenËion or

purpose) of thís regulariËy in the agentrs behaviorr..10

This, however' üeans that one cannot simply observe the behavíour

in question in order to establish r¿hat sort of end-state consístently

follows this behaviour. Rather, one musË be able to see the point of

behaving in thÍs way in light of the goals this behavíour achíeves. To

do Ëhís is to int.erpret the behaviour by attempt.ing Ëo understand what

might be the actorrs intentíon or purpose. Moreover, in order for an

interpretatíon of an actorrs behaviour to provide an antecedent couched

in inËentíonal terms, which provídes a sufficient condition for an

explanation of this acËíon, the antecedent must make reference to the

actorrs belief that such an action will be appropríate to achÍeve the

goal in question and that the author of the actíon in fact acted on this

belíef and noL for any other reason. consequently, a suffícient

explanation of an action will ínvolve the interpretation of an actorts

interpretation of some situation. To see a little more clearly all of

what ís involved in this notíon ít r,¡ill be helpful to look at Taylorrs

analysis of some of the fundamental requiremenËs held Ëo be necessaïy

for the proffering of a proper scientific explanation ín the dísciplíne

of psychology.

In an article discussíng one of the major epístemological divisions

found ín the discipline of psychology, Taylor focuses upon tv/o elements
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of Ëhe dispute which he takes Ëo be fundamental. First, there is the

princíple t.hat scíence must be grounded in data that are

intersubjectively univocal. In other words, experimental evídence must

be replicable by others than those r,¡ho originally performed the

experi-ment or who collected some dat.a by some means. Second, there is

the requirement that the operatíons carried out upon this data be

unívocal as r,¡e11. In other r¿ords, the descríption of the regularíties

or transformations underlying the data musË be free of interpretation.

These requirements can be seen as part of what has been the received

view of what is necessary for scientific procedure in any realm of

Ínvestigation not just ín the discipline of psychology. consequently,

the poinËs Taylor raíses here apply to any science dealing r¿iËh human

emotíon or acËion.

Taylor argues in opposition Ëo these requirements for proper

scíentific explanation that ttthe phenomena of this d.omaín, i.e., acts

and feelíngs' are partly characterized in Ëerms of the thoughts, ímages,

intentíons, and ways of seeing of the people concernud"ll and that'rif

action and feelíng are characterized partly by the Tray the agent or

subject sees the situation, then his personal interpretation can enter

into the definition of the phenomenon und.er study.ttl2 rn other words

the meaning the same siËuations have for an agent will be an essential

componenË of any understanding one could have of the agentts actions.

Since one does not have to take into account the meaníng of the

situatíon for an object of the natural sciences the difference betr¡¡een

the natural and the social scíences is, for Taylor, a question of

whether or not the different nature of the phenomena which constitute
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the objecËs of sËudy of these scíences involves a dífferent kind of

understanding necessary for their proper explanation.

The sort of understanding that, for Taylor, characterizes the

naËural sciences ís one r¡hich develops out of our ordinary understanding

of thíngs by refining and correcting our more common understand.ing of

the natural v¡orld. This common understanding is one vrhich provídes us

wíth a nonformulated working knowledge of the natural obj ects whÍch

surround us in our everyday líves. It can, of course, provide the basis

for specific formulas which describe certain obj ects or which prescribe

means of using them to obtain certaín ends. This in fact is how our

scientífic understanding of the naËural world develops. I^Ihat is of key

importance, however, ís that this ordinary sort of understanding caïL

give ríse to an indefinÍËe number of different formulations. Such

formulations will differ ín that they will emphasize or ídentífy

different properties or qualities of Lhe object concerned. They will

all be, however, formulations of the same mundane understanding of the

object. in question. scÍentific explanatíons, although they may

encomPass extensions, corrections and refinements of Ëhís ordinary

understandíng, remain grounded in the ordinary conception of what the

scientific theory is about. Hence scientifíc theory reËaíns the common

sense theoryrs quality of being amenable to an índefínite number of

differing formulations and is Ëherefore capable of being transformed

into formulae which surpass the current formulae Ín that it provides an

explanaËíon of a r¿ider range of phenomena or in thaË it provides a

greater degree of prediction and control. So, thís partially implicit

grasp on things r,¡hich can not be exhausted by rígorously exacting

formulae is, according Éo Taylorr ân essential feature of natural
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science. " This, however, sounds very much like the kínd of

ínterpretation of phenomena in the social sciences which we saw ís an

íntegral feat.ure of Taylor I s theory of action. Taylor , however,

believes that the understanding ínvolved in the study of human beings is

fundamentally of a differeriË nature then the understandíng involved in

the study of natural objects.

In order to demonstrate the difference betvreen these two kinds of

undersËanding, Taylor characterizes the sort of understanding central to

the human sciences in the following way:

IË [the understanding relevant to the social sciences]
is related raËher Ëo the kÍnd of understanding we invoke in
personal relations, when vüe say, for instance: ttl find him
hard to understandtr; or rtat last I undersËand hertr. To
switch for a minute to another language, ít is the kind of

. undersËanding one invokes in French when one says ttmaintenant
on stentend." Inle are talking here in these cases of what you
could call human understandíng, understanding whaË makes some-
one tick, or how he feels or acts as a human being.

To circumscribe this kind of understandíng less intuítíve1y,
we might say that it is Ëhe kind of undç¡sËandíng we need to
grasp desírabí1ity - characterizations.'-

By desirabilíty - characterizati-ons Taylor means the \nray in r,¡hich

individual human actors come to see certain actions, i.ê., they mean

something desirable or undesirable. This is to say that some relevant

course of action is related to the potenËial agent of that act.ion (and

to observors) ín a meaningful way. The meaning it has will depend upon

Ëhe complex of other relatíons of meaníng within whích it is situated

for the particular agent in quesËion and thís complex of meaningful

relations will be in some degree a function of the agenËts history of

experiences. Thís is why, for example, certaín statements nay have

widely differing meanings for dífferent agents. The context of meaning

relations wiËhin which a certairi agent siËuaËes some non-verbal or
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verbal action may be quite different from Ëhe relations of meaníng which

form the context within r¿hich some other agenË, perhaps the author,

situates this statement. Hence, relations between human beings are

constanËly fraught r¡ith the possíbility of misunderstandings.

Thís notion of desirabiliËy-characterizations plays an important

role ín Taylorrs philosophy oÍ. psychology. rn his article "The

sígnifícance of signifícance: The case of cognitive psychology", Taylor

explicates somer¿hat hís notíon of desirabilíty - characterízations by

examining the importance of Ëhe fact that human beings attríbute a

signíficance to things, situations and their feelíngs and emotions. He

asserts that our language, which makes use of action terms and

expressions thereby attributes to us something thaË quíte clearly

distinguishes us from machínes or even from animate organisms undersËood

analogously ín machine-líke operatíons. Therefore, he contends that in

order to understand the psychology of human beings v/e must understand
t'that human and animal agenËs are beings for whom Ëhe guestion aríses of

r+hat signigicance things have for them. "15 He defines the term

signifÍcance as tta general term of art to designate what provides our

non-observer-relative ansurers to such questions âs r what Í3 he doing?

v¡hat ís she f eeling? ¡¡rhat do they want? "t".tt16 By

tnon-observer-relativer Taylor means that the ans\¡rers to Ëhese questions

will not be relative to the purposes or interests of the observer. In

other words any true deseription of an observed course of acËion v¡il1

not be an applicable, ans\,rer if it only ref lecËs the observer r s

interests. This follows, of course, from Taylorts notion of action. To

describe some behaviour as an. action is to acknowledge that the

behaviour was directed to a particular goal and did not simply happen Ëo
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result in a certain end-state.

these sorts of questions must be

Ëo Ëhe observerrs interestts or

intentions.

This then, ímplies that an ansÍ/er to

given in terms which are not relative

purposes but raËher to the actorrs

Since our ordínary language descriptíons of behaviour are inbued

t¡íth action terms and explanations of behavíour as actíons iË follorss

that our language attributes Ëo us something not found in nost of

non-human nature. It attributes Ëo us a sense of significance. ThÍs

follows fron our use of action descríptions because to understand.

behaviour as directed towards certaín goals or a\"ray from certaín

situations is to irnply that these goals and situations have some

sígníficance for the actor. In other words the irnplication is that

these goals and situaËions are characterized by the actor as being

either desírable or undesírab1e. In the case of psychology this means

Ëhat our commonplace explanaËions of Ëhe human psyche are incompatible

t¡ith explanatíons r¿hich attempt Ëo explain human menÈa1 processes in

terms of nachine-like functions. This ís so because machines do not

direct theír operations Ëo an end that ís desírable or undesirable for

them.

This suggests that our ordinary explanations of human phenomena

are' at leasË Prima facie, different from the kind of explanatíons

offered of phenomena in the natural sciences. Thus inplying that the

two sorts of understandings characteristic of these scíences is of a

different sort. The implications of our commom place understanding,

however, ís not decisive. These implications do not constituËe

conclusive evidence because, according to Taylor, ít could be the case

that some compuÈer-líke, observer-relative tcalculationsf may underlie
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every acË of mental calculation; and this may províde a beËter

explanatÍon of human performance. Hence, further neurological research

may produce a theory of neurophysío-1ogical functi-ons t.hat would

systematically correlate neurological states v¡ith behavioural responses

and sËates of the environmenË. rn Ëhis case our ordinary language

descriptÍons would have Ëo be seen as only indicaËíons of r,¡hat und.erlíes

the behavíour in questíon, i.e., a cerËain neurological cond.ition r¿hích

in these environmental circumsËances is always followed by another

neurological stat.e. The explanation of such behavíour would then be

provided by indicating the movemenËs correlative to these brain states.

In this way the ansuTers to the sorts of questions suggested above would

be no longer relative to the subject of the guestion because the

íntentions of the author of the action would no$r have to be seen as

indications of the neurophysíological condiËions governing the movements

or feelings and emotions ín questíon. Thus the terms of the explanation

become terms describing states which are of interest to an observer r¿Íth

the purpose of predíctíng and possibly controlling behaviour.

Now, before further developing Taylorrs arguemnt concerning the

differences betr¿een the natural and the human scíences I want Ëo

examíne, bríefly, the role Taylorr s notíon of desirably

characterizations plays in his moral phílosophy. Thís wilt brÍng ouË

another ímportant element inherent ín this conception.

fn the first chapËer it v¡as argued that if the second criteríon of

action (that it must have been the agent r s intention or purpose to

achieve a particular result) was not met, and yet actíon terminology was

applied anyr{ay, it would likely be Ëhe case that the íntended action and

the actíon attributed were quite sÍmilar ín some important respecË.
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This rnrould be the case, f or example, v¡hen qualif ícations líke

unknowingly or unt¡í1ling1y are used. These are cases when r¿e want to

aËtríbute some responsibility to the agenË even í.f. the result of the

action was unintended. One example of this would be when r,¡e feel Èhat

this particular resulË was foreseeable and could have been avoided íf a

dífferent course of action had been selected.. It \,ras then shown that

Taylorrs explanation of Èhese exceptional uses of action termínology r^ras

further developed by him through the use of Harry Frankfurt t s notíon of

first and second order desíres. Second order desires are desíres r¿hose

object ís the having of first order desires. Second order desires orr

synonomously, evaluating desires !üere further analysed by Taylor Ínto

weak evaluations (evaluations concerned with ouËcomes) and strong

evaluations (evaluations concerned with the qualitiatíve worth of

different desíres). rt ís strong evaluation and not just weak

evaluatíon r¿hích makes us fu1ly human and thus to be responsible is noË

only to be responsible for what one does but also for onets evaluations.

Now, ít should be clear from the discussion above that evaluating

desires are synorromous wÍth Taylor t s notíon of desírability

characterizations or his concept of the sígníficance feature

characteristic of human being. trrrhat Taylor has to say abouË these

evaluations, therefore, will help us understand why desirability

characterizatíons are such an important feature of human beings as to

distinguish the study of humans from Ëhe study of oËher phenomena.

Taylor contends Ëhat v/e are responsíble not because these

evaluations are chosen buË because they are articulations of our

understanding of what ís quintessentíal. Thus in an article r¿hích

anaLyzes Ëhe notíon of responsibility, after crítiquing Sartrers notion
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of radícal choíce, Taylor avers that rrthere is another sense in which we

are responsible. Our evaluations are not chosen. On the contrary they

are artículatÍons of our sense of what is worthy, or higher or more

integrated, or more fulfillíng, and so on. But as articulations, they

offer another purchase for Ëhe concept of responsibility Iernphasis in
11

original]tt." These evaluations are not chosen but neit.her are they

sirtply gÍven to our conscíousness. By artieulatíons Taylor means that

as linguisitíc animals humans formulate evaluations which do noË simply

express descripËions of whaË motivates them as if these motivations vrere

fulry independent objects, i.e., objects r¿hich are not altered. in

substance, degree or manner by the description. He ís suggesting

rather' that as articulaËions human evaluations formulate experíences by

gíving a definiËe shape to whaË was an initially inchoate, cloudy or

confused sense of what is desired or otherwise held to be of great

importance. As such, these evaluatíons are interpretations of onets

self because by gÍvíng definite shape to what one feels to be normatíve

f or desire they give shape to a sense of r^rhat one essentially is. For

example, one uríght see onets self as a tman of honourt or as a rhopeless

romantíct or, more in keepíng wíth contemporary self-understandings, as

a rman of scíencet. In each case these self-interpretaËions would have

arísen as a result of. an expression of what one ought, or for that

matter ought not, to be motivated by. By givíng expression to such an

evaluation one attaíns a more definíte, clearer, sense of onets self.

Taylorrs notion of what it is to articulate a self-understanding

Ínvolves Èhe suggestion Ëhat our concepËualizations play a creatÍve,role

in our experíence of ourselves and the world. This can be seen in his

assertion that "se1f-interpretations are parË1y constítutive of our
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exPerience .... [ttris] is not to say Ëhat we alter our d.escriptions and

then as a result our experience of our predicament alters. Rather it is

that certain modes of experience are noË possible without certain

self-descriptions.... we can say Ëhat it is fconstitutíver of this

experience".. Iemphasís ín original].rrlB By constitutive Taylor Ímplíes

a relation betw-een our self-undersËandings and experiences that provides

a creative role for our self-j-nterpretations in so far as they are able

to alter our descriptíons of our experiences. rt is, then, by virtue of

the active role our articulation of experience plays that Taylor

believes, tre can hold people responsíble for what they see or do not see

in theír experiences. For unless one believes Ëhat people are capable

of behaving differently in the same circumstances it would noË make

sense to hold them responsible f or their actions. If people r¡rere

motívated solely by a passíve response to environmental stimulí the same

situatÍon would necessaríly produce t.he same behaviour and the notion o.f

responsibilíty would be reduced to purely instrumental considerations of

how properly to conditíon an indivídualfs response to such a situatíon.

The notion of responsibility, for Taylor, depends on the idea that human

evaluations are constiËutive (creative) of experience and therefore can

change responses to ídentical situations by reshaping Ëhe experience of

them.

The understandíng of human behaviour Ëhen, requires an

interpretation of the way in ¡+hich human actors apply the desirability -
characterizations which defíne their world and ¡¿hich are themselves

interpretations of the r¿orld and the self. The noËion that some kind of

ínterpretive undersËandíng ís the fundamenËal category for the analysis

of social reality has, at least since the time of Max tr^leber, been
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Iabelled the veEe!e¡en approach and has been the subject of

considerable number of varying interpreËations

siginficance in the socíal sciences.

of íËs role and

One frequenË interpretation is that such an approach simply

requíres the social scÍentíst to empaËhize with the subjects of the

study, to project oners personality into the personality of the oËher ín

order to understand their opinions, attiËudes and emotions. It is seen

as a psychological concept which allows the social scíentist to ascribe

beliefs, affectíve reactíons, and evaluatíons . to individuals as

hypotheses to be tested and verified by observatíons of theÍr behaviour.

Taylorrs view of verstehen, however, is fundamentally dífferent. For

Taylor Lhe interpretation of an actorfs desírability-characterizations

is not a matter of collecting facts about another individualfs personal

beliefs' feelings and emotions by constructing testable hypotheses on

Ëhe basís of an empathetÍ-c understanding of r,rhaË these indivídual

possessíons might be. trrlhat one must interpret is logica1ly príor to the

cognitive, affective and evaluative orientations of the individuals

which make up a society. What Ëhe social scientíst must do is come Ëo

understand the co¡nmon language in which Ëhese beliefs, emotions and

judgment.s are formulated. Moreover one must come to see the meanings

the individuals rnaking up a society hold in common. That is to say, one

must come to understand, the way the acËors do, Ëheir notions of what is

signíficant.

Such notíon.s are not common just ín the sense that everyone happens

to have thern but rather they are common in the sense that they are also

part of Ëhe world to r+hich everyone refers. such a noÈion in our

society uright be the idea that one must have an education in order to be
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a v/orËh\^lhile and productive member of societ.y. Such meaníngs are noË

just shared beliefs because they are shared as a part of the cofiunon

world to which r{e all make reference. Furthermore they díffer from

beliefs and feelíngs in that cleavages can develop around them when they

are interpreted dífferently by different groups. Finally, they differ

ín that one t s understanding of them can not be tested by simply

observing the movements of índíviduals in this socíety and constructing

general lar"¡s on the basis of oners observatíons of regularities in their

behaviour. One can only offer interpretations Ëhat make sense gíven

other i-nterpretatíons of other behaviour and rívial ínËerpretations may

always arise without there beíng any simple means of testíng these

ínterpretations by referring to the facts of observation. l9 Thís common

language is anchored in the practices and institutíons of a society and

at the same tíme constitutes them. It is the intersubjecÊÍve meaning

which makes possible the expressíon of índividually held beliefs an¿

such because it provídes a conìmon language in whích they can be

expressed.

C. ABSOLUTE UNDERSTANDING

The constiËutive nature of Ëhese evaluations or desirability

characterizations has considerable significance for Taylorrs posiËion on

the unity of science question. For it is Taylorts contention thaË these

desirabilíty - characterizations "belong to a range of descriptíons

whích 1ie outside r¡hat has been considered the limits of natural

science."20 They lie outside of Ëhe límits of natural science because

they violate what Taylor believes has been a central requirement of

natural science sínce the seventeenth century. This trequirement of
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absolutenesst, as Taylor calls it, is described as the requírementttEhat

the task of science is to give arr account of the world as it ís

independenEly of the meanings iË rnight have for human subjects, or of

how ít figures in their experienc"."2r Thus, Taylor argues that the

understanding involved in natural scíenËifíc proced.ure is one which

seeks to expunge anthropomorphic descriptions. That is, it attempts to

eschew properties of Ëhíngs expressed in terms v¡hich are related to an

experiencing subject. The examples he provides of such subject related

terms ate the seventeenth centuryrs rsecondary propertiesr such as

colour and felt heat. These properties are only direcË1y perceptible

phenomena to sensaËe creatures equipped v¡íth a sensoïy apparatus whích

is sensít.ive to electromagnetic radiation of a certain uravelength. Any

other properties of electromagnetíc radiation, of this wavelength or of

a wavelength ouËside of the range to whích the sensory apparatus is

sensitive, will be perceptíble only through the mediation of some

exËension or refinemenË of the subj ect t s normal sensory equipment. Thus

by rindependently of the meanings ít might have for human subjects, or

of hor¿ it figures ín their experiencet Taylor must mean descriptions not

relatíve to a subjecErs ordinary sensory abilities since by exËension or

refinement of these abilities phenomenal properties of electromagnetíc

radiation other than colour and heat are easily discernable. Therefore,

to shun descriptions that only characterize phenomena ín terms relative

to a subjectrs direet avrareness is, as Taylor puts it, to give an

account in absolute terms.

This, Taylor believes, has been the basis for the natural sciencest

ímpressíve development since Ëhe seventeenth century but it is a

requírement r¿hich cannot be applied to the human sciences. It cannot be
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applíed because the understanding essentíal to the human scíences

requires Ëhat we be able Ëo grasp desirabilíty-characterizations. This

neans that one must understand someone elsets emotions, r^rhích does not

mean to simply empathize with them, but to see the poínË of them. To

understand the signifícance of things for someone in this way requires

artÍculation in terms related to the subjeet. Hence, as Taylor puts iË,

For the claim that vrhat I have called human under-
standíng is essential to the scíences of man amounËs to
a claim that the two kinds of science are dístinguished
from each other at least in this, that the requírement
of absoluteness can be made (and indeed, we al1 agree
that iÈ must be made) of material science, but is in-
applícable to human scíence. For one thing which ís
eminently clear is thaË the properties described by
desirabilíËy - charqçterizatíons are paradigmatic subject-
relaËed properËies.--

In order to apply this requirement to the human sciences the use of

desirability-characteristíc terms would have to be avoid.ed. This ¡¿ould

mean the use of a dífferent language than our ordÍnary, everyday

language rshich explaíns human actions in terms of the ways in r¿hích we

experíence certain situations and actions, í.e., by usíng

desirability-characterizations. Since these terms are essential to the

explanation of human behaviour (for the reasons adduced in the first

chapter) such a language would have to redescríbe human behaviour ín

such a vray as to make no subject-related reference to experiences, to

thereby define them íntrínsical1y. Behavíour becomes movement and

siËuations whích evoke ít do so because one happens to have an

ínôlination or aversion to such círcumstances. In this. way the neer

scientific language distinguishes n,r*"r, behaviour and instítutíons from

the cognitive (or affecËive or evaluative) inclinaÈions or aversíons of

people to them. In other r*rords human behavíour explained. in terms of

the situatíons to which it is essentially related, hence as action,
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becomes translated ínto reactíve movement towards or ar/üay from these

sítuations contÍngent upon the inclination or aversíon characteristic of

some particular individual ot grorrp.23

So any aËtempt to see the social and naËural scíences as unified

under some basic procedure or method would ínvolve the applícation of

Ëhe requirement of absoluteness to the human sciences. Thís, hovÍever,

would requíre a nev/ language for the explanation of human behaviour

along Ëhe lines suggested above" For Taylor this ís not possible

because such a language does not offer equivalent descríptions to the

descriptions offered in ordinary language and because such a translatíon

leaves out key features of any satisfactory explanatíon. ft does thís

f or all the reasons elaborat.ed in the f írst chapter as to \,/hy our

explanati-ons of human behaviour can not be given in other than action

terns.

Taylor also advances another argunent as to why the existence of

desírabílíÈy-characterizaËj.ons mark off the study of human beings from

other scíences. Desirability-characterizations are arËiculations of

what is significant to us as human beíngs. AlËhough Taylor does not

make entirely clear hor¿ such artículations both ínterpret and consËitute

what they gíve expression Ëo, rather than simply functioning as reports

on what is given to conscíousness, ít üras pointed out above that he

undersËands these artículations to play a creative role by shaping Èhe

experience being ínterpreted and t.hereby constiËuting it. Consequently

social scientífic procedures involve the ínterpretaËion of what aïe

already ínterpretatíons of the vorld and self. Thís means that there

will be no easy or certain means of verifying the results of oners

scíentífic investÍgations because a study of behavíour which of
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necessity ínvolves interpretation cannot provide measurements to, v¡hat

r¿ould be by natural scíence standards, high degrees of. exactitude.

FurËhermore, fine differences of interpretation may lead to different

predictions the results of which may over tíme generate large variations

ín the future states expected Ëo obtain. so, for example, if one were

Ëo interpret the polítical practÍces of a country r¿íth very low

parËícipation rates in the indigenous political instítutíons as

índicatíve of a basic satisfaction, onets predictions on the basis of

such an interpretaËion would likely end up over tíme aË wíde variance

wíth a set of predictions based on an interpretatíon of these practices

as indicative of a disinterest in the continuation of these
24

]-NSE].EUEIONS.

As a corrollary to this argument, Taylor contends that because

desirability - characterizations describe social reality in terms of the

meaning ít has for human actors, it identifies certain acËíons as

practices or ínstitutíons of a certain kind. These identificatíons are

made though the application of our linguístíc ability which we develop

in the course of maturation as part of a partícular línguistic

community. Llhat üIittgenstein would call this a language game. Taylorrs

use of. the concePt of language, although iË focuses attention on the

importance of the ordinary mearì.s of communícation, creates so¡1e

ambíguity by leavíng in questíon to r¿hat extent non-ordínary means of

communicatíon would play the same role. rt is not clear, for example,

whether the subtle gestures of bodily movements can be included in

Taylorrs notion or not.. NeverËheless, he argues that the language

aquired and developed within a certain comnunity both gives expression

to the dístinctíons bet¡,¡een practices inherent in t.he society as well as
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providing them wit,h an ontological basis. Language accomplishes thís by

ídenËifying cerËain forms of behavíour as appropriate within certain

contexts and other sorts of behaviour as appropríaËe in other

sítuations. This, Taylor maintains, ís essentíal for the exisËence of

the institutíons Ëhe prescribed behaviour consLiËutes.

An example of v¡haË Taylor is getting at here can be found in the

institution of trnlestern elections. For an election to take place a whole

range of behaviours musË be performed; goíng to a polling booth, marking

a ballot in the appropriate spot wíth an x and so forth. Now, for such

behaviour to take place at the appropriaËe times and. places, what is

appropriate and what is not appropriate must be understood in the same

vray by most if noË all. communication is necessary for such

understanding to exist but I think Taylor is getting aË something more

Ëhan this. For such behaviour to be seen as appropriate the language

used to communicate r¿hat is to be done musË ínbue the instÍtutíon r¿íth

some signÍficance that allows people to find a means of expressing

themselves and whaË they take Ëo be ímportant. In this case elections

can' I think' be seen as institutíons r,¡hich a1low people to express

themselves freely on importanË matters. At least Ëhís is the

sígnificance Ëhe language of üiestern societies attributes to these

practices" It limns them as practices which not only allovr free

expressíon but which, by so doíng, express freedom itself, i.e., make ír

a reality. The language of I{estern societies which paínts thís practice

in this way is noË univocal. There are, of course, dissenting points of

view whích attempt to surplanË the status quo. The Marxist crítique of

bourgeoise democracy would be a good example. It limns a very different

pícture of this practice and if the language of Marxist doctrine came to
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be widely accepted the practíces would have to change because they would

no longer be seerl as t.he expression of f reed.om buË rather its very

opposite.

As Taylor puËs iL in connectíon with a dífferent example but to

whích the same conmenËs apply, mutatis muËandis:

The situation we have here is one which the vocabulary
of a given social dimension is grounded in the shape of socíal
practice in thís dímension; that ís, Ëhe vocabulary ¡¡ouldnrË
make sense, couldnft be applied sensibly, where Ëhis range
of practices didnrt prevail. And yet Ëhis range of pracii"""
couldnrË exist wíthout the prevalence of this or some related
vocabulary.... The language is constítutive of the realíty,
is essential to íts being rhe kind of reality it is. To sâp-
erate the two and distinguísh them as we quite rightly distin-
guish the heavegq from our theories about them is forever to
miss the point."-

Now, if this ís so and if social scientifíc theory can be saíd to

offer an interpretation of our pre-theoretical understanding which is

formulated in our self-interpretations and eurbodied in our praetices and

instítutíons then our scientific understandíng must make clearer, or

somehow better express these self-understandings. This ínplies that

these coülmonsense practices are often translucent in a sense or in some

[Iay not completely transparent. Otherwise there would. be no reason Ëo

provide a more theoretical interpretation. By developing social theory

r4/e seË out explícitly what is going on or what is rearly happeníng by

attempting a clear and precíse articulation of the norms and

concePtualizaËíons of human beings and of human socíety r¿hich underlie

our ordínary, everday understandíngs. By doíng thís, social scíence

Ëheory extends or refines Ëhough criticísm these self-interpretations

whích are thereby shovm to be vitiated.

Taylor claims that thís may be done in either of at least Ëvro \,rays.

A theory may demonstrate Ëhat some actíon ís Ëaking place wiÈhin some
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unnoticed causal conËext. As an example he uses the Marxist theory of

bourgeois demoncracy in which the decision by majority voËe ís shown to

take place within a range of options constrained. by Êhe capítalíst

economic structure. Such a structure translates reduced profitability

into economic decline for all and potentially mass unemplolrment hence

decisíons must be made ín such a way as not to conflict wiËh the

profiËabilíty of prívate enterprise. Thus what appears Ëo be a choice

independently made turns out to be strucEurally linited.

sinilarly" social theory may a1so, or alÈernativery, reveal a

sígnífícance to human action which is not otherwise appreciated. siurply

because particular dimensions of significance have not prevíousIy been

notíced. As an example Taylor cites Plators theory of Èhe decay of the

polis. In the Republic, Plato shows the competition between equals for

place and fame to be ín fact moral decline ¡vhich engenders a chaos

leading ultirnately to Ëyranny. The signífícance of these actíons are

not perceíved by the ordinary citizen who does not see the inner

connecËion betríeen democracy and tyranny brought Eo light by the

knowled.ge of the true order of thingr.26

Now íf these theories demonstrate our conmonsense understandíng to

be crucially inadequate then it follows that thís v¡íll most often mean

that the extension or refínement thaË social science theory makes Ëo

these self-interpretatíons will be followed by a change in the practices

or instituËions that they constitute. consequently, the object of

social science theory ís unlike the obj ect of natural science theory Ín

so far as íts nature changes as the substance of the theory which

attemPts to understand it changes. In Ëhe case of natural science it

would, by conËrasË, be only the naÈure of our understanding which
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changes, thus giving the appearance of a change in the nature of the

object but we would not \¡/ant to ascribe Ëo it a change in ontology. or

to make the same point in anoËher r¡ray; the theories of social science in

theír relation to their objecË precipitate changes ín their object

whereas the theories of natural science only allow for beËËer prediction

and control of their object. In Taylorrs ¡¿ords:

This is the sËriking disanalogy betr¿een natural science
and political theories. The latter can undermine, sËrengthen,
or shape Ëhe practice Ëhat they bear upon. And that is because
(a) they are theories about practices, which (b) are partly
constituted by certain self-undersËandings. To the extenË that
(c) theories transform this self-undersËandíng , they undercut,
bolsËer, or Ëransform Ëhe constítutive features of practíces.
hle could put Èhis anoËher way by saying that political theories
are not about independent objects ín the way Èhat theories are
in natural scíence. There the relation of knowledge to practice
is one that applied whaË one knows about causal poners Ëo par-
tÍcular cases, but the t.ruths about such causal powers t.hat one
banks on are thought to renain unchanged....

Put a third !/ay, r¡re can say that while natural science
theory also Ëransforms practice,.lhe practÍ-ce ít transforms
is not r¿hat the theory is about.''

Ho¡¿everr given this formulation the dístinction Taylor drar¿s

bet¡¿een the two kínds of Ëheory: one a transformíng theory, the other a

theory r¿hich does noË transform its object, is not stricËry a

distinction betr¿een natural and human sciences and therefore not exactly

the same distinction thaË Dílthey *rdu.28 For there may be theoríes in

the social sciences whích do not transform Ëheir object, or do so only

slightly in a secular way. For example, theoríes about other cultures

may have no impact upon the partÍcular culture which forms its obj ect

and only a marginal impact upon Ëhe society which develops an

anthropological or socíologícal science which embodies such t.heory. 0r

certain economic theories may have little transformational effect

because they deal with transactions upon which specific physiological
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needs depend. In such cases one would be near the border of natural

science theory and the distinctíon formulaËed in Taylorfs fashÍon would

become rather less than sharp.

Taylor, himself, seems to acknolwedge this in one of his very

recent essays. trrlhile discussíng the attempted applicatíon of

economic-model theoríes such as David Eastonts conversíon theory of

politícs and the various structuralist theories largely developed. in

France he concludes that. t'Ëhe model of Ëheory as of an índ.ependent

object' or as bearing on an object resísËant to our self-understand.ing,

has at best only partial application in Ëhe sciences of man. It cal

apply only in certain rather specialized domains, where behavíour is

rather rigÍd... [my emphasis]".29

Thís, of course, does not vitiate Taylorts distínction, although it

does tend Ëo move the line of demarcation from a positíon whích

distinguishes strícËly between the natural and the human scíences to a

position v¡hich distinguíshes between Èhe natural and some social science

theories (non-transformational theory) and mosË social science theory

(transf ormational theory) .

r vrant no\¡r to consider, brief 1y, some other views taken ín this

debate. First I rvill suumarize the position that Hurbert Dreyfus has

taken, r¿hich is quíte simílar ro Taylorfs and Ëhen move on to consíder

some positions which stand in opposítion to the stance Taylor and

Dreyfus have adopted.

Dreyfus avers that. ttthere is an essential difference between

theoretical and practical holisrn and thus there is an essential

difference between Ëhe natural and human ""ierc.".tt30 By theoretical

holisrn f take Dreyfus Ëo mean that scíenËific understanding ínvolves
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interpretaËions of the world in a r,üay quite similar to the sort of

Ínterpretation ¡,¡hich Ëalces place r¿hen translating one language into

another. This sort of ínterpretaËion becoues necessary whenever

incommensurable Ëheoretical frameworks compete tor a hegemonic position

r,¡íthin some díscipline or area of scientífic ínquiry. Like tT¡ro

different languages each framework characterÍzes Ëhe realíty ít treats

in r¡/ays Ëhat only partíally overlap. Hence Ëhere is ïro one to one

corresporidence of meaníng between t.he Ëerms applied in each framework so

that in a \47ay similar to that of language translation the meaníng of

terms in one framework can only be given a partial or often awkrvard

translatíon into the Ëerms of the second framersork" To understand

realíty according to the proponenËs of thís view of scientific

understanding ís a matter of finding a theory Ëhe terms of r¿hich explaín

its subject matter better than any other existing theory and. to find

such a theory íË is not possÍble to appeal to facts whose meaning or

significance is independent of any theoretical framework. Rather, all

that can be done when incommensurable frameworks arise and compete for

acceptance by the scientífíc community is to begin a translati-on of one

into the oËher; to wait until one has supplanted the oËher. The idea

that ínterpretation is simply the translation of one set of theoretical

variables ínto another theory is the result, according Ëo Dreyfus, of

the view taken by theoretical holists that all und.erstanding ís

prímarily an epistemologícal problem, i.e., the only kind of

understanding humans can have of each other and the natural world. is

theoretíc"l.3l

Dreyfus disputes this by advocating what he calls practícal holisrn.

For Dreyfus practícal holísrn is an entirely ,different r,tay of
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understanding. Although iË may ínvolve some explicit beliefs and

hypotheses, it is Ëhe sort of understandíng that ís exernplified by our

ordinary, everyday rrays of copíng r^rith the world and the things and

people whích make it up. It is the sort of understand.ings we aquire

through socialízation rather than through formal education. Thís soït

of understandíng, according Ëo Dreyfus, provídes the context r,¡ithin

which explict beliefs and hypotheses acquire meanÍng. Although they

provide such a conËext these practices are not amenable to theoretical

formulaËion because they are too pervasive and. because they are social

skílls. In Dreyfus I words they are 'ta whole cu1Ëura1 interpretation of

what it means Ëo be a human being, what a material object is, and, in

general, what counts as r"a1.tt32 They are thus not to be construed as

implicít beliefs buË as habits and customs which are embodied in the

institutíons charact.eristic of a culture. Dreyfus argues that as skills

they are nonformalízable because to make them ínto a sort of

propositional knor¿ledge by Ëreating them as rules or procedures eíther

new skills for applying these rules wÍll ahve to be introduced. or an

infiníËe regress vri1l ensue. or, if it is argued that no skí|l or rule

is requi-red for applying a rule, then no recourse to rules in the first

instance should be ncessary. Moreover, Dreyfus maintains that skills

cannoË be represented by forrnal rules such as those computers operate by

because there are no basic elements or ideas which can be specified as

the integrative elements making up the skilt.33 Dreyfus seems to impry

that the learning of skills involves a transformation of constituent

elemenËs into a qualitatively dífferent whole raËher than Ëhe simple

integratíon of basic units into a quantitative whole. As such his

concept of practical undersËanding is a noncognitive way of being rather
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than a belíef system. This makes iË essentially the same as Taylorfs

notion of self-understanding or desirability-characterizations which

constítute human practices and institutions. Furthermore, for Dreyfus,

as for Taylor, the Ëask of the human sciences is to interpret. the

cultural ínterpretaËions which constitute these institutions of ordinary

1ife.

Dreyfus also seems to understand materíal scientífic pracËice in

much Ëhe same Tr¡ay as Taylor. For he argues that while the natural

scíences also depend upon a shared background of techniques,

díscrimÍnations and a sense of whaË is ímportant, all pretty well taken

for granËed, these ttmore and more sophísticaËed skills and techníques

serve the special purpose of enabling modern scientists to isolaËe

properties from their context of human relevance, and then to take Ëhe

meaningless properËies Ëhus isolated and relate them by strict lars. tt34

He thus seems to share wíth Taylor the notion that naËural scientifi.c

procedure requires someËhing like Taylor's concept of the absolute

requirement. Consequently he draws Ëhe conclusion that rrsuch ski11s

Ipractical undersLanding] and the context of everyday praetíces Ëhey

presuPpose are inËernal Ëo Ëhe human scíences, just as the laboratory

skills of scientists are ínternal to the history and sociology of

science, for if Lhe human sciences claim to study human activitíes, then

the human sciences, unlike the natural sciences, must take account of

those human activities which make possible Ëheir own disciplines.

Ienphasis in original].rr35 Therefore, the objects of these two scíences

are quite different in as much as the social scíences study, at least in

part, what makes their own discipline possible and the natural sciences

do not. Consequently, Ëhese two sorts of sciences should been seen as
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clearly distÍnct by vírtue of this phílosophica1ly imporrant dífference

ín their object.

D. THE CONTINUITY OF SCIENCE

r now r^rant to look, brief ly, at some of the key arguments put

forward by two prominent defenders of the unity of science position. In

particular I intend Ëo expound the key poínts made by Richard Rorty and

Mary Hesse in oppositíon to the position taken above by Taylor and

Dreyfus. Since a fult elaboration of the philosophical poínt of víew

characteristic of Hesse and Rorty, which leads Ëhem Ëo their particular

posítion in Ëhis debate would take a great deal of tíme, I r¡i1l only

focus on their arguments specífÍc Ëo Ëhis debate.

Rortyr s posiËíon is one of denys any signíficance to the

differences betrueen Ëhe procedures of the human and the non-human

sciences. fn fact Rorty contends that what Kuhn and others have

demonstrated is thaË there really ís no rnethod of the sciences at a1l so

that it ís really just a questíon of wheËher or not r¿e should adopt the

same attítude tov¡ards human phenomena as v/e do towards non-human

phenomena. Thus, he draws Ëhe conclusion that Ëhe "Deweyan view I want

to suggest ís naturalistíc in seeing no onËological break between human

and, non-human reality, but only (to put it in somer¿hat rnisleading

Kantain terms) a moral break. This seems to me the only sort of break

T¡re need, and thaË it does not need to be t grounded I on some more

fundamental fmetaphysicalt or rmethodologicalt distinction Iemphasís in

original]tt.36 0r more succinctly put: the frnotion Ëhat we know a prÍori

that nature and man are distínct sorts of objects is a misËake. rt is

a confusíon betr¡een ontology and roral","37 The fundamental reason why
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Rorty is led to this conclusíon ís Èhat he does not believe that the

Ëheories of any scientifíc enterpïize te1l us anything about the nature

or essence of the phenomenon it seeks Ë.o explain. It is simply the case

that some theoríes are better for a certain purpose than others and some

are not. The mechanistic explanations of natural phenomena, for

example ' a]fe beËter for purposes of predíction and conËrol than the

animistic, teleologÍcal and anËhropomorphic explanations which preceded.

them. They are, though, less suitable for the purpose of finding a sort

of metaphysícal comfort in the r,rorld.

Hence' Rorty críticises Taylor for believing that the human ability

to transform our practíces on the basis of newly acquired. knowledge

reveals a difference between the natural and human sciences of any

importance. Rorty avers that,

BuË, for all we know, it uray be that human creativity
has dried up, and that in the future it v¡ill be the nonhuman
r¿or1d which squirms out of our conceptual neË. tt migtrt ue
the case Ëhat all future human socÍeties ¡¿ill be (as a result,
perhaps ' of ubiquitoius technocratic toËaliËarianism) hundrum
variations on our oI¡In. But contemporary science (r¿hich already
seems so hopeless for explaining acupuncture, the mígrat.ion of
buËÈerflíes, and so on) may soon come to seem as badry off as
Arístotlers hylomorphism. The line Èhat Taylor is describing
is not the line betvreen the human and nonhuman but betr,¡een
that portion of Ëhe field of inquíry vzhere we feel rather
uncertain that r¡re have the ríght vocalulary at hand and that
portíon where we feel rather certain that we do. This does"
at the moment, roughly eoincide with the distinction betñ-en
the fíe1ds of the Geistes - and the NaturwÍssenschafËen. But
thís uray be mere coincídence Iemphasis in origínal].rÕ

This difference goes quite deep. Frou Rortyts perspectíve the question

of whether human behaviour can be explained according to causal 1av¡s or

not' is not a question of whether causal laws as opposed to, for

example, teleological laws can better explain the nature or essence, or

reality of the phenomenon under study. Rather íË ís a quesËion of
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whether they are more suitable to a given purpose

ouË in Rortyrs statement Ëhat if rrwe fail to discern

Skinner as in Bohr, ít is not because Skínner d.oes

or not. This comes

the same virtues Ín

not understand his

pigeons or hís people as r¿ell as Bohr understands his partieles, but

le who make abecause we are, reasonably enougho suspicious of De

busíness of predicting and controlling oËher people. Inie thínk these

virtues not appropriate for the situation. lmy emphasis]r,.39

The same dífference manifests itself with respect to what ís
required to explain something in natural scientífic discourse. Hence,

Rorty deníes that there is such a Ehing as an absolute requirement for

the correct explanatíon of non-human phenomena. rn hís words,
f'scientísts merely adopted a set of terms - the terms for Lockean

primary quarities - which got them what they wanted. But. r donrt see

that those terms point to a distínctíon betrrreen absolute versus

subj ecÈ-dependent . "40

The fundamental dif ference betr,reen Rortyts posítion and. Taylorrs is
whether science, eíther natural or social, can be said Èo províde us

with an understanding or an insíghÈ, or a seL of explanations r¿hích are

good ones because they capËure something true about reality (Taylorts

view) or because they fulfil some human purpose (RorËyrs view).

sinilarly, Mary Hesse ends up aË odds with Taylor and. Dreyfus on

this question as r¿el1. Her positíon is, however, arríved at from a

different set of concerns than Rorty. she clearly agrees wiÈh RorÈy

thaÈ Ëhe critique to r¿hích the logical posiËivist model of natural

science has been subject has led to the víew that one can no longer

identífy any imporËant differences betvreen the natural and the social

sciences. However, her concern is not so much to argue thaË the goals
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of the t\,ro sciences are fundamentally the same, as Rorty does by

contending Êhat the only claim v¡e can make about the sciences Ís that

they r¿ork or do not work relative to human purposes, but rather to

suggesË that the method of ínquiry is fundamentally the same across all

scíences. Hence, in her article "In Defense of Objectivity" she states

that "I shal1 raise some questions about this instrumenËal model of

natural science Ithat science yields an objective knowledge ídentífied

¡.¡íth the cumulative possibílities of instrumental control rather than

wíth theoretical discov 
"tyl4I and suggest thaË the relation between it

and the hermeneutic model is noË so much a dichotomy as a contínuu .rr42

Hesse provídes tv/o central arguments for her position. Fírst, she

argues that the knowledge produced by natural scíence, which allows us

to attain a predictíve and controlling polrer over nature, carì.not be

understood as a r^lay of knowing which is somehow essentially different

from the knowledge produced by the socíal sciences even though Ëhis

latËer form of knowledge concerns the understanding of ourselves.

Second, she argues that natural science theory, just as socíal science

theory' expresses our self-understandings. Consequently, the method. of

Ínquiry ínto natural scíentific phenomena as well as social scíentific

phenomena requíres a hermeneutic appro""h.43

Hesse surnmarizes these arguments as follows:

It is impossible in studying theoríes of evolution,
ecology, or genetics, to seperate a mode of knowledge re-
lating to Ëechnical control from a mode relatíng to Ëhe
self-understanding of man.... t,he very categories of Ëhese
Ëheories, such as functionality, selection, survival, are
ínfected by manf s vi.ew of hirnself .

Secondly...theories have always been expressive of the
myth or rnetaphysics of a socÍety" and have therefore been
part of Ëhe internal communicatÍon sysËem of that socíeËy....
Thís ís a sense ín whÍch nature, does indeed partake ín the
díalogue of man wíth man, and can ítself be said to be
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informed by human meanings and subigçt in its theoretical
aspects of hermeneutic methodoloEy.u*

Hessets argument does not provide any clear crícería of r,¡haË is to

count as a good theory. tr{hat is clear about her position is that Ëhere

is no means of developing what Taylor calls absolute terms in the

natural sciences. For Hesse, all natural science theory wÍll be iurbued

with a reflectíon of humanityr s understanding of itself. This is

similar to Rortyrs posÍtion ín so far as ÍË has Ëhe consequence of

denying the possíbility of describing natural phenomena ín absolute

terms. It is dissimÍlar in so far as she seems to be suggesting thac

this consequence ís not so much the result of natural science theoryts

development according to the gíven purposes of human society but rather

the result of its inevitable embodiment of human self-undersËanding.

The strength of the position advocated by Rorty and Hesse can be

seen in a consideration of the functíon natural science performs in its

contemporary existence. More so now than ever before human knowled.ge of

natural phenomena is used for the actual creation of fnaturalt objects.

The creation of otherwise nonexístant materials and substances such as

metals, plastics and even basic elements reflects a knowledge whích in

some sense does seem to be capable of changing the nalure of ¡uhat exists

as a ïesult of the development of more perspícacÍous Ëheory. This tends

to blur the distinction Taylor attempts to dra¡¿ between the naLural and

social sciences on the basís of the transforming effect of theoríes in

the latter realm.

0n the other hand, Taylorfs position seems to be more in accord

with the beliefs of practÍ.sing natural scientists who d.o seem to believe

thaË the theory they develop and r¿ork r,¡ith r,¿orks because it tells Ëhem

someÈhing abouË Ëhe nature of reality and does so índependently of any
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human Purpose or self-understandíng. Moreover, on Taylorts grounds one

can fínd a convíncíng explanatíon Í.or the lack of any persisËent

hegemonic paradigms in the socíal sciences; a situatíon quite unlike

that of the natural sciences. That Ëhis difference should exÍst follor¿s

fron Taylorrs identíficaËion of Ëhe peculiar nature of the und.erstandíng

necessary for social science. This understanding involves comíng to see

the point of anotherts desirability-characterizations. That is, coming

to see why certain actions and sítuations have the signifícance they do

for the actors in question. Thus, theory of this sort attempts to

identífy r,rhat is oft.en of moral signíficance and it is just this sort of

theory that one ¡¿ould expect to find resistant to the dominance of

secular paradigms.

Consequently both positions seem to be founded upon insightful and

convincing argumentation. Yet as diametrícal opposites boËh cannot by

Ëhe logical principle of non-contrad.icËion be correct. It is my belief

that there is something of merít in each of these posítions. yet, íf

each side of the debate has taken a posiËíon which is fundamentally at

odds wíth Ëhe other a reconcílíation between these oÈherwise opposed

posítions cannot. be effected on the grounds over r^¡hich they are ín

díspute. This suggesËs that perhaps Ëhe source of the dispute results,

ín a considerable measure, from the way in which the quesüion has been

formulated. From thís iË follornrs that in order to resolve or Ëo

transcend this problem a reformulation of the question it d.eals with uray

be necessary. Such a reformulation r¿ould have to reconsíder the basic

assumptj-on underlying Ëhe question of whether or not Ëhe social sciences

are continuous wiËh the natural sciences. I understand this basic

assumption to be the view Ëhat these two kinds of intellectual inquiry
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must be eíËher

chapLer I hope

transcended.

continuous or

to be able

qualitatively different.

to demonstrate how this

In my concluding

antinomy rníghË be
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CHAPTER 3

RATIONALITY

In this chapter I would like to exarnine Taylor t s poslËíon on the

question of whether rationallty is relative to specific cultures or

whether some universal principles of rationalíty can be ascríbed to all

human societies. I r¿ill do this by showing how his positíon on Ëhis

question follows from Èhe basic features of his action theory and by

placlng Taylorf s positlon in the cont.ext of Ëhe current debate

surrounding this questÍon. Thereby I will demonstraÈe his affinítles

and differences wíth other positÍons on this question. I conclude with

an evaluaLion of Taylorrs position.

A. Rational Action

rn the first chapter, two main features of raylorrs Ëheory of

actlon were elaborated. First, the form of the laws necessary Ëo

explain adequately human behavl-our were characÈerized as laws of a

teleologfeal form, i.e. for any behavlour an adequate explanation of

thís behavfour would be given if tt could be shown ËhaË this behaviour

was required for the attaÍnment of some end, given the exfsting set of

circumstances and the stat.e of the organism. Second, the behaviour must

be the result of the subjectrs int.ention. or, to puÈ it another way, it

must be behaviour which is directed Ëowards sone goal by the auÈhor of

the behavíour.

Taylorrs princfpal conËribution to the debate over whether raËional

behavlour can be determlned according to universal crfteria or noË is

his artlcle entitled "Ratlonality".l rr, thls arÈicle he rejects as

lnsufficient Peter l.Iinchrs crítique of Evans-Prit.chardrs accusaÈion that
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the beliefs of the Azande in r¡iËchcraft and oracles are írraËional.

trIinchfs critique of Evans-Pritchard is elaboraËed in hls widely noted.

arËicle "Understanding a prÍrniÈíve socíety". It ls WínchIs contenËion

thaË apparent contradictions in Zande behavlour do not constitute

irrational actions because the Azande are involved in a differenË

language game which does not represent a proto-scientific attempt to

explain the world. To attempt to ascribe contrad.ictions to the acEions

of the Azande, at least in the cases of theír belfefs in oracles and

wítchcraft, is to foist the ethnocentric assumptions of our scienËl_fic,

theoretic culture upon the Lzand.e and hence to misunderstand. then.2

Taylor 1s not. sat,isfied with tr{inchrs positlon because, as he puts it,
"even ff the Azande are not interested in buílding a theoretical

understanding of. the world, ft surely matters Ëo them if thelr whole

system for inputing wÍtch status lands then in a contrad.iction."3

Taylor begins his response to I^Iinch r s position with the

Presupposition that the crucial difference between I.Jestern socÍety and

zande society is a dif ference in the r,ray each soclety atËempts to

understand the world. I.{esËern socÍ.ety since the seventeenth century has

attenpted Ëo undersLand the world Ëhrough scíentlfic theory and Zande

soclety attemPts to understand it ln an entirely different way thaÈ does

not ínvolve theoretlcal formulations. Taylor traces the etymology of

the modern English term "theoretÍcal understandíng" to its Greek et)rnon

theoris and by so doing links Ëheory, lnterpreted as the attempt to

undersËand the world clearly by adopting a perspectíve detached from

particular goals, desires and actions, to Ëhe etynon of reason, logos,

interpreted as the ability to clearly set out the important features of

the matter. By so doing he derÍves Ëhe conclusion ÈhaÈ "the demands of
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raËíonality are to go for theoretical understanding where Lhis is
It

possr-Dre. This conclusion follor¿s from the argument that for the

matters suitable for theoreËlcal understanding the besË articulation of

its importanÈ feaËures wíll be an account provided from a perspectlve

disengaged from oners goals, desl_res, and acËivíties.

Taylor I s contention thaL ratíonality demands Ëheoretical

understanding reveals two important notions already expound.ed in chapter

two. Flrst, lt reveals hís inslstence Èhat the world. can be best

understood through a disinteresËed perspective and, of course, that it

ís posslble to adopË such a st.ance. This was an imporËant element fn

Taylor I s argument t.hat the natural and social sciences rnust be

separaÈed. For it I¡ras by extending this claím to Ëhe more specific

argument that the naÈural world lÍas best undersËood in terüs whlch

reflected a perspective of the¡n detached fron all human lnteresÈs that

he was able to bifurcate the two sciences. Or more accuraÈely, ít was

by Èhis Eeans thaÈ he was able to separate naLural science theory and

the instrumental uses of some soclal theory from the rest of social

theory. rt was precLsely this point, as well as oÈhers, that Rort,y and

Ilesse were at pains to deny. secondly, it reveals his enphasis upon

huuan language as the essenË1al means of cognitíon. The assumption here

is that rationality (the atÈempt to understand the world clearly) is

enhanced through the development of ever more perspicuous articulatlons

of the maÈter at hand so that. rationality is not a mâËLer of inmutable,

Ëranscedental categories of thought but rather a funcË1on of llngulstic

sophlsticaÈÍon. This is related to his suggestion Ëhat language

constlËutes practices because in both cases, language makes explicit

through expressLon r¿hat was originally only dimly perceived and in both
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cases beËter formulatíons resulted in a clearer understanding. Although

Èhis is the case' his ernphasis is upon the cognitive function of

language. This was also an essentíal element in Taylorts separaÈion of

social and instrumental theory for it narked off social theory from

l-nstrumenËal Ëheory on the grounds Lhat the former but not the laËter

was capable of altering its object of study by achievíng a clearer

understanding of pracËice and hence changlng it to better accord wíth

Èhe ner.¡ undersËanding of lts meaning.

Taylor uses these two notions to develop his position ín this

debaÈe. On Ëhe basls of these clafms, Taylor rejects Evans-pritchardrs

accusatíon of irrationalíty on the grounds of self-contradiction, but he

also rejects tr{ínchfs assertion that contradiction does not matter

because the Azande are lnvolved in a dlfferent language game from the

one played by lüestern science. Consistency is, for Taylor, a necessary

condítion of raÈf.onality but he is not convínced Ëhat Zand,e beliefs in

witches and oracles lands them in contradictions or inconsistencÍes.

Thus he argues that "rüe canrt jump to Èhe conclusfon that theyrre lthe
Azande] irraËional on the grounds that we have caught them in a

contradiction which they perslst in disregarding; but this is noË

because they are playtng soue language game in which cont.rad.ictlon

doesnr t matter Rather tt is plausible that the apparent

conËradictions could be ironed out if the peculiar nature of witches and

witchcrafÈ were to be glven Ëheoretical descrlptfon..,5

The fault Taylor finds with l,Iínchrs argument stems from hís idea of

how natural science has developed since the seventeenth cent,ury, i.e.,

by adopting the disinterested theoretíca1 perspect.ive noted above and

how it has ínfluenced thinking in the social sclences. For iË is
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Taylorrs view thaÈ trIinch, as did Evans-Pritchard, makes an ethnocenËric

nove by tryíng to understand the Azande society in terus of a separation

between theoretical and expressíve activity. By arguíng that zand.e

culture is not. lnvolved ín attemptíng to explain the r¡orld theoretically

but rather, through lts witchcraft practíces, is expressing its attitude

to lifers contingencies and maintainlng the societyrs fundamental socíal

relations, Taylor belf eves l,Iinch has inposed upon the Azande a

seParaËion betr.zeen theoretical and expressive act.ivlty indigenous to our

culture but noË to theirs.6

The poínt upon which Taylor and l,linch are i"n agreenent Ís that in

order to undersLand another culture one must do so in its ol,rn Ëerms.

0r, to put the same poinL in another wayr one must attend to the

meanings action has for the agents of the action. This plalnly follows

fron Taylorfs actlon theory for to adequately explaín human behavl-our l-s

to do so according to lntentional teleological laws. This neans that

one must attend to it.s motivatíon and an agentrs moËivation cannot be

understood untll one understands how the agenË perceives the sfÈuation.

rn his words, "explanaÈions of human behavLour, for instance, can only

be teleologl-cal if we lnterpret frequiring B for Gr as rrequfring B for

G in the vÍew of the agent.r. That an action ls required in fact for a

given goal will not brtng it about. unless it is seen to be such

It follows from thls that as a cult.ural animal human beings exhibit

behaviour r¡hich varies from society to society because símÍlar

situations will be seen dífferently by dífferently socialized agents and

therefore any explanation of human behavíour must be undertaken in light

of Ëhe wide variations of perceptLon 1n human culÈures. Furthermore, lf

action is characËerized at least partially by the manner ín r+hich the
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subiecË or agent. sees the síËuation, then the actorts interpretation of

the siÈuation must be an essenÈíal part of Èhe phenomenon to be

explaíned. To understand an agentts particular understanding of a given

situation or of Ëhe world generally is, for Taylor, a maËter of being

able to apply the crucial words and phrases in the sane Ííay as the

particular acEor or members of a certain culture do. As was seen Ín

chapter two, what is crucl-al in any vocabulary are the desirability

characterizaËfons that express and thereby constitute the speciflc

cultural or hístorÍcal self-underst.andings.S So to provide a convincíng

interpretation of what is taking place in the actlons, practices, and

Ínstítut,lons of a forelgn soclety would be to show that one has

understood how to apPly the subjectts desirability characËerÍzations.

To put the same point Ín a slightly different way, one must show ËhaË

one has understood the action, feelings, motivatlons, and the general

outlook of the subject 1n their own Ëerms.

rt is precisery Èhis sort of claim, however, Ëhat has created a

great deal of the conLroversy around which a slgnificant portion of the

debate has revolved. The suggestion Ëhat a proper understanding of

another culture must take seriously the descriptions of Ëhe situation

posed by the actors themselves Ís often taken to inply Ëhat the language

ín which an explanatlon 1s couched must either lnclude or be in entirety

ËhaÈ of Ëhe subjecÈ of the explanation. In nany cases thís is taken Ëo

involve Ëhe even more strf-ngent requirement Èhat the way in whlch the

subjects understand thenselves must be considered incorrigible. Such a

position has led critícs of those who advocaËe such an approach Èo argue

LhaË such an approach lands social science in a relaEivist position from

which fruitful criticisrns and explanaËions of other culËures cannot be
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brought forward. This would mosË obviously be the case where an

undeveloped (by l^Iestern standards) society was being examined.. Such a

culture which had not developed a social scientífic, theoretical

language of explanation would make an explanation of their culture

extremely difficult, if not inpossible.

This, for example, is the interpretation Roger Trigg places upon

I^Iittgenstel-nr s Ëheory that r¡ords have meanf.ng only in their use in

discrete forms of llf e (cultures) . He argues that I¡Iittgenstei.n's

suggesEion that concepËíons of trut,h, reality, and rationality vary from

socLeEy Ëo society inplies the logical irnpossibility of discussing

another culÈurers beliefs rationally.9 Siuilarly, Mohinl Mullick in his

artlcle "0n the Criteria of RaËionality" accuses l^Iínch of taklng a

position such Ëhat the question of r¡hat 1s ratlonal can only be raised

wlthin a speeffíc context and thaÈ Èhls vier+ lands social science in a

position from whlch und.erst.anding another culture r¿ould be irnpossible.l0

This is essentially the saue problern that Martln Hollís has wlLh

Ëhe relaËlvtst posltion as he undersËands it. Ilollis, whose article in

the edited volume Rationality and RelativLsn makes him, along with

Jarvie, one of t,he staunchesË defenders of an antl-relativlst positlon,

argues that there are sínply good and bad reasons for holding beliefs

and Lhat these reasons are not relatLve to or context dependent on

anything other than a Ëest of Ëheir objectívity. Hollis asserts, for

example, that "there are tesËs for whether a belíef Ís objectlvely

raËional and that subjectively rational beliefs need not pass then; that

there is a mínimurn score r¡hlch all belíefs musÈ attaln and a maximum

score which some must; and EhaE rgood reasont ls an objective term, to

be applied wfth lncreasing rùarranË as the naximum is appro""h.d."11 In
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a review of an essay by Ernest Gellner, Hollis praises Gellnerrs

perceptlon of Ëhe problem with theoríes of the contexË dependency of

rationality. IIe suggests Ëhat Gellnerts general objectÍon Èo cultural

relativlsm "and íts lmperative that cultures be studíed only frorn wiËhin

[ts that] without fixed points of reference and objective judgements

of truÈh, there is no reason to identify or explain practíces i.n one way

or anot.her."12 Gellner, incidentry, adopEs a position in this d.ebaËe

sínilar to that taken by Evans-Prltchard in hís study of the Azande. In

a conËribution Èo Holl1s and Lukesf book RaÈionality and Relatlvisn he

argues' as does Robln llorton in an essay contributed to the same book,

that Ëhe beliefs and traditions of undeveloped socleties are ln fact

attempts at explal-ning the world Ëheoretic.tly.13

Taylor argues against the noËlon Èhat to take seríously the

language of self-descripÈion of the subject of investlgation is to 1and

social science in an impasse from which no cross culËural judgements can

be made. As he puts it, "the conclusion that \de have to master the

agenLsr language of self-description and desirability characterlzatíon

in order to identify Èhe explanands that our theory has to give an

account of Idoes not irnply] that the ranguage of the agentrs

understanding nust be part of Ëhe explanans, only that 1t fs basis Èo

1tLthe explanandum."-' Taylorrs analysis of why such an inplicatl_on is

often drawn by detractors of the so-called VersÈehen approach is made on

the basis of the central role he ascribes t.o desirability

characterÍzatlons in any language. These characterizations carry whaË

Taylor calls strong evaluations, i.e., evaluatíons normative for desire.

Such evaluations cannot, acording to the naturalist position Taylor

takes, be separaÈed out fron the descriptions of the world utllized in
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any human vocabulary. They are inextricably involved in descríptive

discourse because of their crit.erial role in Ëhe applicat.ion of terms

which classify human action. For example, an actíon cannot be descrfbed

as honourable unless iÈ ís judged to be completely free of any dupliciËy

and oËher abhorrent motives for conduct. The use of this vocabulary

inplies, therefore, the judgernent of Ëhings and especially act.ions by

Ëhe criterfa of Ëhese strong evaluatlons. Thus any attenpt to escher¿

t,he evaluaËive content of the terms used to describe actlons will result

in a vocabulary that uses descrÍpËive terms fundauentally different from

Èhe terms enployed by the subject's vocabulary.

Taylor argues further that these evaluaËÍve comrnitments are in turn

lnextricable from Èhe ontological commftments of Ëhe subject language

communf-t,y and thaË such ontological commitmenËs always involve the

nat,ure of human motivation. This, of course, has repercusslons for any

attempË to explain their behavlour. For instance, if one is to judge

certain actions as rational or not one must be able Ëo díscern the

erroneous nature of certaín bellefs. This suggests that. there ls a way

of determinl-ng, according Lo some st.andard transcending cultural

differences, r¿hether the strong evaluatlons enployed by a specific

socfety are right or not. According to Taylor it ls aË this polnt that

r¡hat has been the dominant approach in the social sciences denies that

there can be a truth Èo this natËer and thus separat.es the application

of these terns inÈo solely descriptive criteria on the one hand and

positive or negative emotlonal accompanlments to these descriptive Èerms

on Èhe other. The latter of which are neit.her true nor false but sinply

facts about Ëhls soclety.

The response to the mainsËream approach has been to ínsist upon the
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incorrigíble naËure of the cultural contexË r¿íthln which the language is

exerclsed. Thus the inplied ontological claims of the subject society

are held to be not really at issue because Èhe importanÈ consideraËlon

is the way of life, how it gives rise to certaín beliefs and so on and

such ways of life cannot be judged Ëo be Ërue or false; they sÍnply are.

so on Ëhese grounds the import.ance of beginning the study with an

understanding of the language used by Ëhe actors remai-ns because it is

necessary Ëo grasp the language of the actors in order to have a proper

understanding of the subject culture.

The problen with this positlon, for Taylor, is that the cultural

contexL of any way of llfe is constl-tuted by the language enployed in

that society. As was noted in the preceding chapter, Taylor undersÈands

human language to play a consLitutive role in social practices and

institutlons. Such f-nsËituÈions and practlces then express the

distinctions and rules LnherenË within the language and thereby give

expressf.on to whaË he calls the íntersubjective and common meanlngs ln

that society. He staÈes, for instance, that

t.re can see the institutions and practices of a gfven
society as offering, as it were, a vocabulary in
r¿hich different common sLates can be expressed
Glven institutions and practices deffne certaln ways
of actlng, and t.hese actions presuppose certaín
notíons abouË human being, soclety, perhaps also Ëhe
exËrahuman environment, and the relaÈions between
then, -rqithout which Ëhese actions would not make

" "tr"á 
. 16

so, if the way of life 1s past correctíon, then so is the language and

if thls 1s Ëhe case Èhen it becomes near inpossible for social

sclentists deallng with a soef-ety which has not developed a theoretical

language of soclal explanation Eo explaín them in a t.ransculturally

valid explanatory language.
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Taylor accepüs the prescript.ion that the actorrs way of llfe must

be understood through an undersËanding of the actorts language because

he believes that a proper explanation must explain the self-

underst.andings of the acËorts society which are artlculaËed in the

language and enbodied ín thelr customary practices. To fail Ëo do so

rsould be to faÍl Ëo develop an explanation which can accounË for the

particular deËails of the beliefs and practlces exhibiËed by thls

society. IIe does noË, however, believe Ëhat this requires the further

prescription that only eulturally ínternal critería of rational belief

and action nay be applled to that socíety's bellefs and ínsÈltutlons.

Taylor argues that. if we understand rat,lonality to be the view or

requirement thaÈ matters be set out in the most perspicuous order

possible and if r¿e belleve Ëhat the practices and beliefs of prinÍtlve

societ.ies are neither purely expressive nor sinply protoscíentífic ways

of understanding and being in the world but rather a combl-natl-on of

these, then Èhe modern scl-entif lc understanding r,ùe have developed of

physical nature whlch allows for greater Ëechnological control suggests

a superior ratíonaliËy which must be recognlsed by all human societies,

Increased technological conËrol is connected ín an important way Ëo any

huuan socíetiesr understanding of the world because, in hls words,

"gíven the kind of belngs we are, embodied and active in the world, and

given the Iùay that scientlftc knowledge extends and supersedes our

ordinary understanding of thlngs, it is inpossible to see how it could

fail to yfeld further and more far-reaching recipes for actíon."17

FurËher reclpes for act,ion when applied Eo the world are what. is meant

by greaËer technological conLrol. On Ëhe basis of an Ínterpretatfon of
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prlnitlve Practices and bellefs whích sees Èhem as at least partially

concerned with more effective means of coping wlth nature r s

conLingencies, a uníversal sEandard of rationality is possible because

all human socieÈies will be seen as having an i-nrerest in greater

technological control even though thís interest comes to be articulated

ín diverse r,Jays.

It is because the diverslÈy of human culËures is transcended by a

constant of human beíng, i.e., our enbodied and actíve na¡ure which

makes it necessary Ëo be able to cope wiËh Ëhe things of Ëhe world, that

these differences are conparable aE all. If there \{as no common element

between differing human customs then the question of hor¿ one society can

come to underst,and another becomes extremely problenatlc. If there 1s a

common core, however, then a judgenent of superlorÍty

can, as Taylor does, be made. He does, Èhough, go on

or

to

inferforfty

qualtfy hls

posiËLon somewhat. by assertlng that this forced recognítion of

technological superioriËy,

is not Èo say that there is some common criterion by
which one 1s proved l_nferior to the other, if Ehat
inplies some criterion already accepËed by both
sides But once a spectacular degree of
technological control is achieved, iË commands
attenLíon and demands explanatíon t{hat rre have
here is not an anËecedent,ly accepted common
crí.Ëerlon, but. a facet of our activíty which
cannot be ignored once realized in practice And
out of this can arise valid transcultural judgemenLs
of superlority.

Of course, I must repeaÈ, there fs no such thing
as a single arguuenË proving global superiority
Iernphasis in original] rE

consequently, Taylor's posltíon does not enËail a straightforward,

one-sided superiority for the theoreËical language of technologically

developed socleËies. He malntains that a proper und.ersËanding of
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anoÈher culture will involve the developnent of a third language which

results from coming to understand the self-descriptlons of the society

under study. Taylor calls this a language of perspicuous contrasË and

he describes it in these terms:

the adequaËe language ín whlch rüe can understand
another society 1s not our language of understanding
or theirs, but rather what one would call a language
of perspícuous conËrast. This would be a language ín
r¿hich we could formulaÈe both Ëheír way of life and
ours as alternative possibilities in relation Èo some
human constants at rsork ln both. It would be a
language in whlch the possible human variatlons r¿ould
be so formulated that both our foru of life and
theirs could be persplcuously described as
alt,ernative such variatíons.19

Such a language will demonstrat.e the relationship another socíetyrs

institutions bear to our own, each seen as varfations upon the constants

of human being. By so doing it would avoid projectlng our own practlces

ont.o the society being studied. Thls should allow us to undersËand

ourselves better as well as the subject soci-ety because the creation of

a language of perspicuous contrast entails Èhe adopËion of a standpoint

from which the backround practices of our or/ün soclety are made more

expllcit by conËrastlng them wlth the practíces of the soclety being

studíed. If I understand Taylor correctly, this tension between the two

pract,ices being compared creaÈes a ne\r self understanding enbodied in

what he has chosen to call a language of perspicuous contrast. This

language has its illunínating quallty as a result of the tensional

relation beËween the t¡¿o contrastlng articulations. The tension results

from the sinllarity owing to Ëhe fhuman consÈants at work 1n bothr and

from the ralternative such variaËions I these artlculaÈl-ons have

manifested in relatLon to the human constanÈs. Concelved i-n this way,

the articulations bear an incommensurable relat.ionship rather than a
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relationshíp rnanlfesting a sirnple difference. Indeed, it is because it

is an incommensurable relationship and not one of simple difference that

Taylor can find transcultural judgements of rationality possible for if

they Tdere sinply different then the criteria of ratlonality would be

sinply different and no basis for such a judgement would exisË.

Taylor, then, although mainÈainlng an anti-relatfvist stance 1n

thfs debate does emphasize to a considerable extent Lhe ímporÈance of

undersËanding the soclal cont.ext before passing judgnent upon the

rat.ional adequacy of anoËher societyrs beltefs and practices. The basis

for hls positíon 1Íes in his contention that, rationality is more than

the necessary conditlon of logical consistency but also involves Ehe aim

of settlng out Ín as clear a rnânner as possible the inportant elemenËs

of the mat.ter at hand. Hence rat.ionality becomes a quesÈíon of

perspicuous articulatíon - a concepË central Èo Taylorts stance in the

unity of Ëhe sciences debaËe and judgenenËs of superiority and

lnadequacy become possible in spite of culÈural differences, orr more

aptly PuÈ, in spite of variations in the manifesËation of hurnan

behaviour. Accusations of irrationality are valld, then, only on the

grounds that some action contradicts the criterÍa of raË1onal actfon

lnherent wíthin the subject socíety. Other¡¿ise, ít l-s a question of how

adequate that societyrs actions, based on their self-underst.andings,

are. Judgments of adequacy are relatlve Èo a unfversal standard of how

efficacÍous these practfces are. Whíle efficacy is determined by how

well they a1low for greaËer scope for self determined acËion. The goal

of an increased ablllty to act upon the world is taken by Taylor to be a

constant. of all human being.
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B. Other PerspecÈives

Taylorts posiËion is not parÈicularly uncommon in the literature

surrounding the debate. Bryan I,Iilson, for instance, asserts in the

introduction to hís book Rationality that "slnce technology is itself

the appltcation of ratlonal procedures, a judgrnent of the prinítiveness

of technology seems to me to imply a judgnent about, rationality, and

concedes something Ëo the ídea thaË the criteria of rat.íonality in

I,IesËern soclety may be properly applied more wfdely, even if d.oes not

establish them as the universally valid criteria of rationality

Ienphasis 1n original]."20 lüllson, however, departs from Taylorfs

posiËion in so far as he assumes the validiÈy of operating with a social

theory which divídes the affective and evaluative aspects of fts

concepts from the analytical and descrÍptfve aspects and construcLs

explanations only with the use of the former. Thus, for example, he

avers that

It 1s because the sociologlsË has a wider range of
data, has become conscious of the importance of
ellninating emotíonal and evaluaËive element.s ln hfs
concepts and has a Èradition of enquiry that uses
such concepËs and provldes rnodels of analysls, Ëhat
he is in a betLer position than mediaeval man or
prlnltlve man to understand mediaeval and prlnltive
socleÈy.21

Taylorrs position that the enbodied, active nature of human being

forces a recognition of technological progress and consequently of the

theoretical understandÍng of physical nature which makes this

technological application possible, thus providing a transcultural

criteríon of ratlonall-ty also bears sËrong resemblance Lo the posítlon

John Kekes takes in his book A Justlfication of Ratlonalíty.22 Kekes

offers four internal standards and one external standard of raÈlonallty.
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rn additíon Ëo Èhe internal standards of raËionality, whlch are:

logical consistency, conceptual coherence, explanatory power, and

openess to self critlcism, Kekes malntains that the key Ëo determining a

culüural and theory independent notion of rat.ionaliËy is the criterion

of how well partlcular actions or belíefs help Ëo solve the problems a

person or socíety faces during the course of daily exístence. This, he

argues, is a necessary condition of humanity and because the problems of

llfe are independent of theory, so is the stand.ard based on ther.23

The ldea of a language of perspieuous contrast is noË entirely

uncommon Ëo Ehe lfterature accumulated in this debate eiËher. For

insLance, in his article "Enpiricism and Relativisrn - A Reapprafsal of

Two Key Concepts 1n the Soclal Sciences", John Dean criticises ErnesË

Gellner for not seeing a possible prescripËíve form of relativisn which

would be of value to social science. Such a prescrÍptlon begins wlth

the maxim: "beware of Lheories Ëhat naively assume Èhe truËhs of your

or+n knowledge and the falsehood of everyone elset 
"."24 IIis prescriptlon

goes on to encourage the developnent of an understanding based on the

ways of undersËanding endemic to both culÈures ln a manner slmllar to

Taylorts concept.ion of a language of persplcuous contrast.

Also, Taylorrs criticisn of l{lnchrs positlon is similar to an

argument advanced by J.C. Jarvie ín hís artícle "Cultural Relat.ivísm
t\

Agaln".-- Jarvfe takes an anti-relaËivfst stance on the grounds that

there is a world which ls independent of hor¿ human language represents

it and whlch can be known accurately and independently of the rray

language colors our perception of 1È. Such knowledge makes a culturally

universal standard of rationallty possible. As he puts it, "the

ant.í-relativist chooses Ëhe hypothesis of a world independent of
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language because it is cornmon sense, it explains the phenomena slnply

and well, it does not trade in mystery or lneffability, and it has no

insuperable differenc""."26 Any suggestl-on that knor¿ledge of the world

which escapes Èhe particular shape language glves it can simply not be

att,ained is met by Jarvíe w1Ëh the claim that "the antl-relatlvist can

certafnly show that no argunenL or difficulty Ëhe relativlst has

produced is anywhere near sÈrong enough Ëo support Ehat claim [enphasis

Ín orlgin 
^Ll.^27

Although these are not the same grounds as those upon whl-ch Taylor

advances his critfcísm of l{lnchrs position, Jarvfe advocates a criËicísm

of the relaÈivist positfon in general whlch fs simllar to Ëhe criticisrn

Taylor makes of I^Iinch. For Jarvie goes on to argue polemically that

relativfsm must be more than rebutted. He contends that Ëhe attracËíon

It holds for many researchers working in the social scíences must be

deflected as well. He aÈtempËs to deflect its attraction by arguing

thaL a liberal tolerance of all víer,rs ls condescending and paternalistlc

because Í.t refuses Ëo take other views seriously enough to be subjected

to crÍt.icism and refutaÈion.28 This 1s qulte similar to Ëhe critlcisn

of trùinch broughÈ forward by Taylor in so far as iË lnpltes Lhat there ís

an ethnocentric bent to this supposedly cosmopolltan víew although lt

differs in that Taylor does not suggest that l,llnch faíls to take Zande

beliefs seriously enough to subjecÈ them to refutation.

Much more closely related Ëo Taylorts view ËhaL the influence of

the naÈural scíences has encouraged philosophers of the soclal sciences

and socÍal scientists to impose culturally specific distinctions upon

oÈher societies Ëo whlch they do not apply is Evan Falesr analysis of

native nyth and natural science given in his arËicle "TruËh, Tradition,
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and Ratlonality." Fales suggests that native nyth can be distinguished

from naÈural scíence on the basís of myËhr s combinLng explanation and

predictfon wiËh actlon-guiding convent,ions of normative character withln

a framework permissive of justificatíon and, tf necessary, crÍticism.

Whereas science only does the former.28

Taylorfs stance in thts debat.e is perhaps mosE closely approached

by the view of Robin llorton and Steven Lukes who, líke Taylor, maintain

an anti-relaËívist stance yet put considerable emphasis upon the

imporËance of glving serious consideration to the social context within

whlch the beliefs or actions being studied are manifest. Hortonrs

position is siuilar in that his essay "Tradition and Modernlty

Revisited" stresses a conceptfon of hunan ratlonality that is based upon

Ëhe use of theoretlcal understanding to explaln, predict, and to control

and whích is common to all historical and culturally diverse socieËies.

This prínary theory varLes fn development according to Lhe different.

cultural conÈexts within which secondary Ëheories are developed on the

basis of this prinary theory. His stand does differ in that he belleves

Ëhat the seenlng inadequacy of social science compared to natural

science is the result of a failure by soclal scientÍsËs to commít

themselves unanlmously to the ideal of predictiq.g and cont.rollÍng human

b.haviour.30 Lukes, however, ls at odds with llorton on Ëhis point and

in agreement wl-th Taylor. He argues that this sort of enterprise, while

propl-tious for the explanation of naËura1 phenomena, is not so for

soclal phenomena. YeË he does differ to an extent fron Taylor in that

he places somewhat greater enphasls upon the argument that transcultural

and transtheoretical understanding must be possible given the

researcherrs abllity Ëo coEe to undersËand things in the terDs of the
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subject society and ultimately to be able to translate the subjectts

understanding into Ëhe language of the resear"h.r.3l

Those prepared to advocate a Èhoroughgolng or even circumspect

relativist approach are relatively fewer Ín the available body of

literature concerned with this debate. perhaps Ërùo of the most

ambÍtfous advocaËes of a fairly strong clalm to cognitíve relaËívlsm are

Barry Barnes and David Bloor. In Ëheír essay "Relatlvism, Ratlonalism,

and the Soclology of Knowledge" they bring forth considerable evfdence

of the extensive variabllity of beliefs evident in historical studies of

sclentiflc knorsledge and anthropologlcal sËudies of human cultures. It

ls their claim thaÈ the adoptlon of scientific or ordínary beliefs is

dependent upon the prevailing circumstances of the actors. As they put

It, "the position we shall defend is that the incídence of all beltefs

wÍthout exceptÍon calls for enpirical investigation and musL be

accounted for by finding the speclfic, local causes of this

credibíli ,y."32 Their position bears a strong resemblance to the

víews of Rorty and Hesse regarding the natural scLentific enterprise as

they were expounded in the previous chapEer. The affinity between RorËy

and Hessefs argument that natural science slnply adopts the terms and

modes of explanation relatlve to the purposes of the scíenÈific

communlËy and the claims of Bloor and Barnes becomes especially apparent

in the followlng passage fron t.heir essay:

The cruclal polnt is Ëhat a relat.ivíst accepts
that his preferences and evaluatlons are as contexË-
bound as those of Ëhe trlbes Tl and T2. Sinl-larly,
he accepts that none of the justlficatlons of his
preferences can be formulaËed in absolute or context-
independent terns. In the last analysl-s, he
acknowledges Ehat his justifícations wíl1 sËop at
some princlple or all^eged matter of fact that only
has local credibility.t,
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A more cautious relaÈivist approach 1s developed by lan Hacking in

his essay tltled "Language, Trut.h, and Reason." Hacking starËs, as he

says, "from the fact that there have been different styles of scientific

reasonlng [and that the] style of thínkíng that befíts the sentence

helps fix lts sense and det.ermínes the way in which it has a posltlve

direction pointlng to ËruÈh or falsehood."34 Hacking's evidence fòr the

truËh of relaËivity 1s drawn prinarily from examples of hor¿ renalssance

doctrines of medicine, astrology and alchemy maintaíned different

possíble causes of deÈerminlng the truth or falsity of some mâÈter. His

position is best summed up in the followfng passage:

If positivity is consequenE upon a st.yle of
reasonlng, then a range of possibilities depends upon
thaL style. They would not be possibilities,
candidates for truth or falsehood, unless that style
were in existence. The existence of the style arises
from historical evenËs. Hence, although ¡+haÈever
proposiÈions are t.rue nay depend on the data, the
fact thaË they are candidates for being true is a
consequence of a hlstorical event. Conversely, the
rat.ionallt,y of a style of reasoning does noL seem
open for independent crlticisn, because the very
sense of whaË can be established by thaL style
depends upon the style itself.35

Hacking thus separates hlmself from whaL he considers to be

subjectivfst clalms, i.e., that differences ln culture allow us to

correctly consider certaín beliefs Ëo be true which we would otherwise

take to be false given our own culturers beliefs. Rather, he argues

Èhat relaÈ1vLt.y, correctly understood, tueans thaÈ the sense and

episternic status of actíons and propositions depends upon the style of

reasoning. AlternaË1ve sËyles of reasoning will produce different

categories of truth and falsehood and, as he sËates in the passage

quoted above, "the raËionality of a style of reasoning does not seem
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open to índependent criticism." Ilence there is no transcendent ground

from whích to judge styles of reasoning.

C. Freedon and Plurality

Taylorfs views reveal the importance the concepts of freedom and

human plurality play in hís philosophy of action. For ultímately, the

standard of rat.ionality ís a test of how much freedom fn thought and

therefore action the pract.ices embodying a society's self-understandings

allow. It ls not a global standard ín the sense that all aspects of

human ends may not be advanced upon by accomplishíng greaEer

technological conËrol over physical nat,ure. For insËance, such

advancements have arguably lessened our sense of spiritual well being,

buÈ it does allow for a greater exerci.se of human ability upon the world

and human beings by their very nature, í.e., "enbodied and actlve" must

act upon the world and so Taylorrs claln thaË such a standard cannot go

unnot.lced by other ways of understanding the world seems well grounded.

Indeed, tf the notlon of human constants can be given any definfte

contexÈ, 1t would be by reference to Èhe needs of human phystology. For

it is unquestionably the case that all hunan beings rnust feed, clothe,

and shelter Ëhemselves owing to the nature of our physlologtcal

constitutfon. As belngs enbodíed by a physiology which necessitaEes an

actlve relatlonship with nature, we share thls constant of all human

being. As well as Ëhese there are the consËants of blrth, deaLh, and

reproduct.ion. These are sinilarly deternlned by the nature of our

physiology and are the source of problems to be faced by all socLeties.

By problems, I mean that Ëhe procurement of food, clothing, shelter and

Èhe successful reproduction of human beings are all contingent upon the
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successful practices of a given society. Contingent both in the sense

ÈhaL they are dependenË upon an interactíon wlth physical nature and all

the members of a soclety in order to be met adequately and in the sense

thaÈ the unintended consequences of human actlon can easíly threaten

Ëheir successful consummaÈion. Certaínly a contempotaty example of Ëhls

would be the threat Lo the environment posed by the polluÈton derlvíng

from the productive act,ivities intended Ëo enhance Èhe environment as

¡¡ell as meeÈ our needs by workíng upon 1t.

Sínce these needs must be met and because human activtty can in no

\day guaranËee thaÈ they w111 be, they pose a persistent problem for all

human socleties. Thus these problens requLre the repeaÈed application

of those human activities whích have proven to be successful. In ot.her

words, human societies establish practices which serve to cope wíth Ëhe

contingencíes of physical naLure and Ëhe unplanned consequences of their

actions. Such practices provide some assurance that needs ¡vill be net

and they províde for the expressfon of the meanlng these contingencies

have for human societies. As pract.ices, they serve to maintal-n Ëhe

relaËíonships beÈween Ëhe members of socfety. The lnsÈlt.ution of

marriage, for example, has arguably served to maintain a relationship

between spouses, offspring and others, which has been felicitous for the

reproduction of Ehe specles.

These practÍces, though, must be accompanied by a language which

identifles cerËain actions as appropriaÈe in certain circumsLances and

others as inappropriaËe ln those same circurnstances. Otherwise, no

repeatable patËern of behaviour would develop and no practice would

exist. 0r, perhaps, a qulte different paËtern of behavlour and hence

practlce r¿ould exlst. For a vocabulary musL make some distinctions and
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aÐy language to be coherenË and usable must appLy these distinct,ions

consistently. The consistent application of disËinctions whích idenÈify

certain actions as appropriaËe or inappropriate given a cerËaín context

and which identifÍes certain situatíons as requiring cert.ain actions

r¡ill therefore always gl-ve rlse to sone consístent pattern of behaviour.

One can easily see, then, how language functíons Ëo regulate human

behaviour but it is not so clear what Taylor means when he attempt,s to

describe the constitut.ive role language plays with respect to human

instítut.ions and practices.

In his article "InËerpretaËion and the Scíences of Man", Taylor

acknowledges John Searle as one of Ëhe contribuËors to the development

of thís notion. It will, therefore, be useful to examine briefly some

of searlers work regarding this concept. rn his book speech Acts,

Searle distinguishes constítutive rules from regulatory rules on the

grounds Ëhat they "creaEe or define new forms of behaviour. "36

constitutive rules, then, constitute behaviour vhlch is logically

dependent. on the rules and not loglcally prior Ëo it, as ln the case of

regulatl-ve rules. So that where a rule is constitutlve, Èhe behavlour

in accordance with iË can be specified or described in ways ít. could noL

if the rule did not exist. Searle uses the example of games to

illustraËe this. He suggests that r¿e

Suppose that in my social cf.rcle iË is a rule of
et,iquette thaL invítations to partles must be sent
out at leasE two weeks in advance. The specifícaËlon
of the action, "He sent ouË Èhe invftations at leasË
t¡vo weeks ín advance", can be given whether or not
thaË rule exists. Suppose also, thaÈ in ny athletic
cLrcle fooÈball is a game played according to such
and such rules. Now, the specification "They played
fooÈball" cannot be given if there were no such
rules. IÈ is possible that twenËy-two men rntght go
through Ëhe same physical movements as are gone
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through by Ëwo Leans at a football garne, but lf there
!üere no rules of football, that is, no antecedently
exísting game of football, there ís no sense in whlch
their be{gviour could be described as playíng
fooÈbal1. "

Moreover, he suggests that consËitutive rules often take the form: "X

counËs as Y in contexË C."38 So that in those cases vthere the rule

governing behavlour can naturally be expressed 1n this form and when the

Y term is a specificat,lon and not an appraisal, the rule is likely to be

constitutive.

Taylor, then, takes this notion of how rules constitute rule

governed behavlour and extends Ít to practlces. So in the same way that

rules constitute behaviour, he argues that there are distinctlons marked

by vocabularíes whlch consEitute whole ranges of practfces. He uses Èhe

example of bargalning to illustrate this by suggesËing thaË "doing or

sayJ-ng certain things auounts to breaking off negotiatlons, dotng or

saylng other things auounts to rnaking a ne\{ off.r."39 on thls construal

of the constitutive dimenslon of language iÈ follows that to translate

Ëhe self-understandings of one language communfty LnËo another would be

to reformulate in the terns of t.he former the constitutive rules

underlylng Ëhe practlces in the laËter. It would be very difficult to

explain how such a translatLon could take plaee, however, unless one

assumes ËhaË there are sone constants underlylng the different

practfces. Otherwise, 1t is hard to inaglne horv one interlocutor r¿ho

comes from a socleÈy wlËh one set of pracËices would ever be able to

understand Ëhe oÈher r¡ho came from a society wfËh completely äifferent

practices. Thus there must be something ln common beÈ¡veen Ëhen whlch is

slnply articulaËed differently so thaË thelr respective languages

contaln distinctions constiËuËing practices which are incommensurable in
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this sense, rather than sinply dÍfferent.

Taylorr s contenËion that there is a consLant of human being

underlying the variations ln practices found in different cul¡ures and

that thís constant. is our active and enbodied nat.ure is what provides

for the commensurability Lo be found beËween various societÍes and makes

possible their translatLon. Furthermore, ít makes possíble what he has

called a language of perspicuous contrasË. The creation of such a

language can be seen as the result of Ëhe process of translatl-on. In

order to translate the consËiËutive dÍstinctions of one language into

another, it is necessary Ëo make explicit in both languages r¿hat the

sinilar distinctions are in order to express the firsÈ 1n the most

closely comparable distlnctions in the second. As Searle has pointed

out with respect to constlËut,ive rules such rknowledger ís not always

explícit. As he puts it, an "agentrs knowing how to do something may

only be adequately expltcable on the hypothesís that he knows (has

acquired, internaLized, learned) a rule to the effect that such and

such, even though in an important sense he may not know that he knows

t.he rule or that he does ¡+hat he does in part because of the r,r1"."40

It would, though, for purposes of translation be essentlal to make such

rules and distlnct.Íons explicit. By contrasÈing these incomms¡suraËe

languages one acquires a greater awareness of whaÈ is involved in onets

own practlces as well as others. The discovery of alternatíve ways of

articulating these pract.iees nay lead Eo Èhe developmenÈ of an

understanding which improves upon both socíetiesr self understandings.

Hence, a language of perspicuous conËrast.

Taylor noLes Èhe debt this noËion owes to Gadamerrs conceptlon of

the I fuslon of horizons I and he uses as an example of such a language
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MonËesquíeurs contrast between monarchy and republlc. By placing modern

society relaËive to the traditional víew of republican society he was

able to further our underst.anding of modern society. I thlnk one can

find a more contemporary example ín the work of Arendt ryho sirnilarly

conËrasËs modern soclety Eo the pre-socratíc polls and by so dofng

redefines sone of the important concepÈs of soclal science. she

atterpts, for exanple, to make us think of power as Èhe ability of a

communÍty to act rather than as the ability of some to exercise control

over others.

Hence, Taylorrs notions of a language of perspícuous contrast as a

language whlch artículates the natters of importance Ëo human socl-eties

would be a language whlch has learned from conËrasËlng the comparable

but distinct self understandings of two separate cultures. It would

have learned a betËer way of setting out or ordering the importanÈ

elements of Ëhe xnatter. That tt is a beÈÈer way would be relative to

how well it meets the needs of human soclety. Thís, however, seems to

fnply thac Taylor ls taking an essentially pragmatfc perspective. This

ls so because he seems to be suggesting that the meaning and

justificatíon of a soclety's belíefs 1s the practical resulÈs of holding

them. A language of perspicuous contrast ls so because it makes the

practices of a society rore successful at meeting the communityts needs

than they were before. Furthernore, he states with respect to Ehe

developrnent of social theory that "part of what. is involved in having a

better theory is being able more effect,ively to cope with the r¡orld."4l

This does not seem consistent with Taylorfs position thaÈ the

natural and socÍal sclences should be seen as radícally different. The

development of naÈural sclence theory was held by Taylor to be the
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result of its eschewal of Èerms relatíve to the actions, desires, and

goals of human beings. Indeed, thLs is whaË he takes to be the meaning

of the word theory. rf this is so, then Ëhe suggestion thaË it is more

rational to go for the development of theoretical understanding because

such und.erstand.ing a1lows for more effecLive practice seems to be a

conËradictíon of the position he espouses on the uníÈy of science

debate. For the developmenË of natural and social sclence theory is

measured by its usefulness in holding then. Yet Taylor denies that the

connectÍon between understanding the world and achievlng technological

control is to justify theoreËícal understanding in pragnatic terms. IIe

states, for example, thaË Mary Hesse "speaks of predictfon and control

as rpragmaticr criteria - as though we could have chosen to assess our

science by other ones! BuË I dontt see how this could b"."42 Now it

seems to me that Taylor can be interpreted as either sinply

contradicting himself or, more charitably, he could be interpreted as

believing that more effective practice does not sinply justtfy the

holdlng ot a set of belíefs buÈ that they reveal something true about

Èhe world and it 1s this true knowledge r¿hich justtffes the holding of

these beliefs. rn other words, Eheory is not held for the sake of its

practical results only, but rather lt Ís held because if ít produces

greaËer results it therefore tells us something true about the world and

It is for the sake of iËs LruËh value thaË it ls held.

Moreover, Taylorrs views on this issue inply Ëhat a plurality of

human PracËices further our developnent as rat.ional creatures by

allowing for Ëhe development of tlanguages of perspfcuous contrast,r

generated out of the tensional relation between lncommensurable

variatlons upon the consLanÈs of human being. The development of human
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cognÍËive capability is then a sor! of transformation of exlsting

artlculatÍons. They are transformed through the mediation of the

tensional relation arising out of the slnilarities and variations

rnanifest in each of the tr¿o conÈrast.ed socíetiesr self undersËandings.

Thís process creaÈes a tnore persplcuous, hence, more raËlonal

articulatíon of human being and thereby a greater cognitive capabillty.

The problem Taylor, and for thaE natËer all antf-relativists, face

is the danger of siuply pushing back one step Ëhe important questlon

raised by the relativist camp. The basic argument put forth by

relaÈ.ivist proponent.s 1s that there ís no r,{ay to step ouLside of the

culturally shaped knowledge from whlch one must make a judgnent. I{hen

Taylor, and also Kekes, argue thaÈ a standard of rationalit.y can be

applled transculturally, since the enbodied and active nature of human

being forces all known human societles to resolve the problems posed by

Ëhe contingencles of physical naÈure and Ëo t.ake note of other customary

approaches Ëo undersËanding Èhe world which deal with these

contingencles more effect.lvely. They cone dangerously close Èo begging

the fundamental problen. The problen being that what counts, as a

problen 1s 1tself, arguably, and thís point is certainly argued by

Barnes and Bloor, culturally bound. Taylor, I thlnk, narrowly avoids

begging this question by qualifying hts remarks with the idea that the

argunnent he advances does not demonstrate a global superiority of

raËfona1 thought in technologically developed societies because our

insËrumental understandÍng of physical nature provides no more than a

more propltíous means of coping wiËh difficulties thrown up by the

physical world. That such problems would not be recognízed, albeit in

dífferent !Íays, by every human society seems Ëoo lncredíble to maintaln
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since aE the linít the exlst.ence of the human society reputably not

cognizant of the difficultíes posed by the need for such Ehings as food,

elothíng, and shelter in a r¡orld of scarce resources would be tenuous at

best and it is sinply Èoo dífficult to accept Ëhat a bare means for

survíval, if not a commodious living, nlght not be an end of all human

societies. Indeed, Ernest Gellner has provfded arnple empirícal evÍdence

in hís book Thought and Change that Èechnologically undeveloped

societies are interesÈed in Ëhe acquisition of a scíentific

technologícal understanding of physical ,r"t.rr".43 rn fact, he argues

t.hat these peoples are not themselves relativists.

The claim Taylor mekes, then, seems well grounded wlthin lts

linits. This, however, leaves open the question of whether beliefs and

actlons not concerned wl-Ëh physícal nature can be judged by uni.versal

sËandards or noÈ. Moral relativism, for insLance, remains an open

quest.lon on his grounds unless Ehe argument can be extended in such a

way that our theoretical language for the understanding of the natural

world can be shown to be applicable to the social. Given the position

Taylor has Èaken in the debate over the unity of Èhe natural and social

sciences such an extensLon would have to be seen as lnconslstent wíth

hf-s grounds for asserting that there is a qualltative difference between

these sciences.

Also, ít. must be kept 1n nlnd that Taylor's etymologlcal argument

Ëhat we should understand raËionaliËy Ëo be richer than a sinple

avoidance of contradiction as a concept which urges the adoption of

modes of underst.anding that set our more clearly the important elements

of the matter aË hand, is itself a crÍËerion of rationaliËy that. is

determlned by the tr'Iestern philosophical tradition. However, there is
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not rnuch to be galned by arguing that this criterion, or any other

criterlon l¡hích is coherent to us, cannot be used to determlne whether

other cultures can be judged by this st.andard. Thís is because to argue

that societies which do not have such a criterion of raElonality and

therefore are not subject to the determinat.ion of our olJrl criteria ls Ëo

really avoid the issue. To say that the criËerion of rational belíef or

acLion ls not shared by other societíes ís to say ËhaÈ they do not have

the same concept. rt is to say Ëhat they do not thfnk as we do. No

one, however, denl-es this by arguing the anti-relatívlst position. I^Ihat

1s being urged by those taklng a stand in oppositl-on Ëo Èhe relatlvist

thesís ís that our standard or some other criterfa of what it is Èo act

and believe according to the concept \{e call rationallty, should be

adopted by all societies regardless of culËural variatÍon in such

crí terl-a or the lack of tË . That this is not the case, ¡shile tt rnay

flgure as valuable evfdence in the contexÈ of some argument, cannot in

ltself be decÍslve either as argument fn favour of a relatívfst

concluslon or as an objection Èo a couriËer position.

Finally, since the actual pract.ice of soclal scfence seeos Ëo

proceed on the assumptlon that sËandards can be applied universally and

because Èhe relatl-vist position introduces additlonal complexities in

the explanatlon of just how alien cultures and languages come Ëo be

understood and how their languages can be ÈranslaËed into ours, the

antl-relativist position should be Èaken as better founded.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THOUGIIT IN ACTION

rn his artfcle "Metaphor and Political Knowledge", Eugene Miller

clalms that "metaphor can take us beyond the observable and also make

nanifest the intellígible structure of the unobservable."l I believe

that this ís what Taylor has done wiÊh his theory of actíon. rt is my

conËent.ion that Taylorrs Èheory of action can best be construed as a

metaphor for human thought. To say that Taylor uses actlon as a

metaphor for thought is to say that he inplies a connection which not

only has heurisÈic value but whích creates a meaning or insight whÍch ís

linked inseparably to the nature of thought.2 rn other words, r will

argue 1n thls chapter Ëhat what Taylorrs action theory does Ís to help

us understand and to explaín the naËure of the human mind as well as the

nat.ure of human behavÍour. rn facE, the inpltcation of his theory, and

to construe iË as a metaphor helps Ëo brlng this to light, ls that there

l-s no radical separation between thought and action. Each is merely an

aspect of human being considered in a different light although neither

Ís reduclble to the oÈher. In order to demonstrate that Taylorrs

concept.ualf.zation of action is neÈaphorical I wlll attempt to make clear

Ëhe close ties in his work between action and thought and to demonstraËe

some of the structural sfunflarÍÈies betrseen his concept of actfon and

how the thought process is ordinarlly conceived. I believe this can be

done by examinlng the role Ëhe concepts of intenËionality and language

play in his theory of actlon.

In Chapter One it was suggesËed thaË Taylorts concepË of acÈion was
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set off from other types of behaviour noÈ slmply on Ëhe grounds Èhat it

1s goal directed (sinple teleological) but also on Èhe grounds ËhaÈ

action involves the ídentificaËLon of the direction of the behaviour

independently of any antecedent conditions of the behaviour or any laws

relat,lng anËecedenË conditions and behaviour. In describing behaviour

as actlon, one does not subsume the behaviour under certaín laws buË

raËher ascribes a certaÍn nature to the behaviour.

Even lf a set of staËements ¡rhich describe some movement r¡ere to be

expressed in ÈerDS of the results of these Dovements, the movement

descriptÍons would not amount to a reduction of a descriptÍon ín action

terns. Thts would not be the result because the concept of actíon

includes the idea that behavlour is directed toward an end, rather than

Èhe idea that it sinply results in an end.

rn this ú¡ay action and the noËion of agency or authorship are

inext,rlcably linked because an actiont s being direct.ed tor¿ard a goal

depends upon, as Taylor puts it, "iLs being true of sone locus of

responsibflity or agent thaÈ lt dírected the behaviour towards Ëhe
.,

goal."' The notion Èhat there is a locus or centre of responsibíl1ty

gives rise Èo the idea that the actíon fs directed from rinside, the

agent, and this further suggests the notion of conscious Èhought

processes. This is whaL provldes for the formulation of ascriptlons of

actfon to behaviour as intentional descriptions when the actíon is

descrÍbed under the descrlption subsumed by the author. This is so

because a given instance of behaviour would not qualtfy as an actÍon,

with a certain direcÈion, even in a qualified sense, unless thls

dírection is at least closely related to the direction gíven to it by

the author of the behavlour. So, for example, one would not descrÍbe as
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action a personr s behaviour r¿hile under the direction of a hypnotist or

while sleeping. Taylor, ín fact, makes the connectlon between action

and consciousness hinself when he staËes that "factionf is a notion

involvíng thaË of intentionality, and the types of system to r¡hich

actíon can be attributed are those to which consciousness or

íntentLonality can be attríbuted, beíngs of which vre can say Èhat things

have a certain nature or descrl-ption 'forr them [ny emphasis1."4 Thls,

of course, applles similarly for deslre. The notion of deslre involves

the authorfs having an inÈentfonal descriptlon of, or havlng some Ídea

of , whatever l-s desired.

AcLion, therefore' cannot be explained in non-teleological terms

and it cannot be explalned in sinple teleologfcal terms either. Its

explanaÈion must of necessíty be given ln terms of intenÈionality. By

thus privfleging t,he 1nÈenËions of the author as the source of the

meanlng of human conduct, Taylor affírms the subject as the agent of the

reality wfthin whlch he or she must operaËe. As was seen ín the second

and third chapters, ËhLs 1s the feature of behavlour which necessitates

the separation of the natural fron the soclal sclences. This is also

what rnakes the self underst.andings of a foreign culture indispensable to

any Proper undersÈanding of this behavlour or to judgments of Ëheir

rat.ionality. That is to say, an adequate account of social phenomena as

opposed to the physlcal phenomena of the naLural sclences and an adequate

account, of the behaviour found in an alien soclety must reveal what is

essenÈial to Èhe consciousness of the subjecË who authors or intends the

actions which come to be taken as the facËs requiring explanation. This

requires, according to Taylor, an ÍnterpretatÍon of social phenomena

qualitatively different from the interpretatlon of natural phenomena and
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ít is an 1nËerpreËation whlch cannot be eschewed in any adequate

explanatLon of human behaviour.

To rnake the same point in another way one could say that purposive

(intentional teleological) systems differ f-n an ímportant way from other

systems, includíng sfunple t.eleologicaI systems, 1n Ëhat a certain

behavíour must be more than sinply adequate for the goal tt is intended

to attaín. It musE be the case thaË the agenL of the actlon believes it

Ëo be adequate for the attainment of the goal. In fact, even if a

certain behaviour is not. adequate for a particular goal, if Ëhe author

belíeves 1Ë to be adequaÈe, a sufficient conditlon for the execuÈion of

the action exists.

Hence intentions, desires, and wants are logically relat.ed to the

acÈions Ëhey cause or explain. The logical connection exists because

one could not say that soneone had intended a certain act.ion if, all

thíngs befng equal, he or she did not act according to the intention.

In other words, part of what is meant by ascriblng a certaLn inËentíon

Ëo someone is thaË he or she wfll necessarily act fn a certain way

unless something lntervenes. According to John Searle, lntentions,

desires, and wants are causally connected to acËion because they are

logícally related to actions through a representaÈion of them. He

suggests Ëhat "itrs only because my desires are logically related Èo

actions by way of representing them that they can be the sorts of causes

of actlons that they are l,Iant.s moÈivate, buÈ they moËivate the

things they are wants to do precisely because they are represenËations

of Ëhose things Beliefs, iritenËions, \Íants, and desires are,

however, aspects of human thought. To say, then, that they are

logically relaÈed Èo actlons by way of representatíons is to say that
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acËion is logically relaËed Ëo Ehose aspects of human thought because of

t.he shared meaning intentions and desires have wtËh Ëheir actions. One

thereby makes Ëhe thoughts of another observable by descrlblng theír

behavfour in acËion terms. A descripËion in acÈLon terms makes

intelllgíble to us the thoughts of another person. rt can only do thLs,

however, if tt exeuplífles a principle common to both. Otherwise, Ëhere

would be no explanatlon of the behaviour but only a misinterpretation of

the actorrs intenËions.

To correctly lnterpret anotherts behavíour is, for Taylor, a Datter

of discovering the meanl-ng thaË behavlour has for the author and the

rneaning intended for the observer. To discover the meanl-ng of an action

is possible, then, only lf one just understands the self undersÈandings

of the subject. Throughout Taylorts work one finds that he stresses Èhe

l-mportance of coming to understand the world and Ëhe self ín the \ray

that Ehe subject does 1n order to be able to find the subjective meaning

his or her actions have. Thfs is essential for onets comlng to

underst.and the subjectrs actÍon. One must understand the actions of

others 1n their own terms in order t.o be able to provide an adequate

explanatfon of them. For Ít is the meanlng these actlons have for the

authors of these actions r¿hich forms an essentl-al aspect of what ls to

be explained. Otherwise¡ any attempted explanaÈion rLsks being far too

general to be able to explain the partlcular form of some seË of actlons

or practlces. Functional explanations of rellgious practices, for

l-nstance, which describe Ëhese practices as integrative do noË thereby

account for the specific foru these religious practices have acquired in

thls society. such an explanaËÍon, then, accounLs for very little. rt

may accounÈ for the unlnÈended results of the practice (its íntegraËive
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effect), but by not accounting for Ëhe intended consequences of the

practíce, it falls to explain why, let us say, certain rituals naking up

the practice are performed at certain tínes and in cert,aín ways.

Taylor conËends that to understand uhe meaning of these actions for

Ëhe actors is to understand their articulations, self underst.andings or

desr,rability characterizations. This, of course, requires an

understanding of the language in whlch they are expressed. so

understanding action requires Ëhe undersËandíng of the language in which

the actíons are understood by their agents. Language thus functions as

the indispensable means by which Ëhe meanlng for the actors f-s expressed

and discerned. Ultínately, by interacting with the actorsr presented

meanings and by coming Ëo understand the actorsf meanings in the

investigatorsr own language, these actíons become nore fully meanlngful

to the observer. I should cautÍon Ëhat I am using the word language in

a broad sense. Although raylor does not deflne, in any definite way,

his use of this tenìn, I believe Ëhat hts use ís consistent wlth the

broad ínterpretaËlon r am giving to tÈ here. By language r intend to

include most gestures and bodily, especially faclal, expressions, so

long as they rùere intended by their author and not nerely reflex

movements. Taylor, in a sort of definttion of his use of the Èerm

language, in an article devoted to a dfscussion of some recent Lheories

of meanlng, begins the artlcle wlth the folrowing quesËion and

staËement: "How are we to approach the phenomenon of language, that

people say things and oÈhers undersËand them? The fact that words and

other signs have meanÍng can seem incredibly deep, enÍgnatic, diffieult

to understand [ny enphasis]."6 I think this lndicates that Taylor and I

are using this term l-n a manner aÈ leasË slmílar, if not idenÈical to
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each other.

The relationship beLween language and an acËorrs intended meaning

is, of course, Ëhe same as the relationshlp between language and

Ehought. In order to underst.and the thoughËs of another, one must

understand the language in which they are expressed by the author of

Ëhese thoughts. Language functions as the means through whlch the

meanlng of the agentrs thoughts are expressed and communicated to the

observer. As well, it 1s ultinaËely through lnteraction with Ëhe

authorrs expressed Ëhoughts and by reformulatlon lnto Èhe language of

the investlgatlng inËerlocutor that these thoughts become more fully

meaningful to hin or her.

By suggesting that language 1s what Taylor considers Èo be the

indispensable means of expressing and thereby discovering Èhe meaning of

thoughts and actlons, I mean more than Ëhat tt siuply functions as a

means for communicaÈing basíc needs. siuple sounds, gestures, or signs

of just about any sort r¿ould suffice for the transmfsslon of such

information. r mean, rather, that language, as Taylor uses this concept

1n his wriÊing, also serves as a vehl-cle for Ëhe creaEion of meanfng.

It brings ínto the world the thoughts of reason and the acËions of human

beings. Hís conceptuallzatlon of language is slmf-lar, r belleve, to

that of Hannah Arendt, to choose a contemporary example. rn the firsÈ

volume of her work The Life of the Mind, Arendt argues thaË thought has

a need to express itself in language, to creaÈe and discover the

meaning of its thoughts. She staËes thaË

the need of reason is Ëo give accounL, logon didonal,
as the Greeks called it with greater precision, of
whatever there nay be or may have occurred. This is
pronpLed not by the thÍrst for knowledge - Ëhe need
may arise 1n connection wlth well-known and entirely
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farniliar phenomena buÈ the quesË for meaning
I ernphasis ín origin aL] .7

I say ËhaÈ language creates and discovers meanings because lt

brings into the world and makes rvislblet what was otherwfse absenE and.

rinvislbler. Not the thoughts or actions Ëhemselves, buË their

meanings. Thls is very much like any process or act of creatíon whlch

makes present whaË rüas not ttherer before. Moreover, it is like a

discovery in the sense that one often finds the meanings apprehended,

when they are present.ed in language, to be unexpected. so thaÈ one

flnds out' or detects, or líghts upon, or suddenLy reaLlzes the meanings

of anotherfs thoughts or acÈions. Ilence, one discovers meanLngs through

Ëheir articulation in language.

rt 1s also a creative process 1n that, as Taylor urges us to see,

language when used to artículate oners self undersËandings makes plafn

what was formerly cloudy or incoherent. I{e maintains, for example, that

Our strong evaluatl_ons may be called
articulations, Lhat 1s, they are aËtempËs Ëo formulaÈe
what is lnitially lnchoate, or confused, or badly
formulated. But thls kind of foruulatlon or
reformulation doesnrt leave lts object unchanged. To
give a certaln art.iculatlon ls to shape our sense of
what we desíre or what we hold important in a certain
way.8

Language creates meanings, then, ín the sense Lhat it gives shape to our

sLrong evaluatlons or self understandings. They are not compleËe or

whole wíËhouÈ artí.culation. Part of Ëhe creative process is, therefore,

dependenL upon belng able to verbalLze or otherwise express what ls only

dinly felt or recognÍzed initially.

In a \day similar to the r,ray ín which language creates or

artículates our strongly evaluative thoughts (evaluaLions which are

normaËive for desíre), it also creaÈes or arLLculates Ëhe actions or
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Practices of a given society. Thfs is evidenÈ ln Taylorts not,ion of the

constitutive role language plays tn the practices and ÍnstitutLons of a

society. It was polnted ouL in the chapEers previous to Ëhis that

language' by gÍving expresslon to the self understandings characteristíc

of a certain socleËy, provides the decisive ueans for the exístence and

operaËion of that socletyrs practices and institutÍons. It rvould be

r¡orthwhile for the sake of clariÈy to quote one of Taylorrs exauples of

how language constituËes practices:

Take the practíce of deciding things by najorÍty
voËe. It carries with it cerËain sËandards, of valid
and invalid voting, and valid and lnvalid results,
without which it would not be the practíce that it
1s. For instance, it is understood Ëhat each
partícipant makes an índependent decision. If one
can dictaÈe to Ëhe others how to vote, we all
understand that this pract,ice 1s not being properly
carrl-ed ouË. The polnt of it is to concatenate a
social decision out of lndivldual decisíons. So only
cerËaln kinds of interactíon are legitinate. This
norm of indivldual independence ís, one níght sayo
consËitutlve of the pracËice Ienphasis in orlginal].'

Our normaÈive discourse, therefore, plays a part 1n the

instltutions and practices of a soclety. rt does Ëhis in so far as it

provÍdes Ëhe disËlnct.ions between what are to be considered the

appropriate acÈÍons and sit.uations r¡ithin whlch those acËlons are Eo be

performed on Èhe one hand and rvhat are to be consldered inapproprÍate

act.ions and situatlons rvithin which those actions are not to be

performed on the other hand. Without these distlnctions or rules these

practíces would noË exist. They would not be the practices or

instiËutfons Ëhat they are. Thus language creat.es, in part at leasË,

these practf.ces.

There are, therefore, two rrays or senses in which language plays a

constltutíve role. First, it provides the physical movemenÈs which make
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up the particular practice with a definlte form and a shared

significance. So, for example, washing night be done quickly and

individually for the sake of eleanlng oneself. Or, it. may be done, as

the Romans used to do lt, gradually and collectively for the sake of

relaxat.ion and conversation with one's fellor¿ citizens. Secondly, the

crucial distlnctions in our language ¡¿hich give the practice its

parËicular foru and signÍficance may actually create the practice in the

sense that even the physical movemenËs which make it up would not. exist

without the means of expressing the meanf.ng the activity has. This,

naturally, would not be the case T{ith practices tied to the

physíological requirements of human bodíes. It would, though, be the

case with pracEices such as the exanple of voting used by Taylor. It

could, of course, be the case that aË regular íntervals most persons

over a certain age spend a day marking papers wÍth xrs. In thls case,

nhether they rüere voting or not would depend upon whether they were

nakíng independent declslons or not. If they did not have a language

which embodled a commonly understood notion of what voting was, however,

it is noL aÈ all likely that the physical motions necessary for the

acÈivity of voË1ng t¡ould be performed by the members of thts society.

Although Taylor is noË perfectly explicit that language consËitutes

pract,lces 1n Èhis sense this is an interpretaÈion of his not.ion of

how language functions for rshich I cannot find any cont.radictory

evidence ln hís writlngs. It ís, therefore, a justifled construal of

how Taylor conceptualizes Èhe creatf-ve role of language.

So thought and acEion bear a sËructural siullarity in Ëheir

relatlonship to language. Each requires language for meaningful

expression and apprehenslon. Language plays a creaËive role in relaÈion
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to each by providing the indispensable means of consËlEuting Ëhe

meanings thought and action have. Furthermore, the meanings of acÈÍon

and Ëhought, r,Ihen articulated, are both for the author and f.or a specËator

or spectators. Finally, it ís the meaning of action and the meanLng of

our thoughts which constítuËe reality. It is not their onËological

structure which does so. Or, perhaps it would be more appropriate to

say that their ontologfcal structure is inherenÈly neaningful. This is

particularly evident. in Taylorrs argunent that the rnínd nay not be

reduclble to Ehe brain and in his argumenÈ that behaviour cannot be

adequaLely explafned as fcolourlessr movements. In each argument, he

contends that iË is the meaning actions or ment.al sEates have that must

be accounted for and not slnply Èhe physical elemenÈs maklng it up. To

give an exauple of what I mean, one cannot, if I undersËand Taylor

correcLly, fully account for the rüetness of rùater by describlng the

particular combinaËion and the actlvity of the molecules whLch make iË

up. One nust refer to the llqutd qualltfes of water, or in uore general

terms, to the common sense features of water. Simtlarly, one must

account for behavLour in terns of its goal and the actorrs intentions,

or in the case of the nLnd to its menËal staËes, rather than sluply to

physical movements or t,o neurophysiologfcal sËaÈes, respectively.

To understand action as a metaphor for Ëhought suggesËs a way in

whlch the debate over the question of whether or not the natural and

soclal sciences are discrete or continuous may be transcended, or aE

leasË more fruLtfully explored. The proponents of eíther side in Ëhe

debate have argued that there 1s, or ls not, an ontological difference

between the objects of these sciences. I want to suggesË Ehat this r^ray

of argulng the question leads to Ëhe impasse reached at the end of Èhe
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second chapt.er where the argumentation on each slde of Ëhe debate was

well founded. If, however, we understand much of the argumentation

advanced in this debate as beíng inherently metaphorical, as I an

suggesting Taylorrs fundamenËal categorlzation of human belng is, then

to see human beings partaklng of a world of acËíon, continuous r¿ith Ëhe

world of physical objects and partakfng of a world of contemplatíon,

discontfnuous with the physical v¡orld, becomes a plausible poslÈion. In

other words, there is both an ont.ologícal contLnulty with and a

dissinilitude between the physlcal objects of the natural sclences and

the objects of the social sciences.

This nay seem to make human beings into extremely ambiguous forms

of life. Thfs, however, would not be a decislve objection Ëo this vfew.

After all, even a seeningly well understood thíng like water manifests

behaviour which can be largely ambiguous when attemptíng a precise

explanation of lts naLure. trfhat, for example, is the difference between

waLer heated to two hundred and eleven degrees Fahrenheit and two

hundred and twelve degrees Fahrenheit? Now, several answers night be

gÍven to this questÍon. The difference could be explained in terms of

an altered molecular structure, or f-n terms of the difference in its

observable properties, 1.e., its change from a liquid to a gas. The

point being that it is explainable on Lwo levels.

The analogy ls not perfect, of course, because the molecular level

of explanaËion is more basic and can be used Ëo accounË for the change

in observable properËies. In the case of human behavf.our, I am

suggesting that neither level of explanation 1s more basic Ëhan the

oLher. The analogy does, though, demonstraËe how even ordinary

phenomena ín the natural sciences nay be ambiguous in the sense that it
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may be explained aË more than one level. It could be that the nature of

human belng 1s such that Ëhere Ís no one basic level but rather that

human beings exhlblË behavioural properties not fu1ly understandable on

only one level of undersËanding. The levels on which they are given to

understanding may be amenable in one ínsÈance to Ëhe interpretl-ve

practices of the natural sciences and in Ëhe oËher instance a

distinctive interpretive undersËanding may be necessary. only both

ways of ínterpret,ing human behavíour, howeverr mây be adequate.

Douglas Berggren outlines five polnts which he takes to be the

elements naking up the basic structure of the ttensionalf theory of

metaphor in his article "The Use and Abuse of Metaphor."g The ffrst

element is that, given a particular cont.ext.r âûy metaphor wl-ll have at

least tnto referents. Second, the difference between these referents

must be such that a literal or univocal interpretation of their

conjunctlon would be absurd. Third, Ëhere must be some prlnciple of

assÍmilation which can meaningfully l1nk Ëhe two referents. Fourth,

there must be the creation of a ner^r rneaning by juxtapositlon and

synthesís whÍch depends upon the creative lnteraction of the referents

and therefore cannoÈ be resolved into 11Ëeral or non-tensional

assertions. Flfthly, meËaphors if abused, that ls to say¡ if they are

taken Ëo be líteral assertions, may be transformed into nyth.

Since Berggrenfs article provides a relaËively recent and fairly

exhaustlve survey of Èhe literature on metaphor, and because he presents

a cogent argument for hís partícular construal and defense of the

tensl-onal theory of metaphor, I think it is ¡¡orthwhile Èo use his five

pol-nts as a sorË of sËandard for metaphorical expression. I think that

showing how Taylorrs theory of acËion meets these five criÈeria will
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help to demonstrate iËs metaphorical nature.

There are clearly two referents in Taylorrs use of the concept of

action. His concept refers us to Lhe actual behavfour taking place.

That is, to the physlcal rnovement.s of the actor and to the actorrs

lntentions and bellefs. In ot.her words, his or her mental states.

An univocal or llteral interpreËatíon of action as eíther pure

movemenË or pure thoughL, however, ls absurd. That actlon is not. sinply

a synon)rn for thought ís clear from the fact thaË thought is an LnÈernal

process and acËs are lntentional performances. Although each is

reflexfve and self conscious 1n thelr actívity and each nay be freely

conducÈed, thínking is sllenL and invlsible. It is imperceptible to

sense perceptlon except when manifesËed as actíon. It is not physícal

phenomena, but semantic phenomena. Action, on the other hand, is a

sense perceptlble physícal entíty. It makes noise, marks, motions, and

so on. Yet neíther is it sinply physlcal uovement. Movements, while

they do not necessarily require íntentions or even consclousness, cannot

be all there is to all human behavlour. They cannoÈ be so because some

actions are obviously accompanied by conscious thought processes and

speclf ic intentlons. ll

Thought and actíon are, though, meaningfully linked as phenomena ln

that action makes visibly nanífest the structure of thoughr through

íts articulat.ion in language. They are related to language ín Ëhat

each is inextricably tied to lingulstlc expression 1n order to become

meaningful to others. They depend upon language for their creaÈion of

meanings and it 1s Ëhrough language that these meanings are discovered.

Language provides the indispensable means of constiÈuÈing Ëhese meanings

for others and for the subjecËs.
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The use of the theory of action as a netaphor for thought creates

new meanings by synthesizlng behaviour with lntentíonal mental states.

It shlfts the notion of language as descripË1on to the notion of

language as a form of actlvíty. It gives us the ldea of the mínd as an

actlve, fntervening process which creaLes, intentionally, a world of

events and objects 1n lts actlve search for meanl-ng. It helps us to see

significant portions of human behaviour as a value-laden activity

ínseparable from the intentional staËes which inform and cause this

behavlour. Flnally, lt generates a coherent. undersËanding and means of

explaining most human behaviour and practices.

To take Èhls expression literally, however, would be to unravel the

tensíon between thought and actfon. It would make Èhought, taken

líterally as action, into a nyt,h. For thought is not amenable to a

literal inËerpret.ation of action. This is for all the reasons given

above 1n support of Lhe claim that action is not synon)rmous wiÉh

thoughË.

Consequently, I think that Taylorrs theory of human action is a

sul-table metaphor for human ÈhoughÈ and that it should be undersËood as

such. Llhether Taylor hinself intended it to be construed in this way

should not. be consfdered as declslve to the veracity of the argument I

have made. Hannah Arendt has suggested that a philosopher may noË

understand what he or she has done as well as others. She asserts thaL

KanÈfs distinctíons between Vernunft and Verstand, beÈween speculative

reason and the understanding has a significance greater and perhaps in a

different sense, than he hlmself recognised. She quoËes 1n support of

her claim Kantts discussíon of PlaËo in whÍch he avers "thaÈ iÈ ls by no
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ín regard to his subject to find that

he has understood htnself."12 I believe

with Taylorfs work as well.
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which an author has expressed

we understand hin beËter Ëhan

thaË this could be the case
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CONCLUSIONS

r have aEtempted to achleve three goals in this thesis. Fi rst, I

have attempted to clearly articulate the basic elements of Charles

Taylorrs theory of human action. secondly, r have attempted to

demonstrate' by way of a furEher elaboration of his theory, how he

applies this theory to two of the contemporary debates in the phi losophi,

of the social sclences. Thircl ly, I have ar.gued that Taylor's act ion

theory can be undersÈood as illuninating human behaviour by providing us

wlth a metaphor for human thought. The consequences of which are to

strike a balance between the contemplatlve and the active dirnensions of

human belng such that each must be understood as essential ancl

non-reducible to the other.

In the first chapter I set out what I take to be the essential

elements of Taylor's action theory. These are Ehât hurnan behaviour must

be understood and explaÍned as behaviour which occurs for the sake of

some goal. In other words, it ls the sort of phenomenon that requíres,

for an adequate explanation, an explanaÈion proffered in teleologíca1

terms and laws. This sorÈ of explanatfon, however, was categorized as

simple teleological and regarded as lnsufficient for a proper

explanatlon of speciflcally hurnan behaviour. In order to provide an

adequate account of human behaviour tt is necessary to refer to the

actor's intentions as declsive for Ëhe executlon of the action. Even if

the behaviour accompllshes the author's goa1, unless the behavlour

exhfbiËed sras the result of the lntentlon to accompllsh this goa1, it

could not be consldered intentlonal teleological behavlour. So, for

example, 1f I lntended to push a box off its restlng place and someone
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burnped into me thereby resultlng in my pushing Ëhe box off lts resting

spot ' this could not be explained in action terms. Intentional

teleologlcal 1aws, when Ehey are held to be the laws holding at the nost

baslc level at whlch a systemrs behaviour can be explained, are what

Taylor calls purposive explanatlons. By 'most basic' leve1, it vras

explained that Taylor means that the laws at thfs level of explanation

cannot in turn be explained by or derlved from the laws of äny other

type, although they themselves may be used to explain or derlve laws

used for the explanatlon of other phenomena.

Various critiques of Taylort s basic theoretical. f rarnework r.rere

examined. For the mosL part they were found to be wanting on the

grounds that they elther neglected Taylor's essentlal distinctíons

between simple teleologtcal, ínten,t ional teleological. antl purposive

behaviour, or they <lispute<l hls claim that Ehe proper explanation of

human behaviour as intenÈ.iona1 is an open, emplrical questlon on what

proved to be lnsufficient É{rounds for rejecting this c1aÍm.

In the second chapter, Taylorts vievrs on the question of whether or

not there 1s an ontological difference between Èhe phenornena of the

naÈural sclences and the phenomena of the social sciences were

elaborated. Taylor, conslstent wlth the traditional herrneneutic

approach, malntalns that the kind of lnterpretfve understancling

characterlstfc of social science practlce fs different in its relation

to lts objects of study than the lnterpretation characterlstic of the

natural science Program. Consequently, the nature of these two sciences

was judged to be fundamentally dlstinct. 0ther views u¡ere presented,

however, and it is my belfef that they appear to be based on

conslderations slmllarly well founded.
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In the third chapter Taylor's contentlon Èhat standards of

ratfonality can be applied pan-historlcally and pan-cu1 turall y was

expllcated. It was noted Ehat although Taylor argues that the active

and embodied nature of human being provides us wíth a foundatíon upon

which these transcultural and transhlstorlcal judgments can be made,

ascriptions of irratlonallty can only be assertecl on tlre grounds thar a

subject has conÈrarlicted him or herself in their own terms. Th,.rs,

logfcal consístency 1s a necessary feature oÍ ratlonality but Taylor's

notion of ratlonallty is broader than simply this. rr includes, as

we1l, the idea that rational behavfour involves the furthering of more

efficaclous practlces. rn other words, to be ratfonal and Èo seek

greater opportunities to act effectlvely and freely upon the world are

irrseparably bound up together as a restrlt of the actir¡e and embocìierl

condltion of human beings.

Other posltions Eaken in this debate were compareil to Taylor's and

an evaluation of both sides of Ëhe lssue was made. IE is my belief that

the relatlvfst view, although it makes several strong points, ultimately

presents greater problems. These problems arlse because thfs position

leaves open the question of how cross cultural and cross hfstorlcal

understanding is achieved, often very readlly.

rn the course of chapters tv¡o and three, Taylort s theory of

language emerges as an essential feature of hfs phllosophy. A crucial

characteristfc of agents for whom explanations of thelr behavfour must

be glven in teleologlcal terms and in terms of how the situatlon fs

descrlbed by thern, 1s thefr abllfty to rnake apparent the meanlng things

have for Èhem through the use of language. In the concluding chapter of
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my thesis I have argued that Taylorrs conceptualizatlon of the way ln

which language functlons 1s related to both action ancl thought in a

para1le1 actLon. Language, for Taylor, plays an actlve, creative role

in regar<l to soclal practices ancl Ínstitutlons. Tt plays a slm1 1ar rr¡1e

in relation to our self understandings because these thoughts are not

made definite and clearly perceptible untl1 they have been arttculaterl.

Both thought and action requÍ-re language as a meclium for meaningf¡1

expression. By arÈiculating these neanings ttrey become appal:ent anci

more persplcuous to both the spectators and to the author of the action

or thoughE. Moreover, Ít is Èhe meanings which actÍon an¿ thought have

which constiÈute the social reallty \.rithin whlch human beings exist,

act, and think. The very nature of thought ancl actíon is to seek

rneanlngful expression.

I also coatended that Èhe logica1 I lnk betweer.ì intentíona1 states

of mÍnd and Èhe action they intend makes thought a necessary

prerequisite for human behaviour descrfbecl or explainerì as action.

This, of course, follows from the assertion that action explanations

require the use of terms whtch make reference to the actorfs intentions.

For lntenLions are mental staÈes and are the result of a goal seeking

activlty based upon how an envÍronnent ls perceived and what its nature

is belfeved to be. In other words, something 1s thought to be the case

and a certafn means fs thought Èo be sufffclent for its attalnment. The

action 1s, Èherefore, thought, or to use Searlets term, representecl,

before ft ls performed. The sense perceptlble performance of the

actlon, Èhen, brings out fnÈo the topent, makes tvisibler, tobservablet

and meaningful the tntelligtble strucÈure of the human thought process.

consequently, r conclude that Taylorts theory of action can be
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taken to be a metaphorlcal expression for human thought. Furthernore,

it fs a metaphor whlch provfdes us wlth a perspicaclous ancl coherent

account of the actfve and creative nature of the hurnan nind. By so

dofng ft takes us beyond the observable and brings to 1lght the true

being of what is otherwise the unobservable.
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